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BACKGROUND

Two major lectures are presented annually by the University of Pittsburgh's
School of Education - the Horace Mann Lecture Series and the Paul Masoner International Education Lecture Series.
This pubiication includes eight tails from the submitted manuscripts that
were presented at these lectures from 1972 to 1978.
t were presented at the Horace Mann Lecture Series include: EducaTalks
tion for Li, trorilly Barbara Sizemore, Superintendent of Schools, Washington,
D.C.; Language in Education: Forward to Fundamentals by Dell Hathawayllymes,
Dean, Graduate School of Education, University of Pennsylvania; Education in the
Humane Community by Keith Goldhammer, Dean, College of Education, Michigan
State University, and Educational Research and School Practice: An Historical Perspective by Patricia A. Graham, Director, National Institute of Education.
Lectures that were presented at the Paul Masoner International Education
Series include: International Aspects of Education by the Right Honorable Thomas
Frederick Peart, M.P., United Kingdom; Education and Development: A Reappraisal by Martin Conroy, Stanfrrd University; and International Education: Problems
and Prospects by Shou-Sheng Hsueh, Director of International Asian Studies Programme, The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
The talk by William H.E, Johnson, Professor of Education, and faculty member of they School of Education, University of Pittsburgh, on The Development of
Soviet Society: Perspectives from Educational Experience was presented at the Educatjan Day Program which preceded Dr. Conroy's talk at the Paul Masoner International Lecture.
No manuscript was aviilable for the talk by Philip H. Coombs, Vice Ch
and Director of Strategy Studies, International Council for Education Development, on What Lies Ahead for Education in Developing Countries.
Many of the talks that were given at the Horace Mann Lecture Series prior to
1972 were published by the University of Pittsburgh Press.

FOREWORD

The School of Educatiok in cooperation with the School of Education
Alumni, is pleased to present ties collection of lectures that address a variety of

educational trends,

issues,

and concerns. As the reader will note, each year an at-

tempt is made to highlight lecturers, who address topics of interest to the broad

educational community, including the University and the public and private school
audience. This collection of lectures results from the School's desire to captury,
through the printed word, presentations by these outstanding educators. We hope
the readers will bc able to incorporate these printed lectures into their ongoing educational endeavors, including classez, seminars, research efforts, or committees. We
trust that our readers will appreciate revisiting these lectures through this publication.
Wilma B. Smith
School of Education
1979
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HORACE MANN LECTURE SERIES

The Horace Mann Lecture Series is presented each year by the School of Education in recognition of Mann's matchless service to the American public school
system and to heighten the awareness of today's educational community to the
continuous challenges that must be met. Inaugurated in 1953, the lecture series
aims to promote the continued pmfessional renewal activities of the School's faculty, students, and alumni.
The magnitude of Horace Mann's (17964859) services to education must be
reemphasized and kept alive so that this generation can better understand the purpose and function of a free public school system in American democracy and a
reaffirmation of faith in free schools. His boundless energy, coupled with a brilliant
and penetiating mind, focused the attention of the citizens of his era on the need
for the improvement and support of public schools. He, more than any other, can
truly be called "Father of the AmeTican Public School System."
If ever there was a cause, if ever there can be a cause, worthy to be
upheld by all of toil or sacrifice that the human hand or heart can endure, it is the cause of Education. It has intrinsic and indestructible
merits. It holds the welfare of mankind in its embrace, as the protecting
arms of a mothe: holds her infant to her bosom. -Horace Mann
By reemphasizing and keeping alive the ideas of Horace Mann which he adequately stated and portrayed to the American public school system, we are given
the opportunity to pause and reflect on the present and future challenges aril mandates for which we are held accountable.
Noted educators are invited to speak on present-day educational activities and
outcomes. Individuals who attend these lectures have the opportunity to incorpur.;1^ .:,v :dens and challenges into the ongoing planning processes andPactivities
within the k.00i and the larger educational arena.

vii

PAUL MASONER INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION LECTURE SERIES

A series of lectures emphasizing the international aspects of education was
initiated by the School of Education in 1972 to honor Paul H. Masoner for his 18
years of service as Dean of the School of Education, and for his outstanding contributions in international education. Distinguished scholars and leaders from the international community are invited each year to present their views on the significance of international issues with reference to higher education.
Since his retirement as Dean, Dr. Masoner expanded his role in international
tudy programs by continuing to serve the University of Pittsburgh as Director of
the University Center for International Studies' Office of Special Programs, and as a
faculty member of the Program in Higher Education. Included in his many international education endeavors has been research and study in the field of nonformal
education for rural development in South America. He has visited schools, universities, and education ministries in more than fifty countries.
Dr. Masoner held various positions aq teacher, counselor, and administrator in
the Pennsylvania and the Ohio Public School.; before accepting a position at the
University of Pittsburgh in 1945. He was appointed Dean of the School of Education in 1955.
He has been a member of local, national, and international educational and
professional organizations. Dr. Masoner has held office and has been otherwise
honored by many of these organizations. In 1977, he was made Honorary Fellow of
the College of Preceptors in England. His most recent professional honors were his
election to the preside* of the International Council of Education for Teaching,
and his appointment as consultant to the U.S. Agency for International Development on education program development in Korea.
The Honorary Degree awarded to Dr. Masoner at Mowing University (Seoul,
Korea ) in February 1978, sums up his untiring efforts on behalf of students and
facility throughout the world. The diploma from Hanyang University states:
in recognition of his lifelong devotion and dedication to the development of education in the world, and particularly his outstanding contributions in promoting the educational and cultural exchange between
the Republic of Korea and the U.S. of America.
Dr. Masoner received his B.A. and M.A. from Ohio State University, and his
Ph.D. from the University of Pittsburgh.
Through the annual Paul Masoner International Education lectures; faculty,
staff, students, alumni, and friends ef the School of Education have the opportunity to become involved in projects to foster better world relaticns and education.
ix

SPEAKERS

The Right Honorable Thomas Frederick Feart has been a member of Parliament in the United Kingdom since 1945. During his tenure of almost 30 years in
the House of Commons he has served as a leading spokesman in behalf of education. A strong supporter of Anglo-American cooperation, he has visited the United
States on government and semi-official business. Mr. Peart's services to the United
Kingdom included Leader of the House of Commons; Lord President of the Council; representative at the Council of Europe; Opposition Spokesman on Education,
Science and Agriculture; Privy Councillor; and Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries,
And Food.
Mr. Peart received his Bachelor of Science and Post-graduate Diploma in Edu-

cation from the Univenity of Durham where he held the position of President of
the Durham University Union Society.
Barbara A. Sizemore, Superintendent of Public Schools, District of Columbia,

at the time of her presentation in 1975, presently holds an appointment as

Associate Professor, Departmert of Black Studies, University of Pittsburgh.
Her professional activities included positions as public school teacher; instruo,
tor, Northeastern Illinois State College; Director, Wood lawn Experimental Schools

Project; Coordinator for Proposal Development, Chicago Public Schools; and
Associate Secretary, American Association of School Administrators. She has
served as educational consultant to numerous projects, offices, and programs.
Ms. Sizemore has authored chapters in edited books and contributed numerous articles in educational periodicals. She received her B.A. and M.A. degrees from
Northwestern University, and is presently a candidate for the Ph.D. degree from the
University of Chicago in the field of educational administration with special ir.ter-

ests in sociology and urban affairs. She holds Honorary Doctorate degrees from
Delaware State College; Central State University, Xenia, Ohio; and Baltimore College of the Bible.

Martin Conroy, Associate professor of education and economics at Stanford
University, is an associute of the Center for Economic Studies in Palo AltoA-le is
chairman of the International Development'Education Progiam, and Director of the

Latin American Fellowship Program, School of Education at Stanford. Before

,9
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coming to Stanford, Dr. Carnoy was a research associate at .the Brookings Institution, where he wrote extensively oo Latin American trade and economic integra%
Lion.

Dr. Carnoy authored numerous articles and books on economic development
and on the roll. of education in the development process, including Industrialization
in a Latin American Common Market, Schooling in a Corporate Society, Education

as cultural Imperialism, and The Limits of Educational Reform. He completed a
monograph on economic change and educational reform in Cuba.
Dr. Carnoy received his B.S. in electrical engineering from the California Institute of Technology, and the M.A. and Ph.D. eegrees from the University of Chicago
in economics.

Dell Hathaway Ilymes, Dean. School of Education, Uriiversity of Pennsylvania, is a distinguished scholar in linguistics, anthropology, folklore, and education. Ms scholarly concerns for the understanding of human language and speech
activity tn social and cultural context have-had significant impact both in linguistic
theory and educational practice. Early studies of the language of Oregon's Chinook
Indians led into a professional career which demonstrated the integration of linguistic theory and academic applications of that iheory to practical social programs.
Attempts to practice linguistic research in classrooms not only served to redirect
teachers' understandings of students' language learning activities, but contributed to
As own reconceptualization of language and linguistic Dieory.
William ILE. Johnson, Professor Emeritus of Education, University of Pittspurgh (1956-1976), has been a visiting lecturer at a number of American and Euro-

pean universities, and presen!ed talks at professional meetings throughout the
world. He has visited the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, frequently acting as
academic leader for study tours sponsored by the National Education Association,
the Comparati ,e and International Education Society, and the University of Pittsburgh. His study of the influence of the Soviet Union on education in the other
sotialist countries was sponsored and published by the U.S. Office of Educa,on.
Dr, Johnson served Ls Chief of the Russian olitical
During World War
Department in U.S. Military Intelligence, and was involved in the shipment. of
Lend-lease supplies to the Soviet Union. He served as national president of the History of Education Society. and Lhairman of the Phi Delta Kappa Commission on
International Education. Dr, Johnson received his A.B. and M.A. from the University of North Carolina, and his Ph,D, from Columbia University.

Keith Goldhammer, Dean of the College of Education at Michigan State Unitfirsity since 1972, recvived his Ph.D. from the University of Oregon in the fields of

Educatimal Administration and Sociology of Education. Dr. Goldhammer's research inciunes extensive local and national study for the improvement of educe.

:II administration.

Patricia Albjerg Graham was appointed Director of the National Institute of
Education in 1977 by President Carter. She is on leave from her position as professor at the Harvard Graduate School of Education.

Positions held by Dr. Graham include lectvrer at the Indiana University*
School of Education, visiting professor at Northern Michigan University, and
fessor of history and education at Teachers College of Columbia Unixemity. She has
served as Dean of the Radcliffe Institute and Vice-president of RadclIffe College. Ai
Director of Barnard College's Education Program, Dr. Graham worked closely with

,

teachers arld administrators in Manhattan and the. Bronx in assisting beginning
teachers In their schools. In 1972-73 she was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship.

Dr. Graham has authored numerous books and krticles on a Wide range of
itopIcs on the history and current practices of education. She received her Ph.D.
i

f..kkom CJIumbis University and her B.S. and M.S. degrees from Purdui University.

Shou-Sheng Hsuch, Director of International Asian Studies Programme at The
Chinesi University of Hong _Kong, also holds the positions of Chair Professor f
Government and Public Administration, Mad of United College, and litect9fof
Public Affairs Research Centre.
6
Dr. Hsueh has served in research.and lPcturing capacities with the government
of the United Kingdom, University of Hong Kong, and with the Eastern Regional
Organization for Pak Administration. He held Viating scholar roles at Oxford and
the,State University of thF, Phillippines, and served as Vice-Chancellor of Nanyang
University in Singapore for three years.
Dr. Hsueh authored numerods articles and- books on political science, public
administration, social and economic development, technoloty transfer strategies,
and university administration, which have been published in Korea, United States,
Iran, France, Vietnam, Switzerland. India, Thialand, and Belgium. He has participated in over 51 international academic conferences and activities. In 1975, Dr.
Hsueh was appointed United Nt.tions Consultant at the Ahian Centre for Development Administration, and served as member of the Admfn strative Board of Association of Southeast Asian Institutions of Higher Learning.
Dr.1Tsueh received the B.A. degree from Yeriching University in Peking, altd
the Lie. es Science Politiqug and Doc. es Science Politique from the University of
Geneva,

,
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FREDERICK PEART
Member of Parlaiment, United Kingdom

INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS
OF EDUCATION
OCTOBER 11, 1972

Introduction
This evening I am addressing a distinguished audience, sophisticated in the
arts of education, in a famous University and in a great City and State. Should I
talk to you about problems which so often catch the Press and Television headlines? For example: Student Unrest, Violence on the CampusI (he Drug Scene, the
Permissive Society, Pornography, Women's Lib, the Effects of Urbanization, and
Alienation, just to name a few. These are serious problems, each in turn deserving
close analysis, scrutiny and debate. But ore they not in some way the manifestation

of the neurosis of the more affluent societies? That is why I prefer to address
myself to some of the more fundamental problems concerning world education.

Have we failed to harness the idealism, the promise, and the aspirations born out of
the aftermath of war? Do those two great concepts of freedom and democracy

mean anything to a new generation that did not experience the holocaust of
1939-1945? Does the Jefferson concept uf the role of education in an evolving

democracy still hold? Have we really escaped from our violent past? It is not easy
tolive complete answers to the questions I have posed. Perhaps we make too much
of the crisis of 1939-1945; perhaps we should regard it as an ugly interlude best
forgotten. This would be 'too easy! Even now as I look at the world scene I believe

that our society has still not recovered from the traumatic shocks of that war

period, on the other hand we must not underestimate or devalue the feeling of hope
and idealism that gripped and inspired the peoples of the world when peace came.
Neither should we underestimate the great potential of science and technology
which if used for peaceful purposes could dramatically change the political and
social scene. For out of the horror of HirosHima emerged the harnessing of nuclear
fission and subsequently all the possibilities of nuclear fusion; out of modern artillery-rocket guns and guided missiles came the reality of space ships, exploring new
worlds as man quests for new adventures. A new post war period followed revealing
new political attitudes, new political alignments and new power groupings. Who
would have thought that the Russian peoples would suddenly rejeet stalinism, or
that an Anwrican President would discuss with Mao Tse-tung in Peking, or that
Britain once the leader of a great Empire would seek its future in the economic
autarky of the European- Economic Community. Who would have thought that

after 1945 nations and peoples would still zesort to violence and war as in the

Ii
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Middle East. Korea, Vietnam, Congo, Nigeria, India and Pakistan. Again the outburst of violence and hate which sickens me as I watch the tragedy of Northern
Ireland: the sadness of the Munich Olympics: and the tragedy of Uganda where
racism raises its ugly head to mar the African political scene.
You may well ask what has all this to do with Education? My straight answer
Everything! Education has to operate against the background of historical events.
It can help to shape those events but it also is conditioned by them. Unfortunately
too often its problems are measured in a purely narrow nationalists context. I am

not suggesting that when I advocate a broader approach to Education that we
should ignore the policies and practices of our national groupings: country, state,
town, or village. Moreover, there are major educational problems within each and
every educational system, for example: priority of resources for each sector, reform
of Secondary Education, the relationship between private and public education, the
place of the deprived and disabled child, and the reform of the curricula. Many of

these problems are common to all countries. Here and there are differences in
emphasis and approach which inevitably arise for histoecal reasons affecting the
rate and progress of educational development.
This evening I must look at the world scene. The first great event in the post
war period which has had a profound effect on world educational development was
the birth and creation of the 'Thited Nations Organizations. The United Nations has
its critics. There are cynics who think of it in terms of the old League of Nations,
and rejoice in its inability on occasions to curb aggression between member states.
They argue, "Man will never change. War will be with us always. Then why waste
resources!" It is a viewpoint that I reject. Whatever its faults arid limitations, the
very existence of the United Nations Organization is a positive force for peace and
-

better international relations and understanding. It continually beckons Governments and peoples to use reason and argument instead of foixe and aggression. It is
a worid forum for sensible debate and discussion. Its very existence is fundamental
to a positive development of international law and order.
If one carefully examines and scrutinizes the work of the United Nations
Organization one cannot but fail to appreciate and admire the role of the Specialized Agencies and particularly those concerned with Education. The United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization is the most important. Rene
Maheu, the distinguished Director-General of UNESCO, in a preface to a booklet
"Partners for Peace," published by the United Nations in 1970, states the aims and
purposes of UNESCO.

For so far as UNESCO -and indeed under the terms of its Constitution

--education, science, culture, and information are not ends in themselves, but the means or methods of waging an intellectual and moral
campaign in the interests of peace a:A international understanding.

True peace, however, can exist among States only if it is based on
respect for justice in relation to the individuals of whom nations are
composed. UNESCO has never ceased to strive for the effective recognition of every individual's right, regardless of race, sex, language, or
religion, to learn, to acquire information, to enter into the heritage of
values bequeathed to us by past generations and to share in the progress
of knowledge."

Rene Maheu's eloquent words reinforce the preamble to the Constitution of
UNESCO which states:
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Since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the
defenses of peace must be constructed

Ignorance of each other's ways and lives has been a common cause
throughout the history of mankind of that suspicion and mistrust between the peoples of the world through which their differences have all
too often broken into war.
This is what education is all about.

I wish to pay tribute to the work of UNESCO and all those distinguished

international civil servants, from the Director-General down to the humble clerk
do field woik in so
and typist who make up its Secretariat, and also those who
fundamental
to that of
the
world.
UNESCO's
work
is
many countries throughout
Director-General
declared
when
addressUnited Nations. As Torres Bodet, a former
stimulate
Beirut
and
speaking
on
the
need
to
ing an educational conference in
education in haman rights, that UNESCO was the world's "ever wakeful conscience" and the United Nations as the "body politic of a new world." His description still holds true today. This former Foreign Minister of Mexico and also Minister
of Education had an important influence on the work of UNESCO. Undoubtedly
his Mexican Ministerial experience stood him in good stead and enabled him to
reconcile the interests of the less developed countries with varying degrees of economic development. He was able to define UNESCO's task in the field of fundamental education and also to recognize that UNESCO's work should be associated
with the development of agricultural production and improved health conditions
through the work of other international agencies, Food and Agriculture Organiza .
tions and the World Health Organization.
Ever since I have had the honour to be invited to deliver this address I have
literally poured over thousands of words concerning the work of UNESCO and
other related international bodies. It is only natural that my approach is that of a
politician long concerned with Educational and Agricultural matters. The more I
look at the International scene the more I am convinced that we should concentrate
our efforts conquering two great evils which frustrate and hinder the development
of education and world peace. These two great evils are-still Illiteracy and Hunger.
Let us take illiteracy first. In the United Nations 1970 Report on the World
Situation we had the stark statement:
According to a recent UNESCO estimate, there are 783 million adults
in the world today who are totally illiteratean increase of 48 million
since 1960. Unless special measures are taken, it is further estimated
that this number will increase to more than 800 million in 1980.
However, the illiteracy rate has fallen from 39.3 per cent in 1960 to
34,2 per cent in 1970 and is expected to fall to about 29 per cent in
1980. The increase in the absolute number of adult illiterates is mainly
due to the enormous population explosion in the period-1,870 million
adults in 1960 and 2,287 million adults in 1970. The main regions
where illiseracy is prevalent are all the countries in Asia, Africs and
Latin America, where school enrollment is lowest and drop-out rates of
boys and girls from regular school highest. Usually those who are most
affected by illiteracy are women. Forty per cent of the world's women
are completely illiterate as contrasted with 28 per cent of the men.
Rural areas form the lapgest reservoir of illiteracy.

What an immense problem! It is a problem that remains acute because of the
tenific population incraase. In order to combat illiteracy the introduction of uni-
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venal primary education would be a major step forward. Many countries have
introduced mass illiteracy campaigns, but according to UNESCO experience, even
these brave efforts have not produced satisfactory results. Nevertheless, such campaigns must be persevered. However. I strongly believe that we will not conquee
illiteracy simply by pumping direct aid into backward countries. There must be
wider economic and social planning involving industrialization and agricultural pro-

duction and devdopment. This poses another problem. In order to industrialize
there must be available qualified and specialized manpower at all levels, but here we

face a dilemma. From where does the trained personnel come? Specialists of the
required kind are in short supply, and their period of training is a long one. In the
least developed parts of tne world where agriculture needs to be expanded and
modernized the problem is even more acute. The development of agriculture can
only be achieved by the provision of appropriate vocational training and raising the
basic levels of knowledge. Thus if we are to stimulate both industry and agriculture
in the underdeveloped parts of the world, we need to invest more in education.
Investment in education is sound business, but it must be linked to a development
plan. Inevitably in that plan the key to its success will be the role of the individual
teacher. The teacher may be helped with new sophisticated teaching methods and
the use of the modern media of mass communication, television and sound radio;
but in the end, it is the quality of the teacher's personality, character and leadership
that counts. It is for this reason that teacher supply and the ratio of teachers to
pupils an, decisive. If we examine past statistics on teacher supply we find that in
1967-68 it was estimated that for 480 million students in primary, secondary and
higher education, there were nearly 18 miHion teachers. Since 1960-61 the world
average annual growth in teaching staff has been estimated at 3.5 per cent at the
primary level, 6.6 per cent at the seeondary level, and 8.1 per cent at the higher
level. However the ratio of teachers to pupils has actually decreased since 1960-61,
when it was estimated to be 1:30 and in 1967-68 it was 1:31, This means that the
total enrollment of pupils has increased faster than the number of teachers. There is
no doubt that education development has and is being frustrated by the world
population explosion. This explosion pressed hard on the developing and backward
countries, and acts as a brake on the raising standards of living so urge itly needed.
I dislike using too many figures and statistics, but the 1970 United Nations
Report on the World Situation presented some interesting information. The Report
gave projections of the world population and the proportion of those living in the
more developed and less developed regions of the world,
TABLE 1

Projection of World Population 1965.1985
(Millions)
Year

World

1965
1970
1975
1980
1985

3,289
3,632
1,022

4,457
4,934

More Developed
Regions

Less Developed
Regions

1,037
1,090
1,147
1,210
1,275

2,252
2,542
2,875
3,247
3,659

1970 Report fpn thu World Sortal Situation (Unite(I Nations)
ChAptvr V111 Work! Population Situation Page 1,45
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The annual average rate of increase in the more developed regions
would be 1.0-1.1 per cent. In the less developed regions it would be
2,4-2.5 per cent. The world's combined population, therefore, would b.,
increasing annually by 2.0-2.1 per cent throughout this period.

Within these global totals there will be considerable regional differences. The Report further states:
Whereas these projections remain debatable in numerous respects, it is
significant that they suggest a higher rate of world population growth
during the 1970's than has plevailed in any preceding period, followed
by gradual slow-downs thereafter. Thus the Second United Nations
Development Decade, from 1970 to 1980, may witness the fastest,
growth of human members in all the history of mankind.
I have not the time to discuss or analyze these figures and projections; neither
would it be right for me to suggest the ways and means to prevent a population
explosion.-Such a subject would make for fascinating debate and argument, and no
doubt from the audience would emerge a modern Malthus ready to do battle. The
simple fact we have to face is that every year many more children are born into the
world, and they will have to be educated. Moreover millions of these children will
be denied the right to educational opportunity. This represents one of the greatest
challenges of our time. We are all involved. This is not A matter solely for the
United Nations, UNESCO, and individual Governments, it concerns us all.
I now turn to the second evilHunger. Hunger is much harder to define than
illiteracy. The child or adult who can neither read or write can be easily identified.
But with Hunger it is different, it can reveal itself in many ways. Josue De Castro in
his classic of the Fifties, "Geography of Hunger" writes:

It can exist as acute
Hunger is an extremely variable phenomenon.
starvation, turning its victims into veritable living skeletons, or it can
work insidiously to produce subtle chronic deficiencies almost without
many
outward sign. Between these extremes it can attack mankind in degree
strange and spectacular disguises. 'Mere is a whole gamut of the
of hunger, and its various effects on mankind make up an intricate and
complicated history. .

This evil does concern education; the stark fact is that one cannot effectively
and properly teach starving hungry children. We who live in the more affluent parts
of the world should not be too smug about this, for in the Twenties and Thirties
national
many of the richer countries of the world tolerated within their own
food
stuffs
children
being
deprived
of
essential
boundaries a situation which led 'to
for ntrorial healthy growth. It was then called Malnuttitiona euphemistic term for
starvation. Even today in the industrial countries of Western Europe, including my
own country, one can see the legacy it has left in the physiques of older men and
women. In the post war period much of this problem was tackled by wise social and
economic planning. I also do not underestimate the generous aid the American
Government and peoples gave to those parts of the world which were ravaged, by
.despite
war. The new Europe owes much to the Marshall Plan. But even today
deprivation
considerable progress, for many children of the world, starvation and
dominate their lives. It is in this atmosphere that sound educational advance is
frustrated. It is to the credit of the United Nations and the Specialized agencies,
especially the Food and Agriculture Organization, that this problem is being tackled. However, there is still the widening gap of food consumption between the more
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developed and less developed regions of the world, and the existence of near famine
'renditions carer parts of Africa and Asia.
Only recently in September of this year (1972), the Food and Agriculture
Organization produced an interim report on the present world situation. It stated
that last year, 1971, the worlds uaderdeveloped nations were only able to increase
their agricultural output by 2 per cent. This would not enable them to feed adequately more than twothirds to three quarters of their respective people. The Food
and Agriculture Organization aiso estimated that up to 500 million people are
suffering from malnutrition and rv. long as 15 years ago. As low agriculture produc.
tion increases in the underdeveloped countries many of the developed countries
Nave produced surpluses. In the United States and Canada, agricultural production
increased by 8 per cent It could well be argued that the richer nations have become
richer and the poor nations poorer.
The Food and Agriculture Organization believes that countries themselves
should be encouraged to provide adequate food supplies for their rapidly growing
populations. Thus Agricultural Development has become Priority #1, and to achieve
the necessary progress arising cut of such a plan, Education must also have a similar
priority. Educational and Agricultural Development are Inextricably connected.
The close and symbiotic relationship between Education and Agriculture can be
further related to the important work of the Wcrld Food Program. Ever since its
conception in 1963, the World Program over the years has channeled resources into
education. These resources have covered many projects fer the improvement of
primary, secondasy, technical and teacher training. This year's report of the Director-General on the activities of the Organization in 1971, stated that the total
cost of World Food Program assisted projects coming within the field of UNESCO's
competence will amount to about 226,300,000 U.S. dollars for 1971-72. Approximately the same as for the year 1969.70.
In the recent period of March and April 1972, seven projects for economic
and social development in six countries have been approved; for example, Brazil is
to have help for a school feeding project. The Brazilian Government is increasing its

investment in education; and as part of the effort to attract more children to
school, is providing school meals to about 11 million children throughout the
country. Another example is Costa Rica. This country is to receive a grant of
66,000 dollars worth of Worid Food Program Food to help expand the national
institute for vocational training, which provides three year technical training
couries over a wide field of activities. World Food Program is to supply food to the

institute's canteen so enabling students to have an adequate diet. It is estimated
that oVer a five year period approximately 700 students a year will benefit.
I defend the giving of the aid I have just described. However, I stress that the

most effective aid is that which is part of a comprehensive plan for a particular
region. Again in such a plan the development of Agricultural Education and Science

S.

must have a high priority. It is Interesting to note that UNESCO has only just
completed its, first study on the historical process of development in' agricultural
education as a factor in socioeconomic development in selected Asian countries. I
understand a similar study is being made in selected African countries. Moreover,
°thew is now an active FAO/UNESCO/ILO Joint Advisory Committee on Agricultdral Education, Science and Training, which actively seeks to plan and coordinate
the activities of the three agencies in the interests of Agricultural Education.
I wish to quote a UNESCO document "Agriculture and General Education,"
1971:

Economists and government planners alike have Jerme to realize that no
truly balanced national development is possible if the rural sector of the
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economy remaiqs backward. Yet, as developing nations and international organizations pursue plans for rural transformation and progress,
the role of education remains one of the most delicate, challenging and
important factors in the total pattern.

These words emphaMze the importance

Education in Rural Development,

whether in the more developed regions or less developed regions.

In the United States there is now a grow.ng awareness of the importance of
Rural Development work and the consequential need to improve educational standards, especially higher agricultural education. Educational facilities and opportunities in Rural Areas should compare favorably with those offered in Urban and
Industrial areas. This may sound obvious, but too often has Rural Developmeni. and
Rural Education been neglected. It is pleasing to note that distinguished academiof
cians like Professor Gale Johnson, Professor of Economics at the University
Again
only
Chicago have been doing considerable work and research on this subject.
recently in Chicago, May 9, 1972, Mr. Don Paarlberg, Director of Agricultural
Economics, United States Department of Agriculture, speaking at a conference on
Rural Iievelopment elaborated on this theme of Rural Development and pointed
out that the United States Rural Development scheme supported by various government departments had over a period of 15 years grown from small beginnings to a
total of about 20 million dollars. On September 1, 1972, the Secretary of the
Department of Agriculture, Mr. Earl Butz presented the Department of Agriculture's Third Annual Report on Information and Technical Assistance to Congress.
The report makes fascinating reading for it concerns the United States Rural Development Campaign and the work of numerous rural development committees
throughout the country. I am glad to say that Pennsylvania is frequently mentioned
in the report. It is refreshing to discover that the United States is devoting more
resources to revitalizing rural America.

I am always tempted to follow some agricultural theme; but ! must desist,
except to say briefly, increased World food production, the free flow of agricultural
products, with the lessening of trade and specific tanif barriers would offer more
to
hope and prosperity to the poorer countries of the world thus enabling them
evils
of
essential
if
they
are
to
defeat
the
build up their economies which is so

illiteracy and the scourge of hunger and poverty. This battle must be won, for if we
lose we must recognize there can be no peace out of hunger and poverty.
But overall there is the overriding factor, what is it all about, what do we
mean by education. What are its aims and purposes. I will attempt to give a short
the
answer. The fundamental aim of education shouldvbe to develop to the fullpupil
creative abilities of every child. It is for this reason that the teacher-child or
relationship is of paramount importance. We can have fine new schools, spacious
classrooms, sophisticated laboratories, gymnasia and playing fields, but all would be
of no avail unless you have good teachers. Furthermore the late Professor Alford
North Whitehead who was a distinguished mathematician and philosopher wrote in
his book, THE AIMS OF EDUCATI9N the following, "Moral education is impossible without the habitual vision of greatness." This is why education should encourage the search for excellence. But let this quality of excellence be linked with the
search for truth through the development of a healthy skepticism. It is as well to
remember that the school is a microcosm of the society outside. It is for this reason
that we as democrats should be concerned with furthering the spirit of tolerance
and freedom along with international understanding. Education in the best sense
can only flourish in a democratic society. This was expressed eloquently by Dean
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Paul Masoner in his Horace Mann Lecture in 1963. When he said, "A commitment
to the democratic ethic, with its concern for the dignity of man, for a free societY,
and for universal public education, is an important component of the competence
we seek." In the fipal analysis democracy is only as good as its educational sys-

temwhich should be based on frendom and equality. As a politician I am a
democrat. I believe in the right to disagree., the right to say no, ,the right to
challenge all systems and beliefs which frustrate the dignity of man. If WP have
vision and purpose, we can create the revolution of rising human expectations in
this century.

..

BARBARA A. SIZEMORE
University of Pittsburgh

EDUCATION FOR LIBERATION
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It is with great pleasure that I join the long line of distinguished lecturers who
have contributed to the Horace Mann Lecture* of the School of Education of the
University of Pittsburgh. Additionally, it is gratifying to be back with my friends,
personal and professional, who have given me assistance and eticouragement during
my tenure as Superint;ndent of the D.C. Public Schools: Dean Kelly, Dr. Obong,
Dr. Smith, DT. Wynn and many others. Moreover, I believe that this is an extremely
significant time for us to be so engaged since the public's confidence in public education is waning and their attention is diverted.
In ormsideration of this gravity, I have chosen the topic "Education for Libel-ation," to emphasize the importance of education to the protection of the great
civil, political and social ririts.which we cherish and to remind us that the price of
freedom is, indeed, eternal vigilance. This protection and vigilance depends on the
creation afivil maintenance of an educated and well-informed citizenry an' polity.
Liberation is the act of freeing and of releasing from bondage or prison. It is
also the state or conditicin of being free. Being free of course is relative to the freedom of others. David Hawkins.explains that for us in his seminal work, "Human
Nature and the Scope of Er'..ication."1 He says that there are three postulates of
human nal.ure: "men are equal, men are free and men are rational." He characterizes these propositions. as "the backbone of modem political theory" and sets
faith the major consequences of this tradition:
Without equality among men there is no profound problem of Politics;
the obviously superior would rule. Without freedom there is no deep

problem of how the 'Viers can rule; they will rule by force or by

psychologicajorsimipulatiqn. Without rationality there is no alternative
to force or manipulatimilho meaningful debate over ends, no problein
of consent or consensus.2
Hawkins question's whether or not one can define the central problems of education
theory and research without consideration of these observations.
Certainly, Black Americans have been searching for a solution to the problems of equality, equity;and equal access, all commonly subsumed under the struggle for justice undergirding the Civil Rights Movement. Because men are often "profoundly unequal, unfree 'and irrational" the above postulates have been classified as
moral rather than descriptive: "a hoped-for view of a case. . ."3 This hoped.for-
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view propels us to the consideration of the principles of justice. Rawls defines justice in two principles:
First: each petson is to have an equal right to the most extensive basic

liberty compatible with a similar liberty for others. Secondly: social
and economic inequalities arf to be arranged so that they are both reasonably 'expecked to be to everyone's advantage, and attached to posi-

tion and offices oren to all. There are, of course, two ambiguous

phrases in the second prinziple, namely, "Everyone's advantage" and
"Open to all."
The second principle Applies to the distribution of income and
wealth and to the design of organizations that make use of differences
in authority and chains of command. While the distribut.on of wealth
need not be equal, it must be to everyone's advantage, and at the same
time, positions of authority and offices of command must be accessible
to all. One applies the second principle by holding the positions open,
and subject to this constraint, arraopg social and economic inequalities
so that everyone benefits.4
The focus of ,_the Civil Rights Movement has moved to the second principle during
the 1970's. Iritting the 1950's the emphosis was on civil rights; during the 19G-J's

there was a shift to political rights. In the 1970's action moved toward social
rights...the right to emploirment, good health care and quality educatim. So freedom, the concept central to liberation is dependent on equality and ratimality, and
equality is established throiigh justice.
Such an argument clarifies the existence of the Court in educational decisionmaking today. Because educators have defaulted in their responsibility to imtltittionalize equity, equality and equal access, the people have clamored for justice in
the courts. The courts have responded and ordered a more equitable distribution of
students along racial lines. This one variable, race, however, does not include all of
the various characteristics and traits which human beings possess. Consequently,
our task today as it has always been, is to consider this universal educational problem: human difference and variability.
Horace Mann brought the aged-graded structure to us from Germany. When
he went there, he was impressed with the way education was organized and perceived these systems as superior. He did not understand that the Prtissians *ere
more homogeneous in terms of race, culture, language, religion and so forth than
the United States' population. Downs reports the following:
An important element in the superiority of Prussian sehools, in Mann's

estimation, was the pluper classification of students. 'In all places
where the numbers are sufficiently large to allow it' he states, 'the

children are divided according to ages and attainments; and a single
teacher has the charge only of a single class, or of as small a number of
classes as is practicable. In ranking thefiducational systems of Europe,
Mann placed Prussia first, followed,kfSaxony, the Western and Southwestern States of Germany, Holland and Scotland, Ireland, France, Belgium and England:5
Although Mann was an advocate for universal education and humane pedagogy, the
public schools of the United States patterned their educational organizations after
the age-graded norm-referenced Prussian design.
As long as the children were culturally compatible, citizen satisfaction dominated the educational scene and few changes in the curriculum were demanded. But
as the Black American and Spanish-speaking population increased, a real difference
projected its effects into the accepted routines of school programming. Nowhere is
this more obvious than'in Washington, D.C.
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Washington, D.C., the nation's capital, is 71 percent Black. The public school
enrollment is 96 percent Black and 60 percent poor. This accepted given makes the
integration rontroversy moot since the desegregation of the District would require
busing across state boundaries. However, the school board and the superintendent
are confronted with the very real issue of human variation and difference. llow do
vou educate children who vary from the avetpted norms? How do you govern
school system of this sort? Additionally, how do you organize the teaching-learning
environment so that new strategies appropriate to human difference can be implemented?
In August, 1973 the D.C. School Board began its search for a new superinten-

dent intending to bring ahout some revolutionary changes in public education.
These eleven members wanted a decentralized school system to bring about: (1)
more effective managerlent .of the delivery of educational services; (2) a broadened
involvement of citizens, parents and Audents in a democratic governance structure;
(3) improved career development and special education education programs; (4)11w

elevation of achievement; (5) the elimination of discipline problems; (6) the enhancement of thi. image of the D.C. Public Schools; (7) the implementation of inservice programs for developing teachers and administrators skills and changing
their attitudes; (14 I increased accountability; (9) a more equitable distribution of
system resourees among schools; (10) improved morale; and (11) increased student
attendance.
As a result of that process, 1 was selected Superintendent of the D.C. Public
Schools To comply with rules of the Board of Education, on March 9, 1971 . I submitted to the D.C. Board of Edueation the Superittlendent 's 120 Day lieporl.';
report included my plans for meeting the goals and objectives of the D.C. Board of
Education. Tiw D.C. Board accepted aad approved the 120 Day 14-Tod on May 31.
1974 and the school system was decentralized in the first ofthe planned four stages
on July 1, 1974.

The D.C. Public School System had been thinking through the feasibility of
decentailization for some time. .1t had further made some decisions resulting in
partial autonomy for some school units. We Saw the decentralization of the system
as the completion of these several starts by the School Board. We wanted decentralization to revitalize the educational system through the creation of smaller,
more manageable units. The existing system had grown dysfunctional in the face of
the growth of the public schools. In addition, we felt that many of the functions
currently being performed centrally, both in educational and management services,
could more logically be placed in regions closer to the clients. We felt that such
placement would result in faster responses to problems, more efficient preventive
actions and on-the-scene assistance to local school staffs. OUT principal aim, how,
ever, wa.5 meaningful participation by the total community in goal setting, planning
and evaluation.
) restructuring the school system so
Decentralization was to accomplish:
that schools became more responsive to the needs and the characteristics of each

student in the teaching-learning situation; (2) facilitating a more effective and efficiently operated school system by the-establishment of smaller and more manageable administrative units for those who were charged with the resPonsibility of administering and for those who were recipients of the schools' services; and (3) estab-

lishing effective channels of communication and better working relationships
among several groups responsible for cooperative arrangements to accomplish the
objectives of the educational community: Parents (P), Administrators (A), Community Representatives and Citizens (C), Teachers (T), and Students (5) or PACTS.

-
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PACTS was a process to implement a mutuality of effort among these groups in
order to set priorities and siandards for the educational agenda in each public
school. The PACTS process ilvolved the sharing of administrative prerequisites;
namely, planning and goal svtting. It was designed to: (1 )build a better, stronger
and ongoing relationship between schools and the communities they serve by encouraging wide-range discussion of educational priorities as reflected in the local
school operation; (2) form a mechanism through which parents, school administrators, community residents, teachers and students could play a more decisive role in
the educational process of the D.C. Public Schools, and (3) develop a mechanism
providing a systematic flow or information to and from parents and the community
about the nature, goals. programs,.budget and organizational life-style of schools.
The Administrative Team Idea

The decentralization of the entire public school system will occur in three
phases: (1 ) physical decentralizatio'n; (2) administrative decentralization and (3 )
political decentralization. We are now in Phase 2. The entire process is overseen by
The Administrative 'Feam consisting of the Superintendent, Deputy Superintendent, Associate and Assistant Superintendents, Regional Superintendents and the
Executive Assistants to the Superintendent. This is an attempt to use the theoretical constructs of Dr. Richard Wynn here at the University of Pittsburgh to flatten
the hierarchical structure so that decision-making becomes the responsibility of
thase executing its directives.

Administratively, the school system is a hierarchical structure with goals,
directi4s, and information flowing from the D.C. Board of Education through the
Superintendent to middle-management employee and finally down to the classroom teacher. This type of structure, limits the range of thinking that goes into
decision-making, by separating higher"echelon officials from other system people,
and by minimizing the number of people who can be held accountable. Simply
speaking, the Board of Education determines a policy and gives direction to the
Superintendent who issues an administrative regulation which ir given to the
middle-managers who issue it to the-principals who tell the teachers. Parents are
then notified through communications sent home by the students if they don't lose
them on the way. Often, by this time the directives are distorted or misinterpreted.
Wynn suggests several principles which are imperative to assure tlw sUccess of the
administrative team including faith in the democratic process, trust in people, commitment to an open climate, adequate and competent administrative staff, congruency of authority, responsibility And accountability domains, refinement of
group process dills, acceptance or the contagion of group enterprise and commitment. 7
The Administrative Team of the D.C. Public Schools meets every Monday to
review the accomplishments of the preceding week and to evaluate the progress to
ward the achievenwnt pf that week's goals, to set the new goals and to discuss any
and all problems in the system. In this way the best thinking available in the system
is solicited and used; and the number of alternatives which become available for the
resolution of problems and ,the generation of new ideas is increased. Any kind of
education for liberation requires a way to unearth these options for innovation and
change.

Katz and Kahn describe organizations as having three significant structural
properties: system openness and differentiation from their environments, elaboration of structure and separation of the organization into potentially conflicting segments because of the hierarchical differences in power and reward, and variation in
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functional requirements of organization sulstructures.9 They say ilsu tt organi- .
zations differ with respect to the pe eabitity of their boundaries. Some ocgatiizations are characterized by sharply fined, rigid boundaries. Entrance intt. such
systems and exit from them arc no the decisions of the individuals who seeLadmi&sion or who seek rejease. The U.S. Army, prisons, and schools are such organizations; thus, they are/not as subject to eontinuing influence from the external enc

%ironment as are others and are ri

According to Katz and Kahn,.rigid organizations are mow' likely to devejop
which maintain their character and resist
highly differentiated internal struttu
outside forees. gfte his power in th se organizations is vested in the top echelon
hical railer. an a democratic system.9 People within any
and, we have an or
system make cant buti ns (4/varying effort and value, however, and are likely to
Hy. In order, therefore, to talk about education for liberabe rewarded diff
tion we.not onlyust deal with the structure of education as we know it, but with
institutions impacting on that structure as well:
The Politits of School Sysic
The home, government, churches, public welfare agencies, and civic organiza-..
tions affect the policy-making in public schools. School board members are public
officials who respond to the politics of the community in rather expected and usual
ways. Elected by a constituency or appointed by an official so elected, these people
must he responsive and are accountable. Politics, a cording to Banfield and Wilson,
is the Management of conflict among warring gr ps over scarce resources. It also

converns the acquisition and discharge of p

et." School board members are

faced with the difficult problems of resource acquisition at a time when public confidence in the ability of public schools to perform is rather low. As a consequence
of this dilemma, many times their decisions are due to political expediency rather
than educational necessity. This presents a severe problem to the superintendent. A
fear of electoral disapproval may frighten a board into giving away the system to
et union forcing the superintendent into the untenable position of getting the control back.
The problem of school board-superintendent relations has beeome more and
more important as the tenure of superintendents has become so unstable. 'This instability has caused some of us to ask the question, "Is a school board necessary?"

The line between policy and administration is not as clear as protectors of the
status quo would make nor is the demarcation between the two as easy a matter to
define as advocates for change would state. School boards are charged with making
policy and in some cases the statutes say they control the public schools. School
boards have the power to levy taxes in some districts and to make the budget for
the. schools, but these are usually subject to the approval or support of the mayor
or the city council, Moreover the levying of taxes needs the vote of the polity.
School board members must first get the power to levy such taxes and then win
public support. 14-the case of the D.C. School Board, it had neither the power to
levy taxes nor to approve its own budget.
The odds against an educational decision are great. Therefore, many board
members are content with a policy of accommodation. Accommodation is the functional adjustment of the individual to his or her social environment through the
modification of his or her. habits. It is a conforming act. Such behavior complies
with the status quo while liberation is a releasing, a freeing act of change.
Interestingly, often ,the superintendent is the educational leader of the com-

munity and as the leading expert is expected to bring about the changes in the
educational system which will effect the poliey of the school board. In doing this,
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many times, the interests of groups come. into conflict not only in civic matters but
in educational matters as well. Issues rise out of more lasting divisions of society
that !Unfit. Id and Wilson call cleavages. Conflicts run from issue to issue dividing

the community. Politics arise out of these conflicts and consist of activities by
which the conflict is carried on.11 Banfield and Wilson further say that cleavages
give rise to conflicts and nourish them, and the forces tending toward consensus
plus the laws, institutions, habits and traditions regulate conflict. Since the superintendent, as the chief executive of the school board, must manage the conflict in
accordance with board policy which includes agreements, and contracts, made with
various unions and groups when conflicts occur, the superintendent is often in the
middle. What course of action does he.she then follow? Can the. superintendent be
an advocate for change in such circumstances even if that change is desirable and a
sound educational darision'? The answers to these questions often involve a decision
around keeping the job or promoting a principle.

- Human Variation
My central point is that the politics of education often obstructs sound educational decision-making: especially plans to promote programs compatiba with
what we know about human variation and difference. The economic and social
structure of our society as we know it will not exist in 2000. The workers of that
era are now in elementary school. We ignore this fact, however, by teaching
children as though they were the same as the children were in 1857. Moreover, we
do not acknowledge that no two human beings are,alike, ,not even identical twins.
We still group children according to ages and grades. We do not, expect our
infants to walk and talk at the same age nor do we expect our own children to be
toilet trained at the same age. We expect two-year-old children to vary in size,
height, and weight as well aS ability. Yet, when they come to school, we discard this
awareness and expect them a:I to learn the same things at the same time with the
same materials and the same pedagogy. To expect all children aged six, in Grade
One, to learn to read is.as unsuitable as to expect every male child ten years old to
be four feet elev,,n and to weigh eighty pounds.

('urriculum Change
In the D.C. Public Schools we are trying to conceive of cur: ...ulum as-meaning

everything that happens in the educational institution: content (what is taught),
methodology (how it is taught ), and administration (how we manage and direct all
services to achieve the former). In this sense the changes we are recommending are
comprehensive and somewhat radical. These changes are in grouping patterns, funding priorities, organizational structure, facilities planning, special education, skill
mastery and learning, discipline content arrangements, career development, and
multilingual, multicultural materials. We call our curriculum the multimodal, multilingaal, multicultural model, or the Four M's.
Ilumatis learn through four symbol systems: words, images, notes and numbers. We believe that all children should be taught to master these symbols. One
principal reason is the pervasive influence of television in our everyday life. Our
children must learn to interpret and understand these messages. Television uses all
four symbol systems to communicate. Additionally, the computer is an everyday
phenomenon,in the lives of our children. They must learn the meaning of the constructs these machines employ. I..eaming facts is no longer adequate for them.
Living in the 21st century will be more demanding.
Bruner posits that the principal emphasis in eJucation should be placed upon
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skillsskills in handling, in seeing and imaging, and in symbolic operations, particularly, as these relate to the technologies that have made them so powerful in their
human expression. What we teach then should invotle the mastery of skills that in
turn lead to the mastery of still more powerful skills and the establishment of selfregard sequences. A corollary is that there is an appropriate version of a skill or
knowledge which may be imparted at whatever age one wishes to begin teaching
it.1 2

Once a person has mastered words, images, notes and numbers it is possible

for him .or her to learn almost anythin else. Certainly it becomes possible to
develop a metalanguage or group of metaskills. Mathematics is surely the most general metalanguage we have developed. Its understanding is more than appropriate
for workers in the 21st century and a must for anyone educating for liberation.
A cursory examination of the literature reveals a double meaning for education. One vieW concerns the development of special and general abilities of the
mind for thinking, problem finding and solving and enlightenment through the acquisition of knowledge and information. The second refers to the socialization of

the individual for the culture or mode of thought and feeling of the society, in.cluding training which is the practical application of education usually under the
supervision of someone capable in an art, trade or profession. Education should
provide both the means for transforming and for Maintaining the social reality. Too
much of our work deals with socialization, the inculcation of the young into the
established social arrangements. If these are unjust, unfair and inhumane, so be
it.1 3

For Blad; Americans, of course, socialization has not been acceptable as the
sole course of educational regulation. We have struggled for enlightenment, for
options, for new ideas that will transform the world. The effects of racism and in:the status quo and have
justice have provided arguments against the maintenan
projected Black American activity toWard change. Const;uently, enlightenment becomes the highest priority in a school system predominantly Black. The following
changes in curriculum can be anticipated:
A reorganization of the hierarchical skills necessary for learniag Ianguage, mathematics, music and art.

A rearrangement of the sequence of language and mathematics so
that the structure of the disciplines becomes relevant to the isolated
skills learned previously and so that phases can be taught when the
student is ready rather than when the system is ready.

The development of multilingual and multicultural content for

teaching language, literature, journalism, speech, drama, music, art,
history, geography, social science and science.

The synthesis of special education services with the peeds of students rather than the needs of the system, i.e. tutoring for students
having difficulty in geometry.

The utilization of multiage, multilevel, !Ind multimodal groupings
for instruction, varying the teacher-pupil ratio to accommodate instructional rather than institutional goals.
The improvement of counseling and guidance services so. that students are involved in problem-solving situations which result in positive solutions to students needs, problems and!or grievances.

The synthesis of career development services with the disciplines
necessary for their utilization, i.e. physics and auto mechanics.
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The integration of career development services with student needs,
i.e. workstudy or work service opportunities for future lawyers.1 4
Small changes in curriculur content will not suffice to produce an education for
liberation. Extensive and comprehensive change is necessary. Accordingly, teaching
machines, performance contracting, vouchers and educational parks become but
part of the solution. A comprehemive approach gildressing the overall educational
structure must occur.

Whether or not we will be able to accomplish this task in the District of

Columbia remains to be Seen. The obstaclmare many, not the least of which is the
fact that the District is a colony were government is not derived from the consent
of the governed. Under Article 1 Section 8 of the Constitution of the United States,
the District of Columbia is governed by the U.S. Congress. Citizens are not represented even though they are taxed. On January 1, 1975 Congress granted citizens a

modified home rule. Under this law the citizens of the District elect their own

mayor, city council, and city council chairman, but Congress retains the authority
over the budgetary process, the criminal justice system and the right to veto any
legislation within 30 days of passage by the City Council. The District's non-voting
delegate has no vote in the House of Representatives. There is no delegate in the
Senate. The District is governed by four Congressional committees, two in the
Senate and two in the House. These committees carefully monitor city life and
policy. The citizens of the District of Columbia would certainly appreciate your
lobbying your Senators and Representatives to vote for a bill giving freedom to the
citizens of the District. Next year will be the year of the Bicentennial. If you are
looking for a way to celebrate the 200th Birthday of the U.S.A., take the District.
Because the citizens have no control over the budget allocation, planning for
the future is severely constrained. Of course, this is a real problem everywhere. No
one can effect change without support. The political contingencies are myriad. But
planning for change can only exist when there is a blueprint of a social order in
someone's mind. Education for liberation demands that the following be fulfilled:
Full and free communication, regardless of rank and pbwer.
A reliance on consensus, rather than on the more customary forms
of coercion or compromise to manage conflict.

The Weis that inluence is based on technical competence and
knowledge rather than on the vagaries of personal whims or prerogatives of power.
An atmosphere that permits and even encourages emotional expression as well as task oriented facts.
A basically human bias, one which accepts the inevitability of con-

flict between the organization and the individual but which is

willing to cope with and mediate this conflict on rational
grounds.15

The idea of equality is central to education for liberation. The environment of any
educational system must observe the three postulates with which we began this lecture: men are equal, men are free, and men are rational. The scope of education
then must provide a setting whiCh will be compatible with these observations. If
such an environment can be established, men and women can bargain for their interests in a rational way according to ruisys protected by the constitution and our
political ideology which guarantees that all men are created equal with certain inalienable rights among which are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hapiliness.
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EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT:
A REAPPRAISAL
JUNE 2, 1976
Introduction

By 1985, the majority of the world's children will have had some iunnal

schooling. We can view this fact with pride, believing that such education is a step
forward for human development, or we can view it with misgivings, fearful that
much of the schooling experience is no more than a further incarceration of the
human will and spirit. Our judgment should emerge from an analysis of the economic and social system which this formalized teaching-learning process is being
used to maintain and to premote; I submit that only in a very limited sense can
schooling be judged in terms of itself. Rather, schooling should be analyzed as an
institution serving a particular society with well-defined ends and means to those
ends. The human being is formed in the total society, and schooling contributes to
that formation in terms consistent with the society's economic, social, and political
structuyeIn order to analyze the role of schooling in human development, therefore, we must understand the nature of economic, social, and political structure and

to evaluate how schooling meets the needs of that structure. And if we discuss
alternative forms of education, we must deal with the kind of society to be served

by these alternatives.
The decade of the nineteen-sixties was known in international circles as the
decade of development, lt was also a decade of unprecedented educational expansion, expansion which was to have contributed to economic growth and the alleviation---if not eliminationof poverty in low-inCome countries. Yet, after the decade
of development was over, few, if any of the goals set out in 1960 had been met. In
this current decade, already more than half-over, international educators face a

whole new set of problems: unemployed educated labor, with high expectations
but often finding few professional jobs awaiting them; and despite more education
in the labor force and increased average levels of schooling in the population,
increased overall unemployment and increased inequality of income distribution.
These certainly mere not the problems that educators and planners thought
they would face when they made their projections 15 years ago. Has education
failed? Has development planning failed? Many who analyze the situation in low
income countries blame poor economic growth performance, educated unemploythe ineffiment, and the increasing inequality of income distribution precisely on right
to do
ciency and rigidity of institutions like the educational system. Are they
so?
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In this essay. I argue that formal education can coritribute to development,
but. if it does not, it is largely because the society and economy an. geared up to
produce increases in output in ways which an. accompanied by unemployment.
inequality, and the perpetuation of inequality. These are not "inefficiencies" in the
economic and social system, I argue. nor is the "inefficient" formal educational
system which contributes to that kind of development pattern in producing "excess" educated labor for it and helping to preserve the social class system. Rather.
one group's "inefficiencies" are another's "efficiencies." I contend that in a sock).
economic system dominated by a class structun. (or tribal structure turning into a
class structure), the dominant class will organim the economic system and the
educational system to produce in a wa y. to benefit primarily the dominant group. It
is the conflict between these classes which determines the overall course of develop.
ment and the organization of education rather than the goals of planners and
educators. In my view, then, the "developnwnt decade" ideology mistakenly had us
believing that we could overcame this class conflict with technocratic ideals and a
technocratic concept of development. In the seventies, we have to begin facing the

reality of social systems and what that reality means for education's potential
contribution to human betterment. I contend that this implies assessing education's
possibilities first as a political force for change, for it is profound structural change
which is necessary before broad.based development can take place in most low
income societies.

What is the Development Problem?

If we define the development problem only in terms of increasing overall
economic output, we can reduce the issue to two variables. Tlw amount ef savings/
investment which can he generated from different soarces and the output-capital
ratio (productivity of capital). Of course, the development problem is much more
complex. Not only are we concerned with how much the society produces. but
what it produces. how it produces, who gets to produce the output,-tmd who gets
to consume the output. We are coneemed with human rights and physical and
mental health. Thus, it is important to analyze the development much more
broadly than the limited view provided by increases in material product.
Most low income countries (LIC's) of the world produce goods with a capital-

ist organization of production: a major thrust of our thesis is that while it

is

possible to incrtwe material output rapidly under capitalism, much of the development problem defined in broader terms rises from the way capitalism produces thin
increased output. The charaeteristics of capitalist development in low inconw countries vary in detail from country to country , but we can generalize several main
features which help us understand the roots of the problem:
1.

Capitalist development is bit.sed on the private ownership of property,
including the means of production, and the right of the individua1 to

the Protection of that property against infringement by other individuals. In theory, anybody in the capitalist economy can own capital
and use it for production: but in pracUce, the distribution of capital for
production is highly concentrated. A relatively small number of indivi
duals in a capitalist economy make deeisions about what kinds of things
should be produced and how they should be produced. Furthermore,

since owner% of capital are primarily interested in maximization of
returns to that capital, they are likely to use aIl means at their disposal,
including; if possible, the State apparatus, to both increase returns to
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2.

3.

4.

their capital and to insure that they maintain control over the means of
production.
Under tiwse conditions, it is not surprising that technology developed
by gapitalists is oriented to towering labor costs, both through controlling worker organizations and through eliminating as much as possible
of the skilled worker component of any production process (Braverman, 1974). h. the low income -3untr1es technology used in the production of manufactured goods is usually imported from abroad, thus
reproducing the conditions of production in the high income countries.
The usual argument by economists has been that this misallocates resources, V.nce importing technology from high income countries results
in a production process based on the relative wage rates of labor
those countries rather than the lower wages prevalent in the LIC's.
However, if we consider that this technology was developed in the high
income countries primarily to solve labor problems in production which
had little to do with overall wage levels, and that the labor problem in
low income countries for manufacturing Industries is very similar to
that of high income countriesthe elimination of the skilled work component and the control of management over laborthe importation of
technology from abroad by the domestic bourgeoisie does not result in
the misallocation of resources in tnms of its class interests, since this
imported technology has been proven effective in achiev;ng those two
main goals. In any case, the importation of technology does duplicate
the production process of the high income countries in the "modem"
sector and only gradually penetrates agricultural and marginal production.
Work is therefore organized in low income capitalist countries as an extension of high income countries' capitalist institutions, including
ail the elements of the division of labor in those high income countries,
plus management decisions which are made in foreign corporations to
maximize the overall welfare of the foreign corporation, not necessarily
the welfare of the branch in the low income country. These managemat decisions of foreign corporations include the possibility of lowering the growth rate of the low income country branch (Chase-Dunn,
1974), the extraction of veluable resources at lower prices to use in the
high income country, di retention of control over mWor marketing
and financial decisions, etc. (Barnet and Muller, 1975). Although the
multinational corporations are an important facet of understanding
production and distribution in low income countries, it is also important to undostand that the organization of work in many other ems
nomic institutions is also an extension of high income country needs.
For example, the primary export sector involves a significant fraction
of LTC agricultural labor in the production 'of goods for consumption in
the already industrialized countries. The wages of labor in the primary
export sector and the organization of work for producing these goods is
heavily influenced by prices in the international economy and the types
of primary goods which are demanded in the industrialized countries.1
The apparent dichotomy in the technology and division of labor between the "traditional" sector and the "modem" sector can be under.
stood by analyzing the role that each sector plays in the development
process of low income capitalist countries. Where it exists, the oynamic
modem sector reflects a priority emphasis by the capitalist State on the

production of goods for consumption abroad and by high income
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groups and dynamic industries (capital goods) at home above the
human needs of the marz of people in the country itself. In other
words, the dynamic sectors in low income capitalist countries are the

export and capital goods sectors, and it is to these sectors that the
modernizing capitalist State diverts surplus, that financial institutions
cater, and that the State supports with various indirect subsidies. On
the other hand, the "traditional" sector produces °wage goods"goods
which are consumed by domestic wage earners. These include lower
quality textiles, cheap household goods, and much of the stable foods
consumed in rural and urban areas.
We further observe that the modern sector is characterized by monopoly productiona few large firms producing a high percentage of output and employing a high percentage of labor in the industrial sector
wr the traditional sector is characterized by highly competitive con-

di onsmany small firms competing in the market for their goods.
Thus, one set of capitalistsboth foreign and domesticin the low
income countries is rapidly expanding production,of goods produced
wider monopoly capitalist conditions in domestic markets while perhaps competing for export markets abroad in more competitive conditions. Another-set of "stagnating capitalists" (not including subsistence
farmers who cater to their own needs) cater solely to the needs of
consumers in the low income country itself and operate in that market
under competitive conditions.
Both sectors, however, while differing in type of capitalist organization
in production (monopoly corporate versus competitive)2, produce
goods to maximize profits, and distribute goods to those who can pay
Lite highest prices, not those who need the goods. Furthermore, in es 'sector, goods are produced in a way which maximizes profits: if this

5.

means holding wages down, so be it; if this means increasing unemployment, so be it; if this means increasing control over the work process by
the capitalists/managers, so be it; if this means impairing the health and
safety of the workers, so be it.
In practice, this results in a duality in the producing sectors, with higher
wages, "modem" technology, and a complex division of labor in that
part of the manufacturing sector which produces higher income goods
and goods necessary for consumption abroad, durable capital goads for
manufacturing, and high income country type services, and lower wages
and a less extensive division of labor in the traditional sector. Since the
modem sector is using production methods imported directly from the
high, income countries and it is attempting to maximize profits, it does

not have as its primary goal the absorption of labor from the subsistence agricultural and traditional urban sectOrs of production. At the ,
same time, the "modem" sector depends for its continued growth on
investment funds and surplus produced by the traditional sectors, Including export agriculture. So, on the one hand, the modern sector
drains economic surplus from the traditional sector, creating difficulties
for labor to gain a living in that sector while at the same time continuously introducing technology and management practices which reduce
the amount of labor necessary for increments of physical capital. This
puts pressure on labor to leave the traditional sector, which it does in
large numbers, but creates conditions in the modem sector which insure
that this labor will not be absorbed.
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As a result, we observe in the low income, industrializing capitalist
countries the universal phenomenon of increasing unemployment and
the growth of large urban "marginal" populations engaged in hustling
meager incomes in "traditional" urban industries or in services at the
fringe of the modern manufacturing and service sector. We also observe
increasing inequality of income distribution as the low income capitalist
countries iniNstrialize: A large part of this increasing inequality of income distribution, of course, is due to the increased unemployment and
the widening differences between wages in the modem sector and wages
in the traditional sector, particularly because of the creation of a manegerial, paramanagerial, and professional class of people who are involved
in controlling production, distribution, and labor problems in the large

corporations in the "modem" sector and in the State bureaucracy
6.

largely at the service of that sector.
There Ls no doubt that it is possible to increase gross national product
(GNP) per capita at a rapid rate with this kind of development. However, it should also be clear that the participation of the population in
this increase of GNP is limited to a small minority who happen to get
into that economic sector which is doing the growing and willing to pay
high wages to people to play a controlling function over its workers and
to those who get into the State bureaucracy and are said to aid and abet

the dynamic sectors. There is already much evidence (Barkin, 1971;
Langoni, 1973; Adelman and Taft, 1973) that shows the increasing
inequality of income in the low income economies as they industrialize
and "modernize." There is also evidence (summarized in Blaug, 1973
and Carnoy, 1976) that unemployment is increasing during this growth
process. Thus, while admitting that capitalist development produces a
larger pie, we must recognize that a great majority of people in the low
income capitalist countries have not participated in the growth process
and will not participate for many, many years to come, if at all. Indeed,
as we have argued, if the modern sector depends for its investment
funds on the economic surplus generated by the traditional sector as
well as foreign investment there is no reason to expect this development
process will be able to solve the income distribution and employment
problems it generates.

Educcition for Development

We have gone into this rather long description of the characteristics of low
Income economies' capitalist development because it is essential to understand that
development in order to comprehend the nature of educational systems and educational change in those countries. What kind of educational system would w. expect
the State to provide in this kind of "development" situation? Would we expect all
individuals to recive education atich helps them participate in the economic
growth process and in decision-making for production? Or would we expect that
childien would be educated by the institution of formal sehooling to fit.into
capitalist labor needs, which include some highly paid workers as well as large
numbers of unemployed, and to believe in an ideology which justifies the inequity
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of the capitalist system of production? How would the educational system distribute education in a society where the
fruits of production and access to jobs is
.
inequitably distributed?
To answer these questions, we must first clarify that the spread of Western
schodifig to the -Third World was carried out in the context of imperialism and
colonialism (and the spread of mercantilism and capitalism) and it cannot in its
present form and purpose be separated from that context. Thus, although schooling
which originated in the metropole promoted change from one hierarchy to another

from the traditional hierarchy of the colonized culture to some form of the

hienirchy of European mercantilism or capitalismthis change was carefully defined. The structure of schools, since it came from the metropole, was based in

CD,

lame part on the needs of metrfmole investors, traders, and culture. Western schools
were used to develop indigenous elites which served as intermediaries between
metropole merchants and plantation labor; they were used to incorporate indigenous peoples into the production of goods necessary for metropole markets; they
were used to help change social structures to fit in with European concepts of work
and interpersonal relationships.

The purpose of Western schooling, then, as it was instituted around the
world, was to make people useful in the new hierarchy, not to help to develop

societal relationships which carried them beyond that social structure to others. So
schooling in low income countries does not help people reach stages beyond this
capitalist/foreign or other class controlled hierarchy, and tries to fit people to the

needs of that hierarchy whether it benefits them or not. We define this as the

colonizing aspect of schooling. Transformation from tradition to capitalist hierarchies occurs, at least in certain sectors, but the tools of change are not taught in the
schools. Schooling is a colonial institution that attempts to make children fit cer .
taN molds, to shape them to perform predetermined roles and tasks based on their
social class. Neither children nor adults are brought to understand their relationship
to institutions and 6ow they can change those institutions to suit their needs. The
introduction of school itself constitutes a type of change, but once that introduction is carried out, people are brought to a certain level of social consciousness and
no further.
The State in the low income capitlist economy is crucial to our understanding
of the role of the schools in the "development" process. The State acts to "guide"
development along a.certain path, in these low income economies, it serves as an
intermediary between foreign investors, foreign governments, the dbmestic bourgeoisie, the landed aristocracy, and peripheral classes in the low income society.
The State therefore presents an ideology of development through the school system
and other institutions which reflects the dominance of certain groups in society
who manage to control the State apparatus over certain periods of time, Most low
income Third World governments who support the type of capitalist development
described above push an ideology which is conditioned not only by the needs of the
local bourveoisie and traditional oligarchic elements in their society, but also one
which satisfies the ideological needs of foreign investors and foreigri goverinrients
who exert a strong influence in that particular society. Thus, if the domestic bourgeoisies and perhaps the domestie government burchucracy are dependent for their
continued economic success on industrial country aid and foreign investMent, they
are likely to condition their own needs to,the needs of those foreign powers. The
school system reflects this conditioned approach to development, not only is preparing children to fit into various pieces of a class-based hierarchy which has been
structured to produce goods under this conditioned development prncess, but in
attemptini to nurture in children cultural forms which are also conditioned by the
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intermediary role of the State. For,example. the use of French or English in many
African and Asian countries as the dominant language fits this cultural mode. As
Frantz Fanon and Albert Memmi have (*.scribed in detail (Fanon, 198; Memmi,
1965), teaching in a foreign language altels children's personalityit creates a split
identification in children which causes them difficulty in identifying with either the
culture to which they belong or the culture to which they aspire, On the one hand
they 4.onsider the traditional culture as inferior, and on the other they cannot be
full members of the foreign culture which is presented to them as desirahk, and
superior. Thus, the State mates conditions through the schools for personal development which both alienates and makes difficult the attainment of human needs
within the society bast d on its own resources and capacity.
The State's provision of formal schooling is therefore organized in large part
or entirely to supply the needs of the group (or groups) which dominate the State
apparatus. In the cast, of low income capitalist countries where a domestic "modern" bourgeoisie controls State power, we observe lhat State is used as a support
methanism for the labor needs and ideological position of that bourgeoisie in its
interpretation of the optimum way to developmen; As we have discussed, that
position is essentially to bring their domestic economy into the "modem" world
through importing technology, fostering the production of goods for consumption
by foreigners and a small group of people in their own country, and rationalizing
other domestic institutions, including the State bureaucracy and the schools, to fit
in with the modem production sectors.
We have argued that this modernization process produces a duality even in
the industrial sector. The labor needs are very different for the modem industrializing sector and for the traditional sector of the economy, probably not so much
because of the different kinds of technology used in the two sectors, but because of
. the ,hierarchies developed in the modem versus the traditional production unit
(Stone. 1974), Further, the traditional sectors are being drained of surplus in order
to finAce the growth of the modem sector, which makes the value of additional
schooling in the traditional sector much less-valuableithari in that high growth part
of the economy.
It is not unusual. under these conditions, that rural schooling has low priority
for the Winn 'capitalists and technocrat/managers who dominate low income industrializing, "modemizinr economies.. Yet, the same capifalists and managers an,
concerned about producing a large reserve army of skilled and semi-skilled worker;
in urban areas who put downward pressure on skilled workers' wages, making
industrial expansion'and capital accumulation (profits) more rapid. They may also
be concerned with socializing children from marginal populations to accept the fate
in store for them at the bottom of the urban class structure. The modernizing State
may therefore expand mass urban primary and even secondary schooling both to
produce a large reserve of schooled labor and to help legitimize the inequalities in
the development process (Carnoy; 1974).
We observe; then, that educational systems in low, income industrializing
capitalist countries are characterized by an enormous disparity between rural and
urban educational systems, even at the primary level. Rural schools are ill equipped;
in many places several grades are taught in one-room schools, and usually due to
insufficiency of classrooms, lark of motivation, rural students complete a maximum
of a few years of school. Furthermore. the curriculum for rural schools is an urban
curriculum, developed in urban areas and even in the capitals of foreign, already
industrialited countries. In urban areas, the quality and quantity of public schooling varies greatly between the different social classes in urban areas. In many
"modernizing" countries, a significant fraction of the secondary sehooling available
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is private, producing effective "screening" mechanisms to exclude children from
poorer families from the free university education provided by the State. Those
children from working class families who reach secondary school ani usually channeled into/vocational training rather than the academic preparation necessary to
quality folr university education. Finally, when the university level expands in response to corporate and State bureaucratic needs, there am large salary differentials

between those occupations followed by children of lower income families who
attend university, and those occupations such as medicine and engineering which
require full-time study (making it difficult to work while attending university) and
art, taken primarily by youths from higher income families.
The entire school system, therefor*is highly class stratified, with the majority of the State's resources for education goineto support those kinds of education
which prepare children to work in the "modem" sector and for the managerial and
technical levels isif training required by that sector. On the other hand, those children who are not ilikely to be working in that sector receive a very small share oi ihe
State's resources for education. In addition, the curriculum at different levels of
schooling is designed to prepare people for the modem sector. If children do not
get jobs in that sector, the schooling they have taken does not prepare them for the
tasks they will perform in the traditional agricultural or marginal urban sectors of
economic activity. Yet, schooling does play an important function in socializing
these children to believe that their failure is not the failure of the system, but their
own failure is not succeeding in school and thus not being able to get the kinds of

jobs which an, highly rewarded. 'I'his is the principal "legitimizing" function of
public schooling. Nevertheless, even as the school system expands rapidly and the
average level of schooling increases, the number of jobs available in the modern
sector does not exvind as rapidly and so we find that succeeding in school still does

not buy jobs for the mass of people in that sector. Even while they have more
schooling, they kge still not prepared to carry out more effectively the tasks required in the traditional sector.

d in the industrializing
Thus, in a "development" situation such as we
capitalist countries, individuals do not receive the educ tion which helps them
participate in economic growth and the political process. This is not an accident,
nor a result of "inefficiencies" in the school system. Rather, the school system was
designed historically to function in a way which left the mass of people unable to
maximize their human potential because the economy was and is organized to

maximize that potential for a few rather than the many. The schools go even
further: they attempt to convince children and their families that the low level of
capacity at which most children find themselves after going to school is'the maximum potential which they can reach. Thus, not only does the school system fail to.
help indiviripals maximize their participation, but in this kind of development it is
necesaary to convince those who am operating below their potential participation

that they are in the best possible position consistent with ability, and that the
system has actually helped them reach this "best" position.
Given this analysis of the development problem and tin educational system,
why should we believe that educational policy in a low income capitalist country
will be used to equalize income distribution when wage and income polities (in uding inflation) serve to extract surplus from workers and peasants and trans r at

least part of that surpllis to the top 20 pereent of income earners in the cou try?
Wouldn't it be more likely that educational policy would either be consistent with a
general policy of increasing inequality, or would have little effect on earnings
distribution in the face of changes in distribution wrought toy direct incomes policies? And why shOuld we expect educational policy to contribute to decreased
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educated unemployment when it is in the interest of entiepreneurs and managers to
have a surplus of educated labor in order to push down the real wages of skilled
workers and even (eventually) technicians and professionals (as in the United
States)?

And within education, why should we expect that teachers would want or

even be able to impart a whole range of knowledge to their lower class pupils, when
the system of education does not expect those pupils to attend school longer than a
certain grade, or to be able to learn beyond the most rudimentary cognitive skills?
How are teachets viewed in such a system? As providing, intellectual inspiration, or
controlling children's behavior and preparing them for a particular set of roles in
the labor force and social structure?
Undoubtedly, this sounds very pessimistic. But it is meant to present the
problem realistically, so that we can deal with it realistically. As I view the problem,
to equalize incomes, decrease poverty, reduce unemployment, and in general, to
make the economy develop in a way which includes the mass of the population of
low income countries in the gains from development, requites political organization
and action by the mills of people itself. Altruism is not the driving force of capitalism, and we are deluding ourselves if we are counting on the good will of capitalists
and managers either in the low income countries and the industrialized countries to
carry out these reforms. Political pressure will, ultimately, convince sdch elites that
they must act to reform (or repress), and more enlightened portions of that class

will move toward greater equality untier such pressure, but usually in ways that
leave the system of production intact. Thus, I contend, development is not a
technical problem but a political issue.
As far as education is concerned, it is unlikely that great social change will
emanate from the educational system. The formal (and in most cases, the informal)
educational sys m is. too closely tied to the economic and social structure. Nevertheless, educati n can be used to produce changeincluding equalizing skills, making skills more appropriate to the production of goods needed by the mass of the
population ra er than a limited few, socializing people to be more cooperative and
, etc.when the State is already committed to an equalizatior. and
socially consci

full employm nt poPcy and is willing to make the changes necessary in the eco-

ial structure to achieve that change (Carnoy, 1976). Yet, even when
the State is ot completely committed to those kinds of policies, educational
expansion in a capitalist economy may create contradictions in the production
process and ay intetfere with the smooth working of the elite's vision of the way
the econom and society should function. Since that vision depends, to a large
extent, on e socialization of youth to accept the inequality of the system, and, on
the sasump on that schools play an important role in the socialization process
(particularl in low income countries where the authority struzture of the school is
the sole c nection of the poor with the opportunity to emerge from poverty),
emerging from schooling may have important consequences for the
contradicti
production d political process.
nomic and

Contradict ons in the Educational Process

Although the- dominant domestic bourgeoisie in the low Income countries
ettempts to use the educational system to reproduce ,this class's control over the
means of production and the surplus, and although it is generally successful in
convincing peoplE to accept this inequitable system of "development," it can also
fail to convince children and their families that the reality described in the schools
is indeed the reality they fate. Formal schooling in a Iliate controlled system can
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create aspirations which are not met leaving people to question the economic,
system; formai schooling can teach sk Ils such as reading which may give students
access to literature which is not in the eurriculum: and the schools can introduce
students to adults- their teacherswho may be against the established system, and
may introduce them to students whose families have taught them things different
from the things being taught in school. Thus, just as the factory helped capitalists
increase control over,workers in the work process, it also brought workeis together
in the same place in close proximity and created the conditions for working class
organizing. The schools also attempt to subordinate peoples' values and bchavior to
a particular development processin the case of capitalist development, an inequita-

ble one in which a few people will participate fully, and the vast majority may
attend the school but will not participate in the growth of the natial product. At
the same time, however, the schools bring children together' in school, introduce
them to each other as people,, their ideas, and occasionally give them a teacher/
manager who is not completely convinced that he or she should present to his Or
her pupils a reality which does and will not exist for them.

Furthermore, the use of schooling as a selector for different strata in the
capitalist work structure creates a demand for ever more schooling among young
people, which eventually produces a labor force which has more schooling than
necessary to carry out production tasks. Since capitalists and managers are constantly pushing for more schooling in order to increase the degree of socialization
add the cognitive knowledge of their work forces. the State feels compelled to
increase the amount of schooling available for the general population. However, this
ever-increasing average level for schooling tends to create frustration in the labor
force once it reaches the job market and finds that inereased schooling has prepared
it for jobs which their fathers may have done,a generation ago with much less
training. Only a small percentage of graduates are able to find work which makes,
the additional schooling seem worthwhile.

As Gintis has point out (Gintis, 1975): on the'one hand, the school systerri
becomes essential to producing socialized and cogatively prepared labor for the
production of goods, so if it does not function properly, it may create problem's fcir
the system: on the other hand, while the school system actively tries to socialize
and prepare this labor efficiently, the bringing together of large numbers of younto
people in the schools and the possibility of teachers sympathetic to the young may I
create the conditions under which studentS will act to disrupt the schools or use
them as a place to organize in order to create a politically sensitized output of the
schools which. is not useful for the capitalist production process. Ai we have added,
the schools may create aspirations which cannot he met by the economic systm. In
this c..ve, one of the most important products of the school, a labor force which
accepts its position in the system is equitable and just, fails to makrialize from the
schools; to the contrary, under these conditions, the output of the schools may be
frustrated and alienated labor force which again creates increasing problems for .
capitalist production.
It is difficult to say to what degree these contradictions clgvelop in the .
schools, but we do know that in both low and high income countries, the school
^has become a significant element in supplying socialized labor for capitalist production and for the reproduction of the capitalist system. This makes it an essential
institution for the continued development of capitalism, and in sense, it is an
integral part of the capitelist production proces.s, Atlhe same time, then. is evidence that bringing together masses of ,young people in the schbols can create
unintended values among the young which makes them less useful in Me capitalist
production hierarchy (for a proposed response to this problem, iee Coleman,,ct al.,
1973; fora response to Coleman, see Behn, et ai., 1974).
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Conclusions

Our analysis argues that education is a product of its environment, particulady, in low income capitalist societies, the economic environment developed by
industrial country capitalists and managers working together with local commercial
and industrial bourgeoisies. The problems we observeincome inequality, unemployment, abject povertyate in large part the product of capitalist development
itself. Output and education often expand rapidly in capitalist development and
contradictions occur in the development process. It is these contradictions which
may lead to political action which in turn may lead to a different kind of develop .
ment and an educational system which helps everyone to participate fully inothe
development process. We have argued that it is only through political action and,
often, seven, political conflict, that the problems we observe in the Third World will
be solved (if they can be solved at all). We have also argued that education and the
economy are not inert: changes in the economy create new demands on the educational system, and these, in turn may create contradictions in production which
may lead to change in the production system. Change in the production system
would lead, in turn to change in the educational system. etc.

If we view education and development in this waya political economic
waywe will not create, as reformeis, false hopes either for ourselves or for the
mass of Third World peoples trying to survive in this decade. We cannot give them
development and education: ultimately, they will have to take it for themselves.
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NOTES
I Slavery was probably not a capitalist mode of production, but was intimately associated with the needs of capitalist production in Europe and the United States -therefore, it has
been argued that slavery was an extemiion of capitaliM production to the particular conditions
of plantation Ngrictdture (Genovese. 1985).
2 Without going into detail on these differences, we can mention that monopoly corporations face much more stable markets than competitive firms, and therefore may attempt tu
stabilize their labor force and their markets through a host of control mechanisms and management hierarchy which competitive firms cannot afford (Gordon. Reich, and Edwards, 1973).
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Introduction
I have been asked to speak about imperatives for changechange in university
settings such as this, and change in schooling generally. This I am glad to do. I

believe profoundly in the need for* change in the way we understand language, and
in what we do with language in schools. I agreed to become Dean of the Schoal of
Education because of that belief. But let me pause. Some of you must suspect that

you are about to hear another lecture from a self-appointed bearer of light to the
benighted. Not so. Part of what we need to know in order to change is not now
known to anyone; teachers are closer to part of it than most linguists. No one who
gives priority in the study of Language to the needs of education could consider
present linguistics 4 region of the already saved, toward which educators must look
for missionaries and redemption. I have argued against the mainstream in linguistics
for years, precisely because it hos been inadequate to study of the role of language
in human life. It has made assumptions, adopted methods, accepted priorities that
prevent the contribution to education that serious study of language should make.
There are serious scholarly reasons for critique of the mainstream in linguistics, reasons that draw on traditions of thought with roots in the anthropology of
Sapir, the sociology of Marx, the linguistics and poetics of Jakobson, the literary
Criticism and rhetoric of Burke.i There are scientific problems internal to linguistics
that cannot be solved without change in the foundations from which they are
approached. But there are civic reasons for critique as well. One by one some of us
441: it-iiitolegige to continue linguistics. defined in a Way that divorces it from
of the society which supports us. The number of students ni" langnage
Ail outlook grows. The time IS'ripe for a relation between the study of
usge and the study of education that Is one _of parbutship; not preaching.
do not' misunderstand. To ctii icize linguistics is not to absolve educa.
ility of schools to deal with the linguistic situation in the United States
jmftn. One often ssys, AAA whexe the child is, develop the child's full
ve
ntial. ,To do that, linguistically, one mast have knowledge of the ways of
of the conununity of which the child is part. Very little knowledge of this
table. Each of us has some insight Into these thingssome command of
mos of speaking; but each of us is a poor judge ss.well. Just because language is
lie-tO so hwy. other things, so plesupposed4 Much of our speaking is out of

4i.
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awareness; we may be ignorant of much of it, or even in good faith confidently
misreport it. Things we are sure we never say may turn up on someone's tape;
matters of more or less may be assimilated to a sense of all-or-nothing. Our impressions of the speech of others may be remarkably accurate for placing them, without

our being aware that our own speech may contnM some of the same features.
Recently a linguist and anthropologist in Montreal recorded the speech of two
friends, a man and a woman, each speaking sometimes in formal situations, sometimes in informal situations in which the colloquial French known as Joual was
appropriate. She played samples to a distinguished Montreal audience. The audience
heard four people, not two. It could not be convinced that there were only two, so
strong were its preconceptions as to the categorical difference.
If we are to know objectively what speaking is like, there must be ethnographies of speaking, open to discovery of facts that are inconvenient for one's
grammar, pedagogy, or social assumptions. Educators and linguists alike have been
remiss in not thinking of such knowledge as needed. Where linguists have pursued
intuitions and universal models that ignore the realities of speech communities and
language use, many educators have pursued notions of language and correctness

that have had the same effect. Why want to know more about something one
already knew was not really language'9 that one knew was 'wrong'?

All this leads me to believe that there are three primary imperatives for
change.

First, to see the need for knowledge of the language situations,of our country.

Second. to support training and research to obtain such knowledge.
Third, to change the relations between linguistics and education.

Let me elaborate on this last imperative for a moment. A new relation between linguistics and education may be basic to all the rest. The essential point is
that the nature of the change that is needed is not one-sided or one way. Linguistics
and educators should work together and change together. Only thus can research on,
language be relevant to the situations faced by schools.
I shall return to the relation between linguistics and education. Now let me
try to give substance to the need for knowledge.
Wanting to Know

Certain goals on which we would probably agree should govern imperatives
for change. The treatment of language in schools should help, not harm. It should
help children, and through them their families and communities, to maintain and
foster self-respect. It should be consonant with respect for diversity of background
and aspirations. It should contribute to equality rather than inequality.
It is probably hard to keep from nodding to words like these. Such words are
--familiar and accePted. Yet we face assumptions and ignoranee aboutianguage and
-contradict anj work against such goals.
a school in a community. What would you want -to-know, were you
...z,---------- Cons
.7=--- ipuuslbIe r the linguistic aspect of the schooling there? There are many who

:;-7td not thMk that there Was much that they needed to know, even how touse

_the. language of the children. Recently I was asked to a meeting at the Philadelphia
Schad Board to help resist pressure to reinove the requiretnent that a teacher in a
,TESOL class know the language of the children being taught English, that is, be
----=-=--- able' to communicate with them. Most teachers at the school in Madras, Oregon to
..whickehildren from WI= Springs Indian Reservation 'po, do not think they need
ttiAtiow anything about the Indian languages in the homes from which thechildren
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comet or the etiquette of speaking there. By and large, indeed, knowing languages
and knowing about language is little valued in our country, if it involves acceptance
of diversity. You and I May have no difficulty in understanding standard' West
Indian English, May even admire itI think it myself the most lovely English I have
heard. But the daughter of a family from Jamaica was just admitted to a stateaffiliated university in Philadelphia on the condition 'that she take a course in
English for foreign students. Have you not often heard a proper middle-class white
say in exasperation to a cab-driver or voice on the phone, "Oh, I can't understand
you", although the black or Spanish accent was entirely intelligible? Identification
of.the difference having closed the listener's ear?

When educate ; concerned people want to know about language, what is it
want to know'? A graduate student at my university reports that
they are likel
spoke
recently
to the group that supports her studies, their serious, well
when
ntioned questions made assumptions about languages and their relations to
human groups that a linguistics student could not even have imagined entertaining.
Recently I was asked by a cultured voice on the phone to help with a program

being planned for the Canadian Broadcasting System, to view French in Montreal in

the light of similar situations in the United States and the Caribbean. I began
helpfully naming friends who know about such things, when it came out that the
premise of the program was that the French-speaking lower classes of Montreal
could not think right because they could not speak right. (You can imagine the

haste and confusion with which I withdrew the names and tried to dissociate myself
from the whole thing).
These are merely recent instances that have impinged upon me in the course
of a month or two. It is almost too painful to be a student of language attentive to
such things -examples accumulate so readily of prejudice, discrimination, ignorance
bound up with language. It makes one wonder if discrimination connected with
language is not so pervasive as to be almost impervious to change, so deeply rooted
as to almost preclude support for the asking of questions that might lead to change.
To be sure, some may be sum that children would be fine if left alone, and be glad
to team what is wrong with schools. Others may be sum that schools are doing what
is right, and be glad to learn what is wrong with children and the homes from which
they come. It is hard to find people who sense a need to understand objectively the
ichool child's communicative world, a world seriated in'to a multiplicity of contexts
of situation and ways of Speaking suitable to each, a world of a plurality of norms

for selecting and grouping together features of a verbal style, of a plurality of
situation-sensitive ways of interacting and int& rpreting meaning in terms of styles,
such that a type of situation such as classroom interaction with a teacher or formal
test-making has meaning in terms of its relation t6 the rest. Such that each involves
a spoken or written genre that has a place in a series of such, a possibility of
dependent on particular rules for commitment to performince. So
understand the part of a verbal opertoire that appears in educthonal
one needs to be able to compare choices of commfinicative device and
a. displays of communicative and cognitive ability, across a range of settings.
_Solhat to understand the past of a child's (or teacher's) ways ot speaking one sees
'in-school, one needs to understand the whole, One needs to do or to draw on
linguistic e th nography 3

As you know, there is little done and little on which to draw. What I have

sketched in general terms is what one might reasonably ask about if concerned with
-'7---,----thrrrok of language M schooling in another culture 'or country; expecting things to
grange4 one wants to know. In a sense, we need to be able to stand back from
ImirowilittOld011ii SU at tO see thew as strange and as necdin$ to be knuien.

s
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Unease- in-Education
Black Americans, Mitive Americans, Spanish-Speaking Americans

-

I.should not suggest. that nothing at all is known or being done. Certainly
there 'has been a gbiid deal of attention in recent years to patterns of speech

Assoeiated with son*:of the major groups that make up this diverse country. Yet
the researehls-scattered and spotty with regard to both geography and class. The
case of `Black English' is inStructive. In the 1960's the ways of speaking of Black
Americans' attracted attention. The research has been important in demonstrating
.the systematic, rule-governed nature of the vernacular spoken by many Blacks, as
aging notions of it as an incoherent corruption. Notions of Black children practically without lenguage were shown to be functions of Intimidating formal situations
in schools, to be situational, not general. Some of this work helped as well to
highlight the respects in which distinctive features of the vernacular point to the
wider spectrum of Caribbean Creoles and their West African elements. Awareness
grew of the place of the vernacular in peer group interaciton against the background
of Caribbean and African traditions of spoken artistry. Still, research focused
mostly on the variety of speech most strikingly different from the public standard,
the vernacular of adolescent urban males. Much less analytic attention was given to
the speech of Black women, of preachers and ministers, of established upper-class
families, or to the Caribbean and African background of elaborated 'talking sweet'
and public oratory. And some explanations of what became known were so partial
as to be false. Some linguists wished to treat the vernacular as only superficially
different and formally derivative from standard English, for reasons having to do in
part with convenient simplicity of a grammatical model. Others wished to treat the
vernacular as so distinct that it might require its own textbooks. There are indeed
places where people want their variety maintained independently in print from a
closely related one(in Czechoslovakia Slovaks feel this way about the relaion of
their variety to Czech). In the United States such a conception fails to take into
account the actual attitudes of many Black people who want the variety of English
In the classroom, especially the written variety, to be the common standard. Still
others drew from this isolated fact the inference that Blacks depreciated the vernacular, even speaking of 'self-hatred'. In point of fact, there is widespread acceptance
of the vemacutai variety at home and in informal situations generally:4 it retains a
'spetial place even among Black students at a university such as Princeton. Yet
sympathetic interpretations of Black speech can be inadequate too. Many come to
know Black terms for uses of language, such as 'shucking' and 'jiving', and regard
them entirely as an Afro-American ethnic heritage. Yet analogous genres of language use can be found among lower class white youths; and such ways of coping
verbally may have their origin in subordinate social status as well as in ethnic tra&
tion.
The relation hetween varieties and uses 'of English, on .the sTe hand, and
BlaCk, ,on the*her, is complex and only tiegiuning to be adequately known,,
situation is little better with regard to other major groups. We think of Native
Ainericans in terms of the many languagei lost, and of efforts to maintain or revive
:it-7-- those; that remain. The relation of schools to these efforts is of the greatest importante. 34y own anger and passion about the tredment of language in schools comes
largely from experience of local schools and educational research institutions that
affect Indian people at Warm Springs Resmation in Oregon'. But these situations
must not be oversimplified. Indian Americans themselves may differ in their views
air tO liff hat is best in terms of language. And aspects of language that are crucial to
,

:the littocess of Indian children may not involve the traditionai Indian language at all.
the-Indian children are, linguistically, may not be an Indian language, but an

4:6
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Indian variety of English. There are probably several dozen such Indian varieties of
English irr the United States. They play a significant social role. Someone who has
been away, and who returns to a local comMunity, must take up the local variety of
English or be judged snobbish. Features of children's speech that seem individual

errors may in fact reflect a community norm. They may reflect a cerryover into
English of patterns from an Indian language. In the English of Indians at Islets
pueblo, south of Albuquerque, New Mexico, a double negaUve contrasts with a
single negative as a carryover of a contrast between two types of negation in the
Islet* language. There are doubtless other such examples, but the fact is that Isieta
English is the only form of Indian English carefully studied and ieported on in
print, and that only-in the last few years.5
The language situation of an Indian community will be still more complex, in
having standard as well as local vernacular English present, and a vernacular, even
reduced, variety of an Indian language as well as or even instead of its 'classic' form.
In the Southwest Spanish may be a factor as well. Yet we have hardly more than a
few sketches of such cases, With Indians as with Blacks; research has not attempted

to provide systematic knowledge of the language situation of the communities
experienced by children. Research has focused not on social reality, but on the
exotic. To say this is not to condemn study of traditional Indian languages. Much
of my work continues to be devoted,to the study of one group of languages, now
nearing extinction. I and a colleague are the last to work intentively with fully
fluent speakeis, and like others in such a situetion, we have obligations both to
those who have shared their knowledge with us and to those who later will want
access to it. The work has its contribution to make to respect and self-respect for
Indian people. The disproportion between what most linguists do and what most
needs to be done is not here. There have never been trained scholars enough, and
much has been lost unrecorded in consequence. With all its wealth our country has
sparsely supported knowledge of the language that first named the continent. The
fact is telling. We have barely managed to study lfnguages that fit our image of the
noble Redman, let alone begun to notice the actual lin istic makeup of Indian
communities.
The knowledge one needs to start where Indian children, any childmn, are

goes beyond varieties of language, of course, to patterns nf the use of language
customary) community ways of answering questions, calling upon others, taking
turns in conversation,, speaking or remaining silent, giving instruction by verbal
precept or observed example, all the ways in which etiquette of speaking and value

of language msy take distinctive shape. Many Indian children come to school,
speaking only English, yet encounter difficulty, not because of language difference,
but because of difference in patterns for the use of language. Children found 'shy'
and noir-talkative in class may be as talkative as any; if observed in situations where
Abe ,414s and duties. of speaking are _those of the community _from which.they
in such a easii.one needs to know not a language, but a conununity way of
sPeaktillf-

--The issue and language most prominent today are bilingual edacation and

panish.-1 cannot attempt to treat this complex sitUation here,CXcept to note that
--74.1fivieneral difficulty is the same. Too littie is knoWn as a iissis for policy anii
practice in schools. The widespread resistence to such a thing indeed may cause

-liè'ducaUOfl 'to be attacked as having failed before It will have had a chance
to be understood and fairly tried. Efforts to provide equal educetional opportunity
.77-740-Spanislvspeak1ng children must proceed with a minimum of information as to
arrisI'tIw chiWreus peak, ist relation to the irarieties and uses of Sparfilli in the

from whicb they came, No simple genetsl answer can he laid down in
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advance. There are several national and regional standards. Cuban, Puerto Rican,
northern Mexican, Colombian. etc.; in many communities there is a range of varieties from a standard to colloquial vernacular and an argot, as well as a way of
mingling Spanish and English in conversation that can count as a special variety
among intimates, The attitudes of Spanish-speakers toward the elements of this
%complex language situation are themselves complex. Clearly it is not enough, to
advocate "Spanish." It is possible to have Anglo children doing well, Spanishspeaking children doing poorly in a Spanish class in a school. There arc problems of
the fit or conflict between the Spanish spoken by children and the Spanish taught,
between community and teacher attitudes, between the language-linked aspirations
of cultural traditionalists and the job linked aspirations of soine of the working
class; the desire of some speakers to institutionalize Spanish as a languaeof higher
education and professional activity, versus the needs of children for whom Spanish
is primarily a vernacular of the home and community; problems of childwn educated in Puerto Rico coming to the mainland with inadequate English and children
educated on the mainland going to Puerto Rico with inadequate Spanish.
There are problems of assessing the language abilities of children both for
assignment to classes and for evaluation in programs. Assignment to classes is sometimes being done undu mandate of ltw in a begrudging rough-and-ready fashion,
minimizing the number of children to be assigned. Sometimes the availability of
monies to a district prompbz forced assignment to special classes of bilingual chi!.
dren who have no English problem at all. Valid assesiments of language ability
require naturalistic observation across a range of settings, but such methods have
been little developed in explicit form: Formative evaluation of programs in bilingual
situations needs ethnographic knowledge of the community language situation, and
summative evaluation needs ethnographiC monitoring of the process by which a
program comes to have particulax meanings and outcomes for participants and
community. Such success as bilingual programs have, will be best attested in the
debates ahead, not by test scores, but by case-history accounts that show convin.
cingly the benefits to children and communities, and how they were achieved.fi
Ethnic Heritage and Usages of Language

The situations of Black Americans, Native Americans, Spanish-speaking
Americans are salient but not unique. Bilingual education is an issue for communities of Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, and others. Many European languages in
addition to Spanish are maintained to a significant extent. Immigration renews
some of these communities. All of them participate in a climate of opinion that is

world-wide. The general truth would seem to be that about twenty years ago, when

_

those who spoke in the limelight foresaw an end to Ideology, and an endless
--technocratic future whosie chief problem would be leisure, many ordinary people
amund the wbrid were drawliv a -diffemnt lesson from their. exPerienee. They had
beCo caught up in-such a vision of the post-war (tame for a while, only to begin to
find That their place in it was not worth the giving-up of all that they had been.
carbe more and More' to seem the 'dirty word' that Kenneth Burke has
-itless an engine carrying then onward and.uptund, more a juggernaut about
o nut over them, their place, their customs, their speech.
general rrvivid of concern with ethnic heritage is not merely a part of the
annual tourist laundry ring around the world, each countryside emptying out in

=-----summer to take in someone else's carefully staged culture while on vacation. It is a
in outlook that has to do with what one is for oneself, as a member of a family
Rellialn name, a certain history, a knowledge of .eertain places, certain ways-

r
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of meeting sorrow and sharing joy. Many of you may know personally the price
that can be exacted in acquiring a lingua franca at the cost of a language of the
hqme.

i Some repudiate concern of this kind as nostalgia and sentimentality, even as a
dangerous refusal to face present realities. I think that something profound is
involved. Any one concerts may seem particularistic and limiting; when all such
concerns are considered together, one sees something general, a deep-running tide.
It is a vision limited to a national lingua franca that begins to appear old-fashioned,
limited, sectarian.
The deep-running tide seems to me a shift in what is regarded as the dominant
obstacle to a way of life in balance with human needs. A century, even a generation
ago, it was common to think' that the dominant ohstacle consisted of traditional
ideas and customs. Except when compartmentalized in diminished form, as objects
of intermittent piety and curiosity, specific cultural traditions, beliefs, conventions,
identities, seemed brakes from the past on progress. The future lay with a science
and mode of production that could realize the control of nature, and the plenty, of
which mankind was capable. Now we are far less sure. Some critics of contemporary society consider the very idea of incessant technological change to be itself the
dominant nostacle to a way of life in balance with human needs. Not that material
progress is irrelevant, but that the quality of life is seen more clearly to depend on
other things as well. What seemed a policy in the interest of all has come to seem an
instrument of profit to some at the expense of others in many cases. Uncontrolled,
it threatens community today and even sustenance tomorrow. '

There is an essential linguistic dimension to this. It is hard to specify, but
necessary to address. Let me try to suggest:something of its nature.

....

The internal structures of language and the structures of use to which languages are shaped alike show two fundamental, complementary general kinds of
function, of meaning, at work. They are intertwined in reality, but our way of
thinking about language has separated and opposed them.7 One can be roughly
indicated as concerned with naming, reference, sheer statement, the technical, analytic, logical uses of language. Modern linguistics has built its models on this aspect
of language. Modem science, technology, and rationalized bureaucracy give its preeminence. For a time the uses of language characteristic of literature, religion,
personal expression, were neglected and on the defensive. For a time the pinnacle
of knowledge appeared to many to be a single logical language to which ail science
and legitimate knowledge might be reduced. That ideal has been largely given up
and replaced by recognition of a plurality of legitimate uses of language. The
seminal figures in philosophy of coutse were Cassirer and Wittgenstein, and there
hive been related developments in poetics, anthropology, sociology, Interpersonal,
-expressive, aesthetic uses of language come more to the fore. In part it is because an
ideal of language that seemed the touchstone of progress, of the advance of reason,
jOreeit Uri often traduced. The idiom* et objective knOwiedge, bi science,
/ogle, experiment, statiatics, contracts, regulation and control woe once
seen_ as common bases for progress tor us all. We have too .Often seen claims to
an ority.7 eouched-in-such-idioms, tam out-to be rationalizations of special interle excuses, outright deceptions, as with the Vietnamese war. Idloms of
concern and personal knowledge that had-at first no standing came to be seen
sansoreaceurate guides than the trappings of elaborate studies and reports. A little
later it was general discovery of the personal voice through transcripts of tapes that
decided. I thjnk, the priblic verdict on a president. I could not prove the point, but
these two experiences have had complementary, decisive effect on our sense
in the use of language.
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I sense a more general drift as well. Increasingly we are concerned to have a
place for things that cannot be said without distortion, or even said at all, in the
idioms 9f elaborated, formal, purportedly rational and referential speech that take
pride of place in public science, public government, linguistic and pedagogical grammars. There are things we know ,Ind ;iced to be that have no standing there. A ser..e

of this is a reflection of the central problem of the role of language in modem

of
society, the crisis of language, namely, what the balance is to be between modes
use of language. The old dichotomietcorrect vs. incorrect, rational vs. emotional,
referential vs. expressive, fail to capture the nature and complexity of the problem,
for it is not a matter of mutually exclusive opposites, but of the interweaving of
mutually indispensable functions.
Education and Linguistic Foundations

I am sorry not to be precise, concrete and clear about this. It would require
far more than one lecture to try to explain the ramifications of this point for the
study of language, to trace the implications at different levels of the organization of
language, to appraise the efforts that are being made now to devise an adequate
genend model. I can try to say clearly what this complex situation means for the
future of language in education. It is this. Linguistics developed out of a situation in
which the study of language was loosely distributed across a variety of disciplines.
It I-name the central discipline by development of general methods for the formal
study of language structure. The methods and the associated conception of language structure focused on an essential, but partial, aspect of the organization of
language. Other aspects remained secondary or eschewed. The focus of attention,
having started with phonology, and proceeded through morphology and syntax, has
now leached semantics and even 'pragmatics', (that is, the interpretation cif meaning in context of use). From every side it begins to be recognized that linguistics as
we have known it is inevitably part of,a larger field.8
At the first, language structure was divorced from language use. Now language
use is included along with language structure by mast. Eventually it will be gener.
ally recognized that it is not use that is a derivative of Structure, but structure that
is dependent on use. That one can never solve the problems of the organization of
language in social life without starting from sociallife, from the patterns of activity
and meaning within which linguistic features am organized into styles and ways of
speaking. A linguistics that is truly the science of language, linguistics that is tnily a
foundation for education,..will be a linguistics that-is part of the study or communicative interaction. It will understand linguistic competence as part of communicative competence. It will understand the character of competence in relation to the
social history and social Structure that shape ft in a given case.
Such a linguistics, should thesday arrive, will have an essential property?. Its
ice and theory will be adequate to ail the means employed in speech and all
airings tbat speaking (or another use of language) has. Its iheory of English
instead of
wilt attend not only to the features that make a consonant
the
word
angry.
Itatbeory
of syntax
ibk,-butalso to the aspiration that can make
but
a
special
case
among
the
intent-attend to isolated grammatical sentences u
theory
of
meaning
will
attend
not
only
-gible, acceptable sequences of discourse. Its
meanings
inherent
in
cluilee
of
dialect
words and constructions, buttalso to the
of variety, of conversational or narrative genie, of oecasion to speak or be silent. Its
theskry of competence will go beyond innate and universal abilities to the kinds of
"compe.tente valued and permitted in a given society, to opportunities ahd obstacles
to kinds of competence. It wilt recognize that the very role of speaking, of
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language and use of language, is not the same in every society; that societies difft r
in their ideals of language and ability in linguage, that use of language, like sex and

eafing, is a universal possibility and necessity of society, but without power to
determine its place or meaning. Its relative importance among other modes of
commuhication, its role as resource or danger, art or tool, depends on what is made

of it.9 Two things follow. First, the relation between education and linguistics
cannot be a matter simply of joining the two as they are now, We do not yet have
the kind of linguistim just descrii)ed. Second, we are not likely to get it if linguistics
is left to itself. The prestige of formal models as against empirical inquiry remains
strong. The pull to continue to concentrate on familiar ground will be great. To get

the linguistics we need will take pushing by others. Educators ought to be in the
forefront. If you should remember just one thing from this occasion, please remember this: Do ask yourself what linguistics can do for you, but even more, demand
linguistics that what it can tio be done. And do not apologize for the demand, or
assume that it diverts the study of language from pure science to murky application. The fact is that the study of langukge does not now have the knowledge on
Which much of application should be based, and cannot get it wittiout new theoretical, methodological, and empirical work. To demand attention to the needs of
education is not just a demand for applied' linguistics. It is a demand for Change in
the foundations of linguistics. Tne struggle for educational chang, with regard to
language, and the struggle for scientific adequacy in the study of language, are
interdependent.
have used the word 'struggle' advisedly. It would be misleading to suggest
that the kind of linguistics we need is an apple almost ripe, ready to drop at a tweak
of the stem. There is indeed a diffused slow drift in the right direction, such that
work entwined with practical problems has low status, such that the more abstract
and remote from practical problems, the higher the status. Some leading linguists,
such as William Labov, want to reverse this polarity. Educators can help, and may
hive some leverage these days when conventional positions for linguists are hard to
find.,The fact that linguistics itself is evolving in a direction that makes work in
educational settings germane is a help, as is the fact, just mentioned, that new
theory is part of what is needed. Still, a second great difficulty remains. This is the
difficulty of seeing lanivage in education in the context of American society,
steadily and whole.
Seeing our Language Situation

The history of attention to language situations within the, country points up
.the difficulty. Black uses of English have been evolvine in the United States since A
before the. Revolution, but have begun to be adequately studied only as a consequence 'of the Civil Rights Moveme4 and the federal attention and funding that
77.7.7:74esporided to it. Spanish has beeii here lor centudes.as Well, but Spanish bilIngual;;
iiin-and.hingisage itituations have begun to be studied adequately only as a result of
ie-snOopolitieal mobilization of Spanishyeakers. American Indian communities
ava
multiiinguld situations and_ distin;e ways of speaking for generations
Witlicia much attention. The Interest of th y Indian people in maintainIng.and

4ng traditional languages fits into the traditional approach to the Audit of

itglinlauguagea but it bus taken the Native American mobilization of recent years
to make academic seholais think of the preparation of materials useful in education
as something they should do. Indian English and ways of speaking still remain
litively little studied.
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In general, educationally significant aspects of a language situation.have come

into focus only after the community in question has been definea aea sortiel

1----21

problem, and mere especially, as a social force. Previous attention to the languages
involved focused upon what seemed most exotic and remote. Immigrant 'anti Indian
languages alike have. been viewed mostly as something lingering from theyast..
We need' to begio4a4ink of the linguistic heterogeneity of our country as
continuously present. The IMited States is a multilingual country, with grearnum.
bers of users of many languages. American multilingualism is not an aberration or a
residue. If anything, it has increased in recent years, especially with regard' to
Spanish. Vietnamese and perhaps a few other languages. We need to address the
linguistic heterogeneity of our country as a permanent feature of it, discuss what
shape it will and should have, anticipate the future. To do so. we have to address
the linguistic ethnography of the n d States as sustained, central siientific task.
mobilization connected with language
Ad hoc responses after the fact of s
too
little
help
Ana ad hoc responses are too easily
come too lateand provide
id
political issues. Members oflanguage
distorted by thaMmediate terms of social
parLial
view. We need sustained work that
communities themselves may have a
provides both knowledge of languege situations and an independent, critical assess .
ment of language problems.
Educators have a stake in the mounting of such a program of study, since
mobilization around Issues of language so commonly turns attention to schools.
Educators have a special stake in making sure that a sustained program of study
includes indepenlient, critical attention to the natire of laInguage problems. That
attention should include study of the process by which something having to do
with language does (or does not) become defined as a problem in our country in the
first place. It is not to be assumed that there is a fit between public recognition of
problems and actual language situation. (To repeat, teacher failure to recognize the
structure and role of Black English Vernacular still handicaps many Black children,
and did even more before it became recognized as a 'problem' in the 1960's. Some
of those who resist such recognition continue to be Mack.)
suspect there am four kinds of case. That is, there are indeed situations
recognized as problems that are genuinely problems (bilingual education, for example); there may well be situations not defined as problems that can be left alone.
But I suspect that there are also situations not now defined as problems that ought
to be so definedsituatiobi taken for granted but at possible cost. For example,
very little has -been done to study communication in medical settings, especially
patients.10 What are the effects of difference in
between professional personnel ,
imam, terminology, semantic syatem? or even of difference in native language,,
there being so many medical personnel of *foreign origin? and in some regions so
manY 'patients with !nth command of English? Perhaps there is no'recognized
,problem because those affected have little visibility or consciousness of common
_FOOEIO. Yet* series of articles in the New Yiwk Times might make thIssituations
itself unchanged, suddenly a Inoblens*. Finally, there may be situatku*defIned as
obtems that ought not to be, the issue being falsely or superficially Posede.g.,
the supposed problem .of cbildten_ with nractletAlly.'nolanguage. Any of us may be
subjecI to cultural blinders and public fashions. We need comparative, critical,
ncal perspective to transcend them.
We oeed in short, to be able to see our country in terms of language, steadily
and whole. To do so is to go beyond questions of diversity of languages and
aagevarieties. Black.English, Navajet, Hopi, Zuni, Spanish, Italian, German, Si°.
nian, the many. many languases of this country are salient and ,important. The

_
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diversity they comprise is so great, so neglected, as to he almost;v1whelming by
itself. Yet there is something further. There is a unity that has also escaped us. I do
not mean political and social unity. 'That is not in question. To be sure, the drive
for homogeneity has been so great that even today the thought of diversity being
accepted can frighten some, Street signs in Spani.4t, even in a Spanish.speakirig
neighborhood, can attract ire. A telephone company may refuse to hire a Spanishspeaking operator, to answer emergency calls, in an area with many Spanish dominant speakers. To argire for,azognition offethnolinguistic diversity seems troubling
to many, as if the ties betwvar us were so fragilç as to break beneath a crumb of
difference.. But the forces making for integrati.in,1w eonomic and communicative
ties of the country, are intlersibly dominant: To rgue the right to diversity is to
argue only for breathing sp4e within the hive.
The unity in terms oflwhich we need to see our country is the unity .41.-its
dominant groups and institution§ that gives it a certain cut and pattern, regarding
language. regarding the value on language, the way in which langu, .e enters into
life. We need to be able to imagine the United States sociologically as if it were a
small country, a Belgium or Switzerland, a single entity of-which one could ask, as
one cars ask of any society: what are the basic patterns of the use of language? what
are the values; rights, responsibilities, associated with language? what is the outlook
of the cUlture with regard to language? how did it come to be that way}. how dues
it seem likely to change?
We are able to think of the Navajo oelhe French in this way. We need to be
able to imagine ourselves in this way as well, to find, through comparative, historical and descriptive study, a mirror in which to See the United States as possessed
throughout its history of language, policies, of pmclominant attitudes towards language and its role, that give it one place among many possible places in the roster of
the world's cultures.
Even if there were only English the unity to be seen is not simple. Imagine1,
'that the only langdage
the country, was English, even standard English. Situations, roles, activities
nal characteristics such as age and sex would still affect
and shape wa
using language. The occupational and class structure of the
society would still be there as a source of heterogeneity, on the one hand, and
hegemony, on the other. Let us consider heterogeneity first..
Inherent heterogeneity. Even if everyone used some form of standard English,
all the manifold ways of talking as a person of a certain Iilisuiof using language to
do a certain kind of thing, would be present, needing to be discerned and described
and their consequences considered. Many of the judgments made of persons in
everyday life, many of the opportunities one has or does not bave, involve command or lack of command of these styles and genres, of being able to talk like an X,
or being able to use language to do Y. Such diversity is inherent in social ilfe.
Research has barely begun to address it adequately, relating linguistic devicesInd
-PatteMs tp social meanings and shies. It is the same here as with differences of
age or tanguage-variety. Research mostly follows the-flag of social moil IjUon. Sex-related differences In language hardly appeared for the first time a
feu/lye:ars ago. Yet until recently one would have had to conclude that men and
:Women talked alike in every society exeept for a few American Indian tribes, the
Chilkihee of Siberia, and some scattered others, so,far as the published literature
--,---coirld-show. Again, status-related differences in language are hardly the monopoly
of the Japanese. Koreans and Javanese, yet until recently linguistic theory treated
--them as facinatiney special..
There is a general lesson to be drawn. A linguistics that starts from grammar
socially releVant features only when they.intrude within the gamma. If the
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very units of phonology or morphdogy cannot tw stated without reference to the
sex .or status of a participant in speech, then the social fact is taken into account;
indeed, the case may become celebmted as an instance of "men's and women's,
speech" or special concern with the expression of status. Yet sexual roles and status
differenms -are univetsal in society, and assuredly come.into play when.people
'speak to each other. Slarting from grammar, one does not see how they come into
play; one has to start from the social feature itself, and look at the use of language
from its vantage point. Then the features of language that are selected and grouped
together as characteristics of speaking like a woman, speaking like an elder, and the
like, can be seen.

A final example: many are aware of the interesting ways in which choice of
second person pronoun in French (tu: vous), German (Du: Sie), Russian (ty: vy),
etc., can:signal lesser or greater social distance. Many is the paper written on such
pronouns and related forms of salutation and greeting. Yet it is a safe assumption
that variation in social distance is universal, and universally expressed in one or
another way in uSe of language. Management of social distance may well be one trf
the most pervasive dimensions of language use. One has to start from recognition of
social distance to begin to see thoroughly and accurately how it is accomplished as
a function of language.
Even if only standard English were found in the United States, then, them
would be many socially shaped patterns of language use'to discover and consider.
Still, the divemity would have a certain unity. Not "English", but the history,
values, and social structure of the United Etates would give a characteristic configuration to them.
Hidden Hegemony. Schools would not find their problems of language resolved in the-situations we am imagining now. Concern to develop the full potential
of 'each child would lead to recognition of language as involving more than command of a stIndard. For example, I suspect that there is a pervasive dominant
attitude that discourages verbal fluency and exPressiveness in white males. It ought
to be food for thought that in mast known societies it is men who are considered
the masters of verbal style, and indeeil often trained in its ways, whereas wonien are
subordinated and even disparaged. In our own country, as we know, it is commonly
gi:ris who show most verbal ability, who learn to retain foreign languages, etc. Men
in public life whose work depends on Lse of language may be heard to disclaim any
special knowledge or command of it. The hint of homosexuality seems not to be far
from aesthetic mastery pf language in e man. Again, I suspect that many persons
siwnd much of their lives in what might be called 'verbal posiing', the maintenance
f the public verbal face that is not chosen, but imposed. Aad that is the fate of
Aarrative skill in our soCiety? Thew seems softie reason to think that the expressi.
"ty of traditional narrative styles has often been disapproved by the upwardly
tniddle .clats. One tees a .loss between 'generations of a-vital, narrative
IR some people of Indian CoMmunities: Peoplecontinue to relate accounts and
es, of coune, we are stowing more and enjoying it less?
lilast serious of all., and most diffieult forsehools perhaps to accept: 1 saspeet
at'our culttne is so oriented toward discrimination mong(petsona on the basis of
Jangisage -that 'gum $oriPty of 200 million speakers r"standard English would
__show a elass and occupational structure much like the toresent one, matched by a
hieraiihy of fine verbal 'discriminations. In other wfords, we must consider ,the
possibility that schiteds, aldng with other institutions, have as a latent funetion.the
=-teproduction of the preseot social order arf pre apparently Impartial ground of
Plapa Give) the inherent variability, lulanguage and language use* even a soetety
tgandard tuglish speakers vont& sliovi. detectible:- differengei. Iit promm#410
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diction, preferred constructions, and the like. Are we so convinced that language
change is language decline (as many of our educated elite appear to be), so predisposed to correctness and correction, that most of that society of standard English
speakers would still leave school with a feeling of linguistic insecurity and inferiority?
Perhaps not, but in order to see our society, and the place of language in it,
especially the place of language in education in it, we have to ask such questions.
To what extent are the inadequacies and senses of inadequacy about language in the
society to be explained by the backgrounds and characteristics of those who pass
by schools themthrough schools? To what extent are they unwittingiy prodo
selires?

Equatily-Impkmentation

Perhaps our society can never come closer to equality of opportunity, to a
treatment of language in schooling that starts where the child is, that develops the
fullest linguistic potential of the child. Still, those are the goals in terms of which
one often speaks. It is only that the change required to come closer to them is so
pervasivechange in knowledge, change in attitude, ultimately change in social
structure itself. Change in what we know can never be enough, yet without it the
other changes are impossible. One sees some change in the treatment of Black
English Vernacular that would not have come about without the research of the
Past decade or so. Knowledge of other situations can have effect too, especially in
the context of a view of the history and direction of the role of language in the
society as a whole.

My call for such knowledge in relation to schools amounts to a call for an
educational linguistics, as a major thrust of schools of education, departments of
linguistics, and all concerned with language and with education. Let me add that it
should be shaped not only by educators and linguistics, but also by memberi of the
communities concerned, teachers and parents both. It is inherent in adequate study
of language that one must draw on the knowledge that members of a community
already tacitly have, and the same is true for ethnography, for knowledge of ways
of speaking in relation to cultural contexts. And insofar as the work to be done
involves policies and goals, membeit of the communities affected must necessarily
play a part. The educational linguistics envisioned here is in part a community
scienw.
Such an educational linguistics entails change in both linguistics and educa-

tion'. In a sense, its goal must be to fill what might be called a 'coMpetency' gap.
There is a gap in the sense of a lack of persons able to do the kind of research that
is needed. The gap exists because the need to fill it has not been recognized, and
recognition of the need depends on overcoming a 'competency' gap in another,
7,theopetical sense. Both linguist* and educators may use the term 'competence% the
gijibetuteen their usesie at the heattof what needs to be changed.
In linguistics the term 'competency' was introduced by Chomsky a decade or
so ago. Its ordinary.meaning',?uggestecra linguistics that would go beyond language
struvture to the linguistic abilities of people. The promise proved a bit of hyperThe term was used in reduced sense as equivalent to just what portion of
competence involving knowledge of a grammar, and grammar itself was defined in
rrnS* of an ideal potentiality, cut:off from any actual ability or person. Granimar
was to explain the potential knowledge of an amalgamated everyone in general, and
no one in particular. Social considerations wens wholly absent from such a
etency'. The result has been conceptual confusion, that has led some to abaa-
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don the term altogether: others to tinker with it; still others to denounce its use as
partisan apologetics ('that's not 'competence' was used to mean 'what you are
interested in is not linguistics'). In Chomskyan linguistics, in short, 'competence'
has meant an abstract grammaticai potential, whose true character and whose Mation to realized alike remain quite uncertain. The image of the language-acquiring
child has been one of an immaculate innate schemata, capable of generating any
thing, unconstrained and unshaped by social life.
In education the terms 'competence' and 'competency-based' have become
associated with a quite different conception. The emphasis is upon specific, demonstrable, socially releVant skills. Noone can be against demonstrable skills, hut
there is fear that the notion reduces education to a very limited conception of
ability and potential. It suggests an image of an externally shaped repertoin of
traits that does not allow for going beyond what is already given. It suggestS that
success in transmitting basic skills is something that was once in hand, lost, and now
to be gone back to.
Each polar notion of 'competence' treats as basic something that is derivative.
The simple linguistic notion treats formal grammar as basic, and use of language as
unconnected, or dependent, wheivas in fact the opposite is the ease. What we
conceive as grammar is a precipitate of a normative selection from among the ways
of speaking, the true verbal repertoire, the full organization of means of speech.
Grammar began that way in the service of Hellenistic cultural hegomony and continues that way in the service of a certain conception of science. A valid notion of
verbal competence reaches out to include the full organization of is.eans and meaning of speech, and becomes part of a notion of communicative competence.
The notion of 'competence' that has gained currency in education treats
distinguishable skills as elementary, underived, whereas any prescribed set of skills
is a precipitate of a complex of assumptions and understandings as to the nature of
society, its present andiuture opportunities, and the probable or prescribed relation of a group of students to it. There is a tendency to focus on instrumental,
vocational ingredients of verbal skill, perhaps at the. expense of the full range of
verbal abilities valued and possible,

In both cases the limited notion of coMpetence is bound up, I think, with a
limited ability to see the nature of the language situations in the United States.
That limitation is academic. I want to suggest that the problem of language in
education is not to go back to basics, whether in the grammar of the linguist or the

grammar of the schoolbook, but to go forward to fundamentals. How does language
come organized for use in the communities from which children come to schools?
What are the meaning and values associated with use of language in the many
different sectors and strata of the society? What an, the actual verbal abilities of
children and others across the range of settings they naturally engage? What is the
fit, what is the frustration, between abilities and settingswhere is an ability frustrated for lack of a setting, a setting unentered for lack of an ability, in what ways
terns of personal 'verbai abihty shaped by restnctions of access to settings, on
one.himd, culturally supported aspirations; on the other?
When we consider whew a child is, what its potential' is, we are considering
hilitws for which 'competence' is an excellent word, if vie can understand it aright,
1i:16;11e-thing close to its ordinary sense, as mastery of the use Of language, To use
the hrition in education, we need to know'dni shapes in which mastery conies in the
many . communities of speaking that make, up the country, and we need to be able
to relate those shapes to the larger historical'and social factors Viat constrain them.
Ethnolinguistic description can at least enable us tasee where we truly stand with
gard linguistic'competence in the United States. The knowledge it prvides is
usable for #1C/Se who wish I

'lunge %There We stand,
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To see the need for knowledge of the language situations of our country; to
support training and research to obtain such knowledge: to change the relations
between linguistics and education, so as to bring into being an educational linguistics that can foster all thisthese are the imperatives for change, the fundanwntals
to which we must move forward..
The key to implernentMg such changes, I think, is in the hands of Schools of

Education. There is little chance of success, little change of results relevant to
schools, if educators do not play a principal role in shaping the growing concern of

students of language with the social aspects of language. At the University of
.Pennsylvania we are expanding a Reading and Language Arts program into a general

program of Language in Education, and including in it a specialization in Educational Linguistics as a foundational field. The purpose is both to train researchers
arid to influence the training and outlook of those in other parts of the School. The
new program is possible partly because of the cooperation and support of some
linguists outside the School. Each School of Education may find its own particular
pattern, but a successful pattern ought to have these three ingredients mentioned:
training of research specialists, influence on the training and outlook of others,
cooperation between educators andiinguists.
The greatest challenge to research, the research of greatest benefit to schools
now, will he to domesticate and direct the skills of ethnography and descriptive
linguistics, of sociolinguistics or ethnolinguistics in broad senses of those terms. We
need programs of msearch that can function within a limited frame of time, say a
year. and provide through linguistics ethnography a usable sketch of the ways of
speaking of a community or district served by a school. For the most part linguistic
ethnography has flourished abroad with studies of cultural uses of language in
Mexico, Africa, Panama. the Philippines. We need to bring it home to Pittsburgh
and Philadelphia. The support of Schools of Education will be essential for this.
The modelsof research that are needed are not wholly ready to hand: practical
relevance and research development must grow together, in the sort of environment
that a School of Education can provide.
It is not too much to imagine, indeed, that language in education can be an
integrating focus for many aspects of a School. The ties with Reading and Language
Arts, with developmental psychology, with English Studies, are obvious. When one
considers the way in which problems of language are shaped by cultural assumptions and attitudes, it becomes apparent that then, are ties with the' historical,
sociological and anthropological foundations ci( education. There is a complex of
spurious and genuine problems of language diversity in relation to special education
and school counselling. Issues of curriculum and instruction arise as well. With a bit
'of luek and a lot of initiative, education might find itself a major force in shaping
the study of language in the United States.
NOTES

1. The contribution of each of these men, rind something of my debt to them, is

'ed in Hymes 1970. 1.974, ch. 8, for Sapir. Itvnies 1974: us-se. 121-122. 204, for Mary
Jakobson: 1974. ch. 7. -for Burke.
J. This point is developed snore fully in fTlY introduction to Ca/den et al. (1972). In
introducing rnv lecture. Donald Henderson quoivti 8 i'vry Apt passage from that.essay. framing
what 1 Kad to my perfectly. and I am grateful to him for it.
4. See Hoover (1975).

5. The pioneer in this work is William Leap. See his article (1974); a booklength

'collection of studies of Indian English is now being edited by Leap.
13. I try to address these issues in some detail In a paper called 'Ethnographic MonitorarOttan tar a symposium on 'Language Develd.ionwm in a Bilingual Setting', March 19-21.

s.
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Center of Cabfomia State Polytechnic University. Plans for publication are nut yet definite.
7. Let me stress that I do not suggest that every aspect of language structure and use
can simply be assigned to one or the other of the two generalited types of function. They are
not either-or catch-abs. They are interdependent: their nature is not quite the same at one level
of language as at another: their manifestations enter into a variety of relationships as between
levels of language. The essential point ia that an adequate study of language cannot be built on

attentfim to just rine of them. I speak of generalleed types of function because there is no
agreement on the specific set required in a mocha of language structure, and a good many

specific functions may need to be recognited. some universal. some local. I do think that iii any
one level there are fundamentally Just two kinds of means. and organiration of means, roughly
a 'What' and a 'how'. The principle of contrastive relevance within a frame that is basic to
hnguisties applies to both: the 'same thing' can be said in a set of contrasting ways, and the
'same way' can be used for a set of contrasting 'things'. A kry te the organilation of language in

a particular culture or period is restriction on free combinadon of 'what's' and 'hows' " the

things that must be said in certain Ways, the ways that can be used only for certain things. The
admissible relations compose the admissible styles. In effeet, the study of language is funda-

mentally a study of styles. There is further discussion in my Introdurtion to Careen et al.

(1972) and my essay. -Ways of Speaking". in Bauman and Sherier (1974).
8. See Ilymes 1968.
9. This point should be obvious. yet seems hard to grasp, so deeply ingrained is a
contrary assumption. I have been trYing to make the point for almost twenty years. See Hymes
1961a, 1961b. 1964a, 1964b, 1974, ch. 6.
10. Roger Shuy has pioneered in this regard. For discussion of the general issue of
language orohlem. I ani indebted to members of .the Committee on Sociolinguistics ol the
Social Selene, Research Council, especially Rolf Kjolseth.
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The Historical Perspective

During a period of nearly one thousand years of history, the Russians devel.
oped a trilogy of concepts known as ORTHODOXY (one church), AUTOCRACY

(one ruler), and NATIONALISM (one people). It is my belief that these same
concepts continued to dominate Soviet thought and action-even today. The 1917
Revolution, it is true, produced a new religion (Marxism), a new sovereign (whoever

heads the Communist Party) and a new patriotism. Yet the demands of these
institutions upon the ordinary Soviet citizen bear an astonishing resemblance to
those long imposed by Altar, Throne, and Fatherland.' A brief comparison of
developments in the two spheres of Europe during the past few centuries may help
to explain this phenomenon.
Orthodoxy. At about the same time that heresy and heterodoxy were growing within the Roman Catholic Church of Western Europe (the period 14004700),

a stringent and rigorous orthodoxy was being clamped on the RuSsiall Empire.
While other denominations such as Moslems and Roman Catholics were permitted
to hold services, only members of the Russian Orthodox Church were deemed
eligible for high political office or, indeed, even for salvation!' No dissent from
religious doctrines was permitted members of the chureh, and prominent citizens
were frequently accused of laxity in this mattetz
As the Ruislan Empire extended eastward and southward, still other religious
sects (Buddhists, Taoists, Confucianists) fell under its sway, and all were required to

conform, at least outwardly, to the dicta of Russian Orthodoxy. In the case of the
_numerous Jews in Russia, the history of pogroms and restrictive pales is too well
-:itsgratuirr need repeating here.R
-Autocracy. Thus, by 1917, the Russian Empire was effectively dominated by'
ne Church in much the same way as. it was dominated by one central government

Irkletsognul. And here we come to another contrast -between East and West,
out the sixteenth century, while England enjoyed the enlightened rule of
my VIII and his daughter Elizabeth, Russia was in the grip of Ivan the Terrible.
.-..lbe'sintenteenth centurynoted in the West for such Nines as Shakespeare, Bacon,
Galileo, Newton, Descartes, anti Lockewas marked in Russia chiefly by the enAblunement of the Romanov dynasty which was to rule.to the end of Trardgm.4
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During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, when. in Western kurope and Amerin
ica revolts against tyranny were becoming widespread and even fashionable (and,
held
upon
the
peoples
a few cases, successful), the iron heel.of Autocracy was being
examof Ruia by Peter. Catherine, two Nicholases, and all three Alexanders. For
in
1715,
Naval
Academy
in
the
new
St.
Petersburg
ple. when Tsar Peter I set up his
established
the
designed
the
building,
but
he
also
he not only chose the site and
for
all
nine
of
the
original
professorships.5
curriculum and wrote the qualifications
(It is true that our own Thomas Jefferson did much the same thing at CharlottesVille. Virgi,nia, a century later, but many institutions of higher learning already
existed in the USA. while the Naval Academy was the only 41 c h establishment in
Russia.)

The Empress Catherine II also had a large measure of confidence in her own
ideas and power. Even though she had invited the great French Encyclopedist,
Denis Diderot, to her court to be her "adviser on education," she sent him home in
1775 for daring to suggest that Russian girls should study anatomy! But no one can
deny Catherine's interest,in learning: in the course of her 35-year reign she spent 30
million rubles on schools, and only 25 million rubles on her various lovers.8
lier attention to the emergence of new nations, however, was not as evident.
In December 1780 the new U.S. Congress sent Francis Dana to St. Petersburg to
seek recognition of the USA. Dana waited in the anterooms of the Imperial Palace
for nearly two years, and never even saw Catherine! lie once offered to see her at
night if she were too busy during the day. but was told that would be impossible
because the Empress was even busier at night! When the great lady did finally get
around to discussing the new nation with her foreign minister, Potemkin, she ex-it
plained that she could never recognize a government which was atheistic (because
denied the divine right of kings), was made up Of "the common rabble" (meaning
the bourgeoisie), and which wouldn't survive anyway because it was contrary to
human nature. It is an interesting irony of history that these were almost exactly
the same reasons Woodrow Wilson gave for refusing to recognize the Soviet government in 1918.7
Nationalism. We now come to the final watchword of the trilogy: Nationalismone people. Despite the fact that the territories of the Russian Empire which
bordered Germany and Austria-Hungary were inhabited by millions of non-Russians
such as Ukrainians, Poles, Latvians, Estonians, Jews, and Lithuanians, all of these
peoples were forced to study the Russian language. Russian was the language of
instruction in all state sehools, and in all courts of law. The many national minori--$
difficult to
ties of the Caucasus, Central Asia, Siberia, and the East were much more
"Russify," but even there all power was held by Russian governors and officials
the
sent out by the Tsar and his neinisters. Every effort was made to stamp out
adherinherent sense of their own nationalism in these peoples, and to substitute
enee' to tfie codes ofthe Russians. It is no wonder that the Russian Empire In 1917,
with its perhaps 150 ethnic groups, was called a "prison of nations."8
Soviet regime, Undoubt."' . How has this trilogy olconeepts fared under the
the content and meaning of all three terms has undergone considerable change
political.
---dOring .the past sixty years. Orthodoxy is no longer a religious matter, but
of
seleeted
The .Hely Scriptures have been replaced by a carefully edited series
from
time
to
thile
by
ephemeral
.ul,Orics by Marx, Engels, and Leninbolstered
Writings of Current Communist Party leaders. There have been, m example, at least
-7.--40uu4,auffivial" histories of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and upon the
appearance of each, the preceding version has been banned. As a leading observer
has said: In the Soviet Union, the present and the future are secure; it is the past

that 'keeps changing. "Truth"

is

what we wad in today's, not

yesterday:54
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PRAVDA. Actually, this political orthodoxy iS much more rigidly enforced than
ever was the doctrine of the Russian Church, and the penalties for heresy more
violent and more frequent. One need only recall the famous "treason trials" of
1935-39, when thousands of Soviet citizens were executed and literally millions
sent to prison camps, to realize how seriously the Gospel must be taken in the
Soviet Union today.9 The cases described in the works of Alexander Solzhenitsin
are real, not fantasies, and they continue to the present day.
If Orthodoxy is stronger under the Soviets than under the Tsars, what then of
Autocracy? What has happened to the power to enforce Orthodoxy throughout the
realm? Alas, that too has become much stronger and even more.mthless. Thousands

of dissenters in Tsarist Russia found it easy to evade the nets of the policy by
fleeing abroad, as did Lenin himself. Or toescape from inprisonment, as did Stalin.
,Or, if incarcerated for long periods, it was possible for rebels to write political tracts

of even a scholarly nature, since books and materials were permitted. The death
sentence for political heresy was seldom imposed even in thr eighixenth and nine-teenth centuries. Catherine H defended her resolve to execute Alexander Radischev
by declaring him to be "more dangerous even than Benjamin Franklin," but she
relented and sent him to Siberia) ° And Fedor Dostoyevsky was reprieved from a
firing squad at the last moment when the captain of the guard discovered that he
really was a famous novelist.
Thus enforcement of doctrine has been strengthened enormously by combining the Tsarist techniques of secret police, personal passports, and Siberian camps
with modem techniques such as drug usage, mechanical surveillance, widespread
inforMers, and the deeply rooted Soviet suspicion that everyone is a possible traitor. As a result, mow people in the Soviet Union have endured political persecution
during the past half-century than in all previous history since the Edict of Constantine forbade religious persecution in the Roman Empire.
Has Nationalism fared any better in the new regime, or has it too become
more violent and coercive? Here we can see at least a partial change for the better.
Even though the Russians now constitute a very slight majority of the total population (53' in ttie 1970 Census), their power over the other nationalities is enormous. Despite the democratic appearance of the Supreme Soviet, where all large
minorities except Jews are represented, the real power in all matters resides in the
Central Committee of the Communist Party and especially in its twenty-man Politburo, almost all of whom are Russian. Although textbooks for the elementary and
secondary schools are printed in forty different languages, all but a few of them are
written originally in Russian, by Russians, and then translated. Native language is
the medium of instruction in all elementary sdlOOls in the non-Russian republics,
but Russian must be studied every year from the third grade onward,\and parents

can choose for their children either Russian or, native language schools at the
secondary and higher levels of education. In the Russian republic (RSFSR), coinprising 76% of the area and 53^;- of the population of the entire nation, all schools
iTat :111-11I0yeis (except for the autonomous sections already Mentioned) offer all in-

'11P

only in the Russian language. Moreover, the RSFSR possesses 28 out of
51 universities and mote than half of all other higher educational establishTherefore, if a student wishes to increase his or her chance of admission to
irigher education, that student had better learn the ltussian language very well. Add
to these facts the axiom that Russians determine the,content of all education in all

= --the schools, and we see that, again, old Russian nationalism prevails in a greatly
expanded form.
Rut it is in this great expansion that the Soviet regime can lay claim to one of
ts greatest accomplishments: the dissemination of education to ail its peoples. Left

4k.
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with a population in the 'European part of Russia only 60'; literate in 1917. and
only 5 literate in Central Asia, the Soviet government has lifted the median
educational level above eight grades throughout the nation, and hopes soon to
provide at least 90`; of its young people with a complete ten-year formal education
(equivalent in class hours to our twelve-year school). The real force of the Soviet

educational effort can best be seen in Central Asia, whew total literacy and a
minimum of four years of schooling have been provided about thirty million people
who, if left to the normal efforts of the Tsars, would have reached this stage only in

the year 4000!

The Philosophical Peispective

The basic doctrines of the Soviet Union are known as Marxisriaeninism, and
these doctrines usually act as guides to all major Soviet policy. Taken altogether,
the doctrines constitute the Communist philosophy or, as the Russians call it, the
"Communist World-View.- It is in strict accordanee with these principles that the
Soviet government, beginning in November 1917, inaugurated a series of progranis
toward the establishment of Socialism in that country and ultimately Communism
all over the world. Among the most important of these progrants in accordance
with MarxismLeninism are:12
Complete abolition of private property in the means of production. Nothing
that produees wealth can be in private hands, but individuals can own any articles
of consumptipn. Thus one can own one's house or apartment, provided he does not
rent out any part of it or use it in any sort of manufacture, but he cannot own any
land whatever. This proscription also applies to media of exchange such as stores
and banks, and to means of distribution (railroads, bus lines, etc.), as well as to all
communications systems.
Establishment of a dictatorship in the name of the proletariat but actually
controlled by the upper echelons of the Communist Party, which Marx called "the
vanguard of the proletariat." There is considerable evidence that Marx, as well as
Lenin and Khrushchev, saw this "vanguard" as the 200-member Central Committee
of the Party rather than the small Politburo, but the latter emerged as omnipotent
under Stalin and remains so at present.
Creation of a highly industrialized natio'n with a huge working class all employed by some state or colkclive agency. In two generations, the Soviet Union has
passed from 65('i rural to 65'; urban which, for a population of 160 million On
1917) and a present 250 million is a tremendous achievement in social mobility.
Establishment of a wage system based on Marx's own dictum: "from each

according to his ability, to each according to his work" The initiation of the
"piece-work" system in Soviet economy during the First Five-Year Plan (1928-32)
offended many classical Marxists who misunderstood the difference between the
socialist and communist "stages" of economy, but it was completely in accord with
the-slow quoted- above. Marx-also allowed forquality of work as well as quantity i)
.WIllebis why teachers and doctors receiVe more pay per tour In tho Soviet Untim
than do street-sweepers and other unskilled laborers, Marx also ti.laid that "he who
dnei not work, neither shall he eat," and it is hard for an able-bodied person to find
_±A1atO live or get enough to eat unless he does wörk for the state.
The Soviet C'Qnstitution defines two forms of public PrOetty: state ami
eaeelive. TheSust includes most factories, stores, railroads, etc. and a great many
large farms. There is no doubt that this is just as Marx wanted, but thel'collective'
type seems to have been developed by Lenin and Stalin as a transitional stage,
artleidarly In the area of agriculture. Here wages are calculated on thtz basis of the
of days worked by each family. Wit. rather than (An individual production,

sal
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The collective farm system has been tried out by everyone of the East European
nations which has fallen under Soviet influence, and all have given it up (as in
Poland and Yugoslavia) or modified it considerably. Even in the Soviet Union it has
proven to be the least efficient -of all types of production, yet the Russian leaders

persist in retaining it in much the same way as American leaders cOntinually encourage and promote aspects of private ownership which have long since passed into
obsolescence.
The use of Machiavellian tactics and '71oWer politics" in international rela-

tions. Both Marx and Lenin held the view that "whatever serves the cause of
Communism is good," and the

ore all bourgeois moral and ethical precepts were

to be ignored unless they confjned to this rule. Even the notorious Molotov-

Ribbentrop Pact of 1939, which krmltted Hitler to begin his war against France
and England with his eastern bordeiecuie, had to be extolled by all Communists
throughout the world as a boon to m kind because it diverted the Germans from
attacking the Soviet Union.

The institution of large-scale reforms such as the improvement of working
conditions for the laboring class, social insurance, health care, sex equality, and
educationall of these would be applauded by Mani. However, as we shall see later,
Marx might have thought some of these reforms have failed to go far enough.
Utilization of the selective system in education, based on abilities in specific
areas rather than a broad, general and liberal program of studies. In many of his
works, Marx spoke of the waste of educating persons for jobs which suited neither
them nor the society. He would greatly admire the Soviet system where all education above the uniform and compulsory eighth irade is specialized in one way or
another. Even the last two years of the ten-year school, where the curriculum tends
to be a continuation of the eight years of general education, actually lead to a
rather narrow professional education in the universities. The 'aniversities themselves
number only .51 with a present enrollment of 'only 510,000, while the 750 specialized "institutes" are training four million students in more than fifty specific fields.
Mention was just made of the non-general nature even of secondary education: at
present thew are more than 4000 specialized secondary schools enrolling 4.5 million students in 3-4-5 or 6 year courses of study in the same fields as the institutes.13 In Soviet education as in Soviet life as a whole, Marx's slogan of "from
eget according to his ability" holds true: one's whole education must be geared to
the needs of the state, not the wishes of the individual. The leaders believe that to
educate a person beyond his ability to serve society is just as wasteful as failing to
educate him at afl. Naturally, the Soviet leaders view our eduiational system as
having no plan, no tangible direction, no uniformity of purpose, and no intelligent
process of selection. '
In delineating the Soviet practices which do NOT cOnform to Marxist -theory,
a large degree of subjeCtive inteivetation is unavoidably present. Marxist scholars

_

themselves often disagree' on major aspects of the theory, and certainly we must
.:perinit the Soviet leadership as much leeway in their interpretations as is accorded
Vito and Mao. However, a careful analysis of certain major areas of Soviet policy
_indicates that Russian tradition and contemporary social pressures have forced or
_Petsuaded- the Pontborg to depart from the guidelines of classical Maildaill fit
sverai instance,s:
Limg-time retention of severe restraints on dal libertks, which Marx thought
_would be employed only during the early stages of the "proletarian diclaturihip."
As a matter of feet, Marx and Engels wrote that, in time after the new regime was
_established, "the state will wither away, and the government of men will be re0136ed by the administration of things.' Yet, after sixty years, the governenent of
laas strong now as it ever vas in Russia,
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Reduction of trade-union authority. This would particularly have disturbed
Kad Marx,, but it cannot be denied that Lenin himself began the process when he

defined the role of trade unions after the revolution as mere "schools of communism." Stalin finished the job by divesting the unions of all bargaining power.
and turning them into simple "transmission belts" for the imposition of Party
policy.
Creation, of elite castes in government, nwnagement, diplomacy, the military,
and even the arts. The "in-groups" in these and other areas of activity enjoy many
special privileges denied (and even unknown to) the great mass of working people.
Among these benefits are the personal use of chauffer-driven automobiles, the right

to buy at special stores whose entrances are disguised from the public, prompt
fulfillment of requests for tickets to cultural performances, admission to special
restaurants and clubs, and--perhaps mast important of allthe ability to travel

abroad. What makes the situation even more disgusting to "true believers" in socialism, is that these privileges an, usually passed on to the children of the elite, who
often become the playboy (or playgirl) parasitic type which Marx said must not be
permitted to exist.1 4
Failure to make a higher standard of living a "real" goal in any of the several
Five-Year Plans so far adopted in the Soviet Union. Marx was sure that two generations of socialism, by converting all profits into social services and wages, would put
a nation into the top rank of consumer goods. Actually, ahe main argument for
Marxian socialism has long been that it will raise the standard of living of all the
people. While there is no doubt that the people of the Soviet Union are better off
today than they were under the Tsars, and that thew are few unemployed and no

starvation, nevertheless, the Soviet loaders cannot claim that their country is a
model of the good life.
Increased contradiction between mental and manual labor, and between urban and rural life. At one time or another Lenin called both these phenomena "the
most hateful aspect of capitalism," and Khrushchev echoed the condemnation. Yet

the groups who are now in real control of all aspects of Soviet life never doand
most never havedone any form o: manual labor and also strive to see that their
children never do. lighly skilled manual laborers draw high wages in the Soviet
Union, but they do not make the important decisions or enjoy the privileges accorded the elite who live by their wits. Also, even though the nation has been
urbanized to a large degree, there are still aeons of difference between the collective-farm peasant and the industrial or office worker, and the system of selection
in education is widening rather than narrowing these difference:.

Dissolution of the Communist International and tip, failure to preserve a
united front of the socialist nations. Even though Westatt peoples welcomed the
break-up of what appeared to be the Communist monolith, in Eastern Europe and
Asia,. Marx would regard the event as a tragedy of the first magnitude. He actually
believed that, after the Revolution in one country, the workers of other nations
mutt- immediately come to its aid in overthrowing their own govenunents. In the
_period 1917.1926, Lenin constantly preached his own doctrine that "socialism in
.-one country" could survive, even though he was opposed by- nearly all the other
tarelditrxists" of the- world. And Stalin repeatedly stated that, without kindred
nations to support it* the Soviet Union was totally exposed to-attack by
sun unding capitalist slates. When Hitler proved him right, Stalin determined that
-Thlt borders in the post-war period Would be protected at least against another
.inv on from the West. But the termination of friendly relations with Communist
would be regarded by Man as a most severe blow to the cause of "workers of
*rid, unite!"
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Toleration of religions practices and the restoration of the Church to active
participation in social affairs. If there was one institution which Marx hated as
violently as capitalism, it was Religion. Ile castigated primitive religions for blinding
mankind to its deprivations, Judaism and early Christianity for their warped view of

the origin of the world and of Man, medieval religion for its brake on scientific
t4ought, and modem theocracies for their aid to oppreWve governments. Ile would
have applauded the first act of the new Soviet government in appropriating all the
property of the Russian Orthodox Church (a store of wealth, by the way, which far
exceeded the amount in the state.treasury), and he would have endorsed the creation of the Society of Militant Atheists with. its large headquarters and publishing
plant in Moscow. Marx must surely have turned in his grave when Stalin (yes,
Stalin!) restored the Patriarchate which Peter 1 had'abolished in 1721, gave it the
Atheist edifice for its offices, and turned over to it paper and the press so that it
could publish Bibles! The fact that in return for these favors the Church agreed to
cease its opposition to the government would he regarded by Marx as simply
another example of religion supporting an oppresshe regime.
The Social Perspective

Persistent problems which sixty years of Soviet socialism have failed-even to
tuneliorate:

How to encourage truly creative thought in an atmosphere of dogma, repres-

jion, and fear. The process of inhibition starts in the e!ementary grades, where

school children are taught never to doubt or contradict the teacher, and whew the
Young Pioneer organization (ages 8-15 years) indoctrinates the political infallibility
of the Party leadership.
How to utilize the skills of millions of tenth-grade graduates who will not
attend any kind of higher educational establishment. The rigid admission require-

ments permit only one out of four urban applicants, and one out of ten rural school
graduates, to be accepted in universities or institutes) 5 This discrepancy also aggrevates the contradictions between town and village mentioned above.
How to increase the productivity of labor in. Soviet industry and agriculture.
The fact is that. despite great gains over the record of the Tsarist regime, the Soviet
Union lags far behind the achievements of the West. Both the USA and the USSR,

for example, have 25'; of the labor force in industry, yet Soviet productivity is
of our labor force in agriculture, as against 31%
in the USSR. but our farm productivity is nine times theirs, Each American farmer
feeds sixty persons; each Soviet farmer only five!
(mnly .11i of ours. We have only

How to eradicate the many remnants of sexual inequality, such as "sexism,Onuvinism. puritanism, and the extremely low power status of women. In some
respects the Soviet regime has provided real emancipation to many women. Females

70 ff.i.. of the medical doctors (not including nurses), 80% of the schoo)
33% of the professors and 51% 'of students in higher education, and even
all engineers.16 In all these capacities women get.equal pay with men. But
looks -in, vain for female university Presidents, or hospital Directors, o
tictory" Managm, of Cabinet-Ministers. 'Mete are.womery irt the Central Committee
Ake' Party, hot_ none in the Politburo or the Secretariat. A recent study reveals
that of the 1,10 most important posts in the entini Soviet Union, not one is held by
:7-7a woman. Nor has the situation ever been greatly different in all the years of Soviet
history. During that time only four women have really held elien lintited power:
one was the wife of Lenin, one was the wife of Molotov, one was the mistress of

:4j

__Llrusti,tute
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rushetwv, and one was the early advoCate of "free love" who practiced with
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several male leaders and died recently after havingervedafor twenty happy years as
the Soviet, ambassador to Sweden. In one of his rare attempts at humor, Karl Marx
(obviously paraphrasing J.S. Mill) declared that "social progress can be measured
exactly by the social position of the fair sex, includipg the ugly ones." Measured in
terms of participation in the labor of society, Soviet women are emancipated to the
point of exploitation, for they still bear the children and do .all the household
chores. But in terms of power and policy-making, they are no,better off then were
their grandmothers.
..What to do about the persistence of Religion, and the seeming willingness of

the officially atheistic government to permit its growth. It is very true that the
Church is nO longer permitted to proselyte, and that all religious instruction, even
in the home, is forbidden for youth under 16 years. Nor can the Church oppose any
state policy, although it is permitted to voice agreement. Finally, of course, the
.Church cannot impede the advance of science and so its greatest fault, according to
Marx, is remoed. Nevertheless, the few remaining active churches in the Soviet
Union (pert! ps 5,000 out of the 50,000 in 1917) do act as an opiate in that they
distract min s from the grave problems of the day, offer solace in the next world,
and by indiketion acquiesce in the continuation of the status quo. Reliable reports
indicate that hurch attendance is growing, especially among young people despite
the known fact that the secret police record such items in the dossiers. It.is remarkable that after the early violent struggle of the state against religion, the atheistic
tenets of all the Soviet leadership, and the active anti-religious campaigns of the
Party, the youth organizations, the schools, and the pressreligion still appeals to
millions of Soviet citizens. The phenomenon is not only painful to the Soviet
leaders, but also to many Westerq liberals who saw in the new Soviet regime a
determined effort to erect a system of morals and ethics based upon enlightened
human relationships rather than on ancient mores and superstitions.
In conclusion, one would like to draw a "balance sheet" on the successes and
Whims of the Soviet Union, but obviously such an act is impossible. What some
people see as progress, others view as retrogression, and standards of Good and Evil
vary in time, in space, and in individuals. But we might make a case for attempting
such an analysis by citing the example of a young Frenchman who in 1835 produeed a remarkable prophecy based on his studies of the United States and the
Russian Empire:1 7
II

1

I

There are at th present time two peat nations in the world,

which started from di erent points, but seem to tend towards the same
end. I allude to the Russians and the Americans. Both of them have
grown up unnoticed; and whilst the attantion of mankind was directed

eliewhere, they have suddenly placed themselves in the front rank
among the nations, and the world learned their ,existence and their
greatness at almost the same time. All other nations seem to have nearly
rea0ed their natural limits, and they havg only to maintain

Power, but these-al* *WI in the set of gtowtb. All the ,others
stopped, or continue to advance with extreme difficulty; these

.

----z----

ova

are proceeding with ease and celerity along it path to Which no limit can
be perceived. The American struggles against the obstacles whichnature
opposes to him; the adversaries of tigritusilan are men. The 'fernier
combats the wilderness and savage life., the latter, civilization with all Its

anus. The conquests of the Americar am therefore gained by gie
ploughshare; those of the R ussian by the sword. The Anglo-American

relies upon personal interest to accomplish his ends, and, gives free
scope to the unguided strength and common sense of the people. the

..

_.
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Russian centres all the authority of society in a single arm. The principsi instrument of the former is freedom; of the latter servitude. Their
starting-point is different, and their courses are not the same; yet each
of them seems marked out by the will of Heaven to sway the destinies
of half the globe.
,

If, by our own careful attention to Soidet affairs, we can see that far into the
future, the effort will surely be worthwhile.
NOTES
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Some weeks ago, as I was sorting out materials that I might want to consider
in framing my remarks/today, I chanced upon the speech which Franklin Delano
Roosevelrdelivered _to Congress on July 6, 1941. You who-are of my generation
will recall those tense and anxious days which preceded the tragedies which beset us
Toi so many yeas. We needed some hope and an inspiration of what life might be
like following the exacting sacrifices which so many of _the populatioiNvould be
called upon to make. Many found it in Roosevelt's declaration Of principles. It
si.
occurred to me that it would be of value today to read those words of the
vf
hat
dent, keeping in mind the basic otrestion the( I will pose later in my remarks, I
is education for?"

#.4"--

'President Roosevelt sal,
A

"In the future days which we seek to make secure, we look
forward to a world founded upon fouressential human freedoms.
The first is freedom of speech and expreaioneverywhere in the
world.

The second is freedom of every peson to 79rship God in his own
,
wayeverywhere in the World.
The third is freedom from wantwhich, 'translated into world
tems, means economic understamlings will secure to every nation a
healthy peacetime life for its inhabitantsevetywhere in the world.
The fourth is freedom _from fear, which translated into world
terms, means a worldwide reduction of armaments to suc a point and

10

thorough -manner that no 'nation will be la

position to
te In

commit an act of physkal Aggressionagainst any
world.
-That is no 'vision for a distant millennium ft ir & definite basia for
a kind of world Mama,* lit our Ow and- generatiorra That kind of
.

-world is the very Antithesis of the so-called "new order" or tyranny
which dictators seek to create with a crash of a`bomb.
To that new order we oppose the greatercenceptionthe moral
order. A good society is able to face schemes of wolld domination and
foreign revolutions alike without fear.

Keith Cold la mer

It has been thirty-six years since President Roosevelt delivered that famous
speech on the four fundathental freedoms of the democratic world. Three questions
come to mind as I review these statements. The first is. "what is our scorecard on

these four freedoms. thirtysix years after they were formulated as the primary
goals for which we were striving through what was to become the most devastAing

war in the history of mankind'?" Freedom of speech is a rare commodity in the
world today, and more people in more lands,are constrained from speaking their
minds and are languishing i prisons for opposing the official policies of their
governments, than was true at any other period in man's recorded history There is
still religiops discrimination, violence arising from intolerance, and therestriction of
free travel and freedom of access within countries based upon religious differences.

Them is still religious discrimination in many parts of the world and even in our
own land, because of what people believe and hold saCred.
There is more poverty in the world today, in spite of our technological genius

and our capability to produce vast amounts of necessities for life: and them are
more children who grow up with nutritional deficiencies because they live under
the most extreme forms of poverty in today's world than was ever true before at
any time in recorded history. The blight of the twentieth, and particularly the last
half of the twentieth century. is that in every country, irrespective of its general
aquence, there are large segments of the population who live in want, and there are
more nations today which do not meet the test of having developed the economic
understanding essential to insure healthy, peacetime lives for their inhabitants than
existed in the world at any other period of recorded time.
In a world beset by aggression, irrational violence, hysteria and the arrogance
of the individual who has the gun, there is no freedom from fear. One cannot board
an airphvie today to go just a few miles from his home in peace-loving land without
experiencing the fear of the terrorist who would defile human dignity to achieve his
twisted political ends. There is no freedom from the armaments race. The, major
growth industry in the world today is armament manufacturing, and the munitions

burden drags nations into abysmal economic poverty where the masses of the
people cannot be fed because nations are in a race for biggPr, better, more expensive, more destructive armaments; and this is a fact everywhere in the world today.
Even on the domestic scene, then, is no freedom from fear. Our great cities
afe human jungles, with fear and violence prevalent around every corner and in
every alley. There is fear of person, threat to life and property, and. because of
onomic instability, a constant, gn e. ring insecurity which threatens continuation
of livelihood.

If this he our tragic, humiliating scorecard, the second question must be

asked: "Why? What hits happened'? Why has that moral order which Franklin Delano Roosevelt envisaged never eome to pass'?" I suspect that to attempt to answer

the question "Why the failure?'' would take many more hours and much more
-:7-4)ecttlation dip we- have lune for today. The basic answer, however, is that this
-7----.-7-7-4,7failti.wU.a human falittre Either we -did not Wish It enough, orwe lacked eitiwr or
both the skill and the integrity to pursue these ends. Other things sidetracked the
achieve everywhere in the world freedom of speech, freedom to+worship,
liam want, and freedom from fear .
we accept the pmposition that our miserable seoretard on the foul0free
doms is the result of human failure, the thiird question to which we must respond is,
What way is education responsible for either helping to create this dilemma, or,
at least, not preventing its Occurrence and reaching the present magMtude?"
My-response is that this nation still has to come to grips with what it wants its
tirma$ systems to accomplish, lt is generally held'that we are ambiguous about
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our goals for educatkm. Although this is partially true, it is even more accurate to
state that, our goals are confused and we, are prevented from arriving at a reasonable
agreement because there are so many vested interests which want to,control education for their own ends. Every interest group wants our schools to become r mdmaidens to serve its purposes. Children are the pawns which adults try to use to
achieve their ends.

The great contribution of American educational philosophers has been to

enunciate clearly the implications of democratic values fur our educational systems.

They have held that, since the democratic society is based upon a fundamental
belief in the integrity of the individual, the school system must become an instrument for helping all children achieve their legitimate purposes as they seek to
become effective participants in the cominunal life of the society in which they

live. As historians like Charles Beard and Henry Steele Commager have noted, the
greatest contribution of the American school system from the post-Civil War period'
through the Second World Wax has been its concentration upon helping all children,
regardless of r-ce, religion, the background of their parents, the social-economic
status, or their intellectual abilities, to develop their potentialities to achieve greater
fulfillment in their lives. Yet, we who control their destinies, argue about issues to
protect our domains and transform the entire educational system into agencies to

\

.serve our purpose's.

Almost a century ago the social philosopher, Herbert Spencer, asked the
question, "What knowledge is -of most worth?" He was concerned about how to
conaruet the curnculUm of schools not only best to serve the needs of the students
as human participants in their communities, but also the social needs of a society
which was emerging out of its agrarian past and into a great technological age. I
don't think anyone has improved upon Spencer's statement, even though his conclusions seem to have been derived more froni his prejudiees than from his astute
analysis.

After viewing all the domains of human activities, Spencer came to the conclusion that the major purpose of an educational system in an emerging, democratic, technological society was to help individuals live more effectiVe lives. In one
of the most,memorable passages of his brilliant essay, he said:

"How to live? That is the essential question for us, not htiw ;to
the mere material sense only, but in the widest sense, the general problem which comprehends every special problem isthe right ruling of
conduet in all directions under all circumstances. In what way to treat
the body? In what way to treat to mind? In what way to manage our
affairs? In what way to bring up a family? In what way to behave as a
citizen? In what way to utilize those resources of happiness which
nature supplies?How to use all our faculties to the greatest advantage
of ourselves and others?How to live completely? And this 'being the
great think needful for us to learn is by consequence the great thing
which education has to teach. To prepare us for complete livi g is the
function which education has to discharge, and the only ration I mode
of judging an educational course is ko judge in what degree it dis urges
such function."
.

If we think in terms of an educational system that promotes effe\etive living,
then the curriculum of the schools should be built around the basic need*of human
beings and designed to help all children develop those skills essentiaV, for their
performing their roles effectively.
The tunribil about educational goals still boils with the same divendty of
,-4e!tlo1etirimiOily the transmission of knowledge? Is education the knbwledge
k
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business? Is the education nn oily the transmittion of knowledge? Is education
ic function of the teacher the reproduction of
the knowledge business? Is the
and professionals and the other elite occupahimself? The production of schol
tional categories? Is the fimetion à. education the transmission of the cultural
heritage? Or is it all of these, but cel.tered primarily upon the capacitation of all
individuals to beeome effective, involved, participating and contributing citizens of
their communities? Does education have a role to play in finding the solutions for
the essential issues of human survival today? What is the role of school hi helping
human beings not only to confront, to cope with, but even to sOlve the ecological
th-ibibliiffiCaFerisis, the cultural crises, the sovioeconomic crises, and the
political crises of this era?
The traditional view holds that education is only the transmission of information. But for all the generations that we have had this as our central goal, somehow
we have never been able to achieve a broad enough dispersion of undentanding and
knowledge to enable us effectively to build that moral order established out of our
recognition of the importance of Roosevelt's four freedoms.
A few years ago the following story appeared in the New York Times under
the dateline Honolulu, Hawaii:
"Oblivious to the glory of life around him, Levi Kaupu's ears were deaf
to the seabird cries above the whisper of the waves on the lava beach
and the snuffling of pigs in the pen across the road. Nor could he see
the stunning colon of the tropical sunset. Ills polynesian soul was torn
by the need to leave the village of Milol where he was born, the house

that he pointed to "there on the hill." The world had failed to open a
place for him when he graduated from high school last spring, so frustration and disruption are his lot at the age of seventeen.

He had just come from telling his girl friend that he will enlist in the
armythe reason? "Nothing to do," the young man said. And when he
brought up his glance from the beached outrigger hull, his dark Hawaiian eyes were full of agony and sorrow and shame. His is one measure
of the problems of social unrest that now shakes the foundation of
society in these islands. He is the young Hawaiian descendant of the
Polynesians, who once held this land, and he is jobless, landless and
untrained for a highly competitive society."
Why is Levi Kaupu jobless, landless and untrained, but yet, the possessor of a
high school diploma? And the still greater question remainsunless he learns a skill
and how to cope in the army, what is his future likely to be? One can speculate that
Levi Kanpu graduated from a high school where the staff felt that their primary
responsibility was the dissemination of knowledge through concentration upon the
7,400141c-disciplines regardieu of their relevance or meaningfulness to his life. The
proVide-stime knowledge, expecting no consequences from
-it. And assuming no tesponsibility to help students become contzibuting and partici-

-voting citizens of the society of which they are apart.
'The teseueb, scattenni andinconclusive as it may be, on the unernployability
--youth, shows that these ale nine main factors involved. Some of them are
obviously more important than others. One is a poor self-concept, basically the
-

.

be1IefthaL one isn't capable of perfiirinTng any particular services adequately. The
sedond is the lack of marketable skills. One has never learned how .to do jobs that
-,_others . are willing to pay to have done. A third is the lack of capability to use
techniques in solving problems. Schools evidently have never helped
how to solve problems or to find the means through which they can
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realistically attack the problems that confront them. Other factors include poor job
-market information, poor motivation, lack of proper credentialsthere is no market
for the skills which they do have: There is discrimination in the market or for the
particular jobs for which individuals do have the skills. And individuals find themselves in conflicts over values with respect to the market of employment.
Recognizing that an essential element of youth becoming contributing and

offective participants in today's society is that they have marketable skills, that
they be employable, we must, then, ask whether or not them is any justification in
the schools' avoiding this particular issue. Some of you may recall that the great
scientist, T. H. Huxley, in the latter part of the 19th century, was a member of the
London School Board. He became so much concerned about the nature, quality,
and relevance of the programs in the London schools that he devoted the major
portion of his latter life to the problems of education in that huge city. And once,
reflecting on these problems, he said, "The world is full of artiliery, and we turn
out our children to do battle in it equipped with the shield and sword of an ancient
gladiator."
Youth need the weapons and tools to compete in today's world. What should
schools teach to produce effective living for all children and youth? What kind of
curriculum is needed to help students gain the competences and knowledge they
need to find their places and cope with the problems of living in the modern world?
What should the schools do to help citizens of our communities throughout all the
periods of their lives remain effective and secure the fulfillment that is essential for
their finding satisfactions in living?

I think there are four basic hallmarks for the kind of education needed
throughout the entire life span ,of every human being, to which the educational
program can relate. The first such hallmark is that the basic ingredient of an
educational program, designed to help individuals live effectively and become con-

tributing, participating, involved members of society is a program which helps them

to find and maintain their places in the economic order. It helps the students
acquire the skill and knowledge they need to earn their own livings and to support
those who are dependent upon them. The greatest social patholoa besetting our
society today arises from the increasingly larger portion of the society who are the
economic, wards of the state. We are a society that is impoverished through our
having to provide sustenance for individuals who do not earn a living even..though
the vast majority of them have the capability to learn how to earn a living.
As I say this, I am fully cognizant of the debate between the proponents of
"liberal education" and the advocates of "career-education." The question, "Shall

it be liberal or career education?" is about as meaningful as the debate on how

.

many angels can dance on the point of a needle. Such questions are an inheritance
from a time when education was for the leisure classes and the process of education
7 Was, that of finding enough intriguing, irreconcilable, intellectual puzzles to keep
the.students occupied in their leisure time. We might just as well debate the issue,
ilthistting more important for a biological organism than breathingr
On t,he one hand, it is through work that persons find their places In sodety,

a sense of their creative capabilities, pride and respect for themialves,
with the social-purposes of the community in which- they live, and mean..
that give significance to other human endeavors' in which they axe engaged. It is

through work that one finds dedication, in the classical definition of the term
.

-4Nocation," and significance in life.
It is true, in a technolorOcal society, not all work provides this meaning to the
.human being. Some work is drudgery. Some has no purpose beyond that of enabl .

ing individuals to- ea& a living. But modern society provides alternatives in other
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pursuits for those who- do not gain fulfillment in their occupational roles. At the
same time that the human being in contemporary society must find meaningful
work roles, it is also imperative for the individual who is to achieve fulfillment to he
able to understand the phenomena around him; to be able to appreciate beauty; to
participate in ennobling activities; to be able to deal with ethical questions; to
refine appreciation of the aesthetic and enlarge capability to handle the intellectual.
There is no contention about the importance of these activities for the human
being, but there is little opportunity in contemporary society to so engage, to
become so involved, if one cannot find a role in the world of work. Fortunate,
indeed, is the person whose work and fulfillment as an intellectual, aesthetic,
searching human being are one. Most of 1.15 will not have the pleasure and privilege.
The second hallmark of the kind of educational system we need is one which
helps all individuals to cope with their problems of living, of adapting, of surviving
within the modern world. People who can fully participate in contemporary affairs
are the ones who know their own capabilities and how they can use them, who have

developed their cognitive, affective, and psycho-motor skills so that they can use
their endowments as human beings effectively to achieve their purposes. Selfawareness, coupled with social and economic awareness, forms the basis for personal, rational decision-making. More people, actually, fail in becoming effective
human beings because uf their inability to cope with themselves, to know themselves, and to deal with the problems of living within the diverse environments of
which they are a part.
The third hallmark of such an educational program is that it helps all students
achieve appropriate balance between their aspirations and their potentials for fulfilling them. Although it is true. that all the human capabilities are needed in the world

today and we can find a place for their fruition, it is a fact of life that not all
human capabilities are evenly divided among all people. In spite of our egalitarian
perspectives, our school system has been based upon an elitist model. It has been

designed to create an intellectual aristocracy, and it has largely succeeded. The
greater prestige and remuneration for one's services are associated with a professional hierarchy which, in turn, is characterized by the levels of educational attainment essential for occupying each particular level. The only change in this pattern
occurs when individuals with certain essential job skills are able to form a monopoly in the performance of their skills and achieve restricted entry to the field.
People are lured away from the consideration of jobs for which they may be
eminently qualified, gain some fulfillment, and maximize their potentialities primarily because those jobs are not totally legitimated by the reward systems either
of the school or of the society in which it is located. Speaking at Ohio State
University a couple of years ago, President Gerald Ford said,

"This country needs a renewed dedication to the work ethk. which can

be achieved under two conditions: First, that we teach everyone to
Work as skillfully as he can with satisfaction and at a level of job

Undertaking hi which he or she can be successful; and. secondly, that
we provide a job for everyone. The greatest relief from alienation and
despair is to help rebuild that job ethic with the understanding that
Aery persOn is good for something, and our sdciety must find a rote in
the economic order for everyone to perform."

,,,

l'firmly believe that the chief ingredient in our capability to achieve a society
which adheres to the moral principle which President Roosevelt described depends
upon.our freeing our compurthies from the debilitating effects of extreme poverty.
But the experiences of so-Many nations since World War H, in a mindlm quest for
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economic security, has taught us that the pursuit of this end alone can be disastrous. There is no freedom and seemingly precious little humanity in the most
advanced communist nations in the world. The advance of socialism in Great Britain has reduced that once proud nation, which has made so many fundamental

contributions to intellectual, cultural, aesthetic, as well as technological progress, to
almost sheer incapacitation. These nations have recognized the fact that people
must find their places in the economic order of society. But they have neglected to
recognize that they most also be able to cope with the problems of living, far
beyond the limitations of their economic roles.
_The-fourth hallmark of the kind of educational system that we need to build
is one that helps all persons acquire the skills, the knowledge, and the meaning

necessary to perform all of their life roles effectively, not only as producers of
goods or renderers of services, but equally as members of the family, as citizens, as
participants in the avocational, aesthetic, moral, and religious sectors of society.
Levi Kaupu's alienation cannot be relieved as long as he remains jobless and
landless But neither can it be totally relieved if only a job is provided for him. It is
not less knowledge and understanding of the cultural heritage that is needed. it is
more But it is not needed in the discrete little capsules provided for those who are
scholars and pr-fessionals in their fields. The knowledge that Levi Kaupu and all

who are like film need is that which is instrumental for them to achieve their
concerns for becoming effective in all the areas of human existence. This is the
point at which career education and liberal education come together. The great
need in the world today is for an enlightened citizenry who can contribute not only

to the economic health of society, iit to the moral, aesthetic, and political wellbeing, ati well. No intelligent person claims that less knowledge of the diverse
human environments is needed, nor that the schools should place less emphasis
upon building understanding of OUT cultural heritages in order to comprehend and
cope with tile current affairs of our country and other nations. Enlightened, intelli-

gent participation in social affairs demands a higher level of aoility to use knowledge and experience effectively both in personal and communal decision-making.
Hopefully, we will be able to maintain the values and meanings of a civilized,
democratic soviety, in spite of the eclipse of decency, compassion, and human
rights, which seems to prevail over so much of the world today. But, unless we can
build assurances that there is a meaningful and constructive place in the economic
order for all Citizens, it is ridiculous to believe that the goals of an enlightened,
civilized, democratic, and humane society can be achieved.
This society cannot persist if half or more of the adult population have no
salable skills and are doomed to endure as the economic wards of the state. Nothing
could be more debilitating, incapacitating, humiliating, or alienating. Neither can a
free society exist without a population which has developed the intellectual and the
moral capacities to form judgments through reason and humane principles. These
are-the SW quo adn of civilized societies, and our failure to recognize this has
contributed to the failures and the frustrations of the contemporary age.
The impos!aun which this makes.. upon us is great., indeed, The proper educatier) for effective livingthe maintenance of both economic and intellectual and
moral vlabilitycannOt be allocated to a single Institution or be a concern for Indy
lepartieular period of one's life. At any period of one's life aLvess to the means for
satisfying needs for change, for re-education, for further enlightenment must be
provided. An educated community is also an educational community. Such a cornmunity provides multiple opportunities through both formal and informal channels
to maintain the total capacitation of its citizens.
.

.

.
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In addition to these guidelines, the objectives of the most meaningful educa:
tion for present and future human and societal needs requires .:ome changes in
instructional processes and strategies.
First, the most significant change must come about through the development
of educational strategies, which encourage involvement nf students in the life of the
community, rather than the characteristics approaches which have encouraged dis-

engagement. Following the medieval tradition, education has been viewed as a
disinterested study of institutions and phenomena. It has been cloistered in the
walls of the school, isolated from the world of daily affairs. In teaching citizenship,
we have really taught students only about the forms of government and the structure of society. They have not learned the strategies of action and participation. In
teaching Vocational skills, we have more frequently used the laboratory and school
workshop, rather than the office, garage, and factory. More than skill is required,
and more than academic knowledge must be acquired. Experience where the action
is, outside of the sheltered haven, must become the main means of instruction.
A second essential emphasis should he upon helping students use their studies
to make Agnificant decisions about their lives and particularly about their future

careers in the world of work. Dewoy emphasized that education is life, not just
preparation for it. But the main part of the life of an immature person is preparation for the time when he or she is "out there on their own." Many individuals have
remained either or hoth economic and psychological wards of the state, because
they haven't been adequately prepared to make the decisions and to cope with the
realities of being "out there on their own." Individuals who have thoroughly mastered the essential curriculum of the contemporary school will have developed the
knowledge and the capability necessary for finding their places and being able to
cope in the world of affairs. To achieve these ends, all education must be integrated
to prepare students to use the best available knowledge and experience in all fields
to make wise decisions. The issue is to learn how to use knowledge and experience
from all disciplines effectively to serve one's purposes.
A third strategy is that of building curriculum around each learner's individual needs. The printed curricula in catalogs and handliooks are evidence of how
learning experiences have been organized to suit the convenience of teachers and
.administrators. Learners are committed to conform to their expectations. The basic
curriculum is that which helps each learner stretch and grow in his ability to cope
and discover his capabilities. The only prescription that is educationally justified is
the careful designation 'of the competencies and knowledges that an individual may
be expected to attain before receiving his credit or diploma, and even these may be
subject to individual variation. The school of the future must be viewed as a clinic
where the individual and his needs are placod in central focus, and prescriptions and
interventions are devised as a moult of individual examination and analysis.
Although there are other changes which can and should come about, let me

__mention only one more. We have allowed a separation to take place between

,

-?r-guidante and instmetion in our schools. The early advocates of guidance and cowioeling in the schools saw a danger in this separation and advocated a system which
nized teaching as guidance and guidance as teaching, but this didn't happen.
became specialized and increasingly apart from teachers in the classroom
TeaChers are not only separated from the guidance and counseling situation,

.s=r-

...recognized as helping children make wise, personal decisions. And what the counselor does is rarely recognized as being a part of the instructional situation. The
_result can be confusion and'contradictory effort. Instruction, guidance and coun-

but rarely even know what assistance is rendered. What the teacher does isn't
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seling should have the same purpose and be a part of the instructional clinic where
diagnosis, evaluation, prescription and examination of student needs take place.
The desirable educational setting is one where all educational personnel are working
together as an instructional team to maximize the benefits for the learners who are
affected.
Indeed! Education has not responded .to the challenge of the four freedoms!
As' a consequence, there are growing numbers of Levi Kaupus who gur leaving
school landless, jobless and ill-prepared to cope with the problems of civilized and
enlightened living in a complex society. I think educators"can change this if they
use what they know how to do with a determination and a dedication to create a
in the world.
higher level of humane understanding than ever beforeanyw

PATRICIA ALBJER ; GRAHAM
National Institute of Education

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
AND SCHOOL PRACTICE:
AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
MAY 11, 1978
I am honored to be able to deliver the Horace Mann Lecture. My remarks
today were shaped by reflecting on the career of Mann, on his vision for American
education, and on the complex ways in which that vision has worked out in practice.
Mann promised much for public education. We.are not a bit chastened because we
have not been able to guarantee all the social marvels he offered as inducements to
the Massachusetts citizenry when he asked their support for public schools. In some
respects, we have not done as well in public education LS Mann promised. In other
respects, we have vastly outstripped e'ven Mann's expansive ideals.
In general, many of the issues that Mann recognized in Massachusetts nearly
150 years o are with us still. This is both a tribute to his insight and prophetic

skill and a comment upon the persistence of some themes in American history.
However, in my view, there have been three key historical changes since Mann's
time that have shaped the role of American.education. First, our society has altered
from a homogeneous rural population to one of ethnic and social diversity. Second,
book have changed from small units enrolling a fraction of our children to large
formal organizations with nearly universal attendance. Third. the importance of educational skills has vastly incivased. They are now vital if one is to function effectively in today's society. All three factors make the job of educators more complex
and difficult. As the clientele of schools becomes more dissimilar in background
.

and learning style, teaching is more demanding. The growth in size and the bureau-

cratization of schools may also have limited the ability of teachers to meet their
students' diverse needs. The stakes for students and educators have, ironically, been

raised at the same time as their jobs have become harder to do. I will argue that
these three shifts have not only affected the practice of education, they have also
educational,research and the ideology of public education in thili coun,
loky choice of an hidorical perspective shows my own profeosional training,
.tny4neent experience in the Feder ii, Government.. and my recognition Of. the coinOriltive title of this lecture. Mach of my thne in the past year has been spent

'speaking to a wide variety of individuals involved with education. I have' been
,by,the caucus= of many Anacricaus for the excellence of the education they
provide for their children and themselves. But,1 have also noted an occasional "amin some people involved in the debates about our educational system. We
gerillop. be unwilling to comprehend that education is shaped by tOstorical trends
than ,the lased ntikgazine axticie offering, praise, blanie.,..or an instant

mlatrng
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panacea for our nation's schools. This swirl of ronflicthig advice and analysis often
tends to obscure or divert our attention away from the most essential and, in many
ways, most challenging job of schooling. My purpose in taking a long-range, retrospective view on the role of schools is not to suggest that history provides direct
solutions to our present problems. Indeed. history often shows that our contem

porary worries have 'no counterpart or analogue in the past. I do belicve that

through historical analysis, we can gain a sharper focus on what our roles as educators are, and a more balanced and refined notion I /t. the ;Anirciis of sonw of our
current quandaries.
Horace Mann's view of American Society was one of relative homogeneity. In
the small towns and rural areas that dominated Massachusetts, populations were
relatively similar, both ethnically and socially. The principal source of resistance to
public schools came from farmers who failed to see the utility of education for
their children. Mann's tenure as Secretary of Education in MassachutAts occurred
prior to the Potato Famine in Ireland which brought the first great wave of 19th

century immigrants to the Commonwealth. Ile also left the state before the

developnwnt of major industry, although the textile mills at Lowell presaged those
subsequent developments.
Mann was much impressed by the model of educational efficiency documented by Victor Cousin in Prussia, a similarly textured region of farms and small
towns. Mann perceived the role of schools to be to teach fundamentals of reading,
writing, arithematic, and historyat least to those children who were inclined
learn. Thus he charged the nascent public schools with the momentous responsibility of assuring children in the law 1830's and 1840's access to the world of literavy.
lie believed this was valuable, and so do I. However. he also argued chat a key social
benefit of extending schooling would be increased morality among citi4ens. I am
less convinced that this is an appropriate or potentially successful role to assign to .
public edueation. American society is too diverse; too subject to a multiplicity of
deep changes; and too rich in viable moral. patterns to ask any single iristitution to
impose any single ethical structure upon its younger citizens. Moreover, fundamental research, in psycholoa and other fields, is beginning to teach us that we know
comparatively little about the ways in which children learn morality. It would be
wasteful and wrong to establish a standard moral curriculum unless children could
absurd it, even if it were possible to determine what that curriculum might be.
From the perspective of Mann's aspirations for universal schooling, the
growth of public education in the last 130 years has been a success story. Enrollment and levels of educational attainment have moved steadily upward. In 1876
less than ,r; of American young people had completed high school. By 1950 the
figure had increased to 59(; Today the level is over 75'? Attendance patterns have
also shown steady growth, from an average proportion of 60';7of enrolled students
on an average dav in 1870. to a figure over 90(7. in 1970. It is also worth noting that
-The-school year was much'shorter in those earher days.
paralM expansion in higher edication has,t d over an even shorter
tth attended
ion's
-period of time. Fifty years ago less than 10% of the
ost every Interested
college.- in recent years college has become- accessible-to
--Tr:W-4;01001 gaduate. tlinat,1960, the number of undergraduates has risen fromiess
million to gitire than twelve million. The proportion of the 18 to 21 year
old, age, group atteAding a post-secondary institution in 1972 was over 50q.
nattire and results of this trend have been' centnd to debate amtmg educa,
tional historians over the last fifty years. The lines of battle are drawn between the
consensus historians who celebrate the schools' role in advancing equality and
.2txmomic mobility, and. recent "revisionist" historians who paint a picture of
.34ic elites drafting youthful maiiscS Into school for (*hunt lndoetrination Ancl-
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training as willing workers. Neitht-r school of analysis is wholly correct, nor wholly
complete. However, my purpose is neither to adjudicate that debate nor to analyze
the board social effects of increased school participation. Rather, I want to focus
4 on what happened to educational practice.
My first point is that these increases in numbers were accompanied by greater
diversity in the backgrounds of students. The patterns of immigration, urbanization, and industrialization altered classroom composition in the late nineteenth and

`- N

early twentieth century. In more recent years, the chives for racial integration,
mainstreathing of special needs students, and bilingual education have added to the
diversity of student, characteristics.
Higher educ at ion has undergone similar changes. For example, reporting on

ihis fellow students in the class of 1879 at Amherst College, just 100 years ago,
Frank Jameson observed that of his 102 classmates, Ione was Japanese, one Negro,
and six were Europeans. All the rest (over 907)were of old American stock, of
English descent, and nearly all of New England origin: A third came from the cities,

the rest from the country or from small towns in New England. More than threequarters of them were Congregationalists. Of coursel all were male. The scene of
today's campuses is vastly different. Colleges currently attract almost a third of
their students from families headed by a blue-collar worker. In a-little over ten
years the number of minority students has quadrupled and now equal 11% of total
college enrollment.
It iS clear that the general increase in school participation made teaching harder. In more elitist days, teacher; confined their attention to the economic and social

cream of the crop and to the quietly diligent. Sometimes there was an overlap between the children of the prosperous and the group of quietly diligent students
5
but sometimes there was not. Students who were difficult or deviant tended to
drop out or be pushed out. Thus, the seeming success of schools in the "good old
days" may be due more to their natural selection of successful students than to
.
successful teaching and teaming of the three R's or to the use of rigid disciplinary
techniques. However, as eduLators won their battle to extend school and make :
attendance compulsory, they were confronted with the challenges of teaching those
students with less academic aptitude who would have previously been eased into
unskilled jobs, and students with varying learning styles due to differences in temperament, language or culture.
In higher education, we can again see a similar pattern. When only ten or
fifteen percent of the population attended college, every graduate could be reasonably assured of a professional carver with a variety of options. This was particularly
true when one eliminated most of the female graduates from the job market, 4ince
society assumed they were not5expected to support themselves. It became natural
to believe that a college diploma entitled every graduate to a high level career in his
area of personal interest. When such positionS were assured, then it was easy to
__ ____believe in addition that the excellence of the college curriculum was responsible.
";,.''',1;-A4utigtz other forces may well have been much more important.
The majority of our young people, including women and minorities, are now
.--a_part:or the process of higher education. They must be prepared for an increasingly
,--- --,pcnAplex and-competitive job market, as well as for the more nebuloushut not, less
-..-importantbusiness of giving individuals the skills for a fulfilling personal life. We
can see several types of evidence of the influence of this change. Some economists
*Ale-questioned the assumption that college represents a sound financial investment
in terms of lifetime earnings. Students have responded bY emphasizing careerpOented programs and questioning the value of traditional liberal arts programs, by
-- applying to profeional schools such as law and busine§s in increasing numbers. and
':xli: -5:4 turningaway from the political and social activism of the mtd-sixties.
.

e

.
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In sum, in the pagt schools were never seriously challenged by thy task of
educating an entire, increasingly diverse population. The methods and rhetoric that
may have led to- success in educating a homogeneous segment of students for a
short tin*: proved much less effective in meeting' -these largei ail& Mori. cOmph,*
demands.
My second point is that expansion in enrollments was accompanied by a shift
,

in the ins4tutional quality of schools. Schools becortne larger in unit size, more
formal in organization, and more professional in staffing. The new emphasis placed

'on school attendance plus the population increases, put an incredible burden on

estisting scho'ol systems to grovide the necessary facilities for their new pupils. The
professional Wisdom of the late 19th and early 20th centuries pointed to one solution for the giowing schools: the elimination of the small, one-room schoolhouses
of an earlier time and the replacement of them with graded schools. It was widely
held that by arilanging the children in separate classes, according to their age level or
by their demon4trated educational accomplishments, much more carefully planned
curricula could be followed and the learning of the children could be considerably
enhanced. The aumptiàn was that in the upgraded, one-room school, the teacher's

responsibilities w re too divided among the many children at the various grade
levels. It was hoptd that if the tedcher could concentrate all her attention on only
one grade level, mhch more rigorous and effective instruction could occur. Such an
option was n ot possible of course, until the numbers of children attending a school

..

were great enoUgh tU divide the school into grades.

.

Stich a necessary concentration of children obviously occurred much earlier
in urban areas than in rural ones, accounting, many yontended, for the reputed inferiority of rural ed4ation. The problems that rural teachers faced were immense,

beginning with lack Of funds. Their difficultiessuch as those of a Marquette

County. Michigan teaeher who had to contoid with a balky stove for heating, outside toilets, and a classroom of 50 to (50 children of assorted nationalities and ages
who were to be instrue\ted in all subjects from the primary through the elementary
grades, were immediately obvious to everyone concerned with educational policy.
An eminently reasoitable solution seemed to be to bring the children together in
large.enough numbers so\ that an adequate school with heating and plumbing futilities could be constructed and the children could be divided into grades. The marwls
of the graded school ancL\ later, of school consolidation, were preached throughout
the American educational '.establishment at normal schools, at,summer institutes, at
Chautauqua. and in the universities. In these schools, it was claimed, each teacher
would only have to master the curriculum of one grade. Iler classes each day could
do the same subjects, eacti child presumably doing what every other child was
doing, How much easier for the teacher! The problem was solved!
But was the problem really solved? Has it not simply been transferred tO the
students, to whom educatiolnal leaders have generally been much less responsive
7404n-they taut .beect to teachers? Both these efforts, grading of classes and school
otidation, pointed toward es1ablishing a mated& classroom organization than
:ever possible in the inevitably chaotic one-room school, Furthermore, the
grade isulation emphasized the 'problems of those children whowere hot prarhoted.
--and-thus were 'totted to remain in tiw- primary grade with children -much .;analler.
---thadltiey, in the one-r&im sellool, the assortment of ages and sizes -varied,, and a
nonreading ten-year-old could:at least, mix with his age mates in the classroOm and
'at recess, pOssibilities that were not open to him in a school in which au noo.teader*
were left with the six-yeapolds in the first.grade. Similariy, an Immigrant child who
ucw-.no English might be absorbed into a rural, one-room school at age it ne and
014nitted to move at his own rate through the curriculum, an accomplishm lit that
lrnre difficult in mOst.graded schools- where prOmotion ean;ie semk,..- ,.
,

.......,..

,
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annually and few allowances were made for children doing work ahead of that prescribed for the entire class.

In view of the nicreased diversity of students I identified earlier, the move
towards the bureaucratic values of uniformity in method and content of instruction
wohld appear to be particularly open to question. Undoubtedly, tiwre were numy
problems with the one-room SOMAS, many of which concerned the teachers, who
were poorly paid anct often equally poorly. educated. However, there is also an ele-

ment of irony in many of the recent efforts to reform our perhaps overlysystematized schools. In effect, such "experiments" aS cross-age tutoring, open environments, mini-schools, and even decentralization and parent involvement efforts
reconstitute the old one-room school.

My third point is that as education became nearly universal, we developed
higher levels of required skills for employment and "survival" in society. High edu-

cational attainment has become a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for
msecess in life. I can see these changes within my own family. My grandfather was
illiterate in English, for his entire lifetime. He worked as a fanner in the United
States and drove his horse and buggy twenty miles into town once a week, He
spoke to me, his grandchild, only in his native language. One generation later, his
children needed to be able to read to pass a driving test, or else they would NI
forced to walk those twenty miles. Iliteracy; in the broad sensr, of a variety of
essential life skills. including the ability to read, to work with mathematical

symbols, and to make critical judgments, is no longer a choice. It is an obligation.
Tiw first component of this shift is the need for higher skills and credentials
to get a job. We an, all familiar with the decline in unskilled and semi-skilled jobs
over the last fifty years, with the "inflation" of educational requirements te; higher
education was easier to come by, and with the growth of jobs in highly technical
and professional fields. A related process has occurred in the nature of certification
procedures in many professions. In teaching, for example, throughout much of the
nineteenth century, one could become licensed simply by passing an examination.
However, with the developmeir. of normal schools in the early twentieth century,
certification became based on completion of a series of courses at an approved institution. More recently, we seem to be taking a "double protection" approach, with
many states requiring both completion of a prescribed set of courses, and a passing
grade on the National Teacher's Examination,
The second way in which the demands on education have increased is in nonacademic anas Churches, communities, and families have relinquished many responsibilities. With the historic decline in these and other supportive institutions.
schools an. called on.to provide health and sex education; preparation for political
life as voters; competence in surviving increasingly complex challenges such as preparing income tax forms and buying life insurance and exposure to choices in using
leisure time. As we move towards longer periods of preparation for'carvers, early
--oltirement, lihorter w rk weeks, and flexible pariltime careers, how we. "employ"
=-ti44-rs&4Yres.outside of otr job environment beeirmes more important to our sense of
AwWworth and to the uality of our lives. These issues, vital as they are, cannot'be
.--7-resolved with specific tourses. Rather, they require more comprdwnsive general vd1.918 we weiiv told that one of the "Seven Cardinal Principles" of educawas
to
prepare ritingsters t6 make worthy use of their leisure' time We re.-

spondee), instrumenta6 and often' not satisfactorily, with "courses" on varNus

---'7-7"-':-'1elsitre'aetMties, treating them as we did vocational training. The danger .for boil\
vocational training or leisure time training is that excessive speCificity. We need

imaginative 4ilutions in both areas, and I Suspect that answers lie in more
tWrill4less specialized approaches.
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I have conducted an extremely rapid overview of three historical issues in the
expansion olneducation in Ameriea I have glossed over many details, such as
portant regional differences in the timin and patterns of the trends I have outlined
and their impact\ on various iub-gmups of our population. However, the main point
of my analysis.should be clearly relevant to many of our current difficulties in education..As schools expanded numerically they we're faced with a more' heterogeneous set of clients. Social demands increased to prepare students for a highly techni;
competitive' job market and an equally complex set of roles as parents, vonsumers, and citizens. The early adoption of bureaucratic structures and methods by
the. educational system may have limited iits ability to respond effectively to its
diverse clientel and the changing;requirements of society.
these changes altered the, goals or ideology of public education and the conduct of educational ieseareli. As I noted earlier, Horace Mann's chief argument for
the extension- of schooling *as its contribution to public morality. His claim of a
broad social benefit froin education is similar to that of earlier vivocates of public
schools such as Jefferson,'who argued that society would gain effective citizens and
voters, and thi, Puritans, who advocated schooling to produce religious salvation. As
education became universal, equality of opportunity became the key rationale an&
goal. Education was viewed 'as the itey to individual mobility and as a solution to
national problems of verty and racism.
roblem of viewing eduCation as a means to a social end
These gdals
rather 'than an end itself. They represent unrealistic expectations, and divert attention away from the legitimate expectations we, should hold for our schools. For
better or worse, educators have learned to take advantage of this situation.. When
whools had diffisulties with' students, they reacted by blaming family structures.
socizi structure, or the media for.student failures. However, when similar students
stu ceeded. educators took credit for the accomplishments. In my judgment, it is
t:me to eqvalife this division of responsibility. Public sdmols alone cannot be ex.
pected. to eliminate poi.erty;o; racial discrimination or to stabilize, the American
Family sy, tem; schools,can and shoUld be held responsible for the job of education

for literacyfor all students.
In the past. research waS useful but not vital to the practicing teacher or administrator. Rectiuse' of the types of 4udents and level of social expectations, virtua6 any methodology or program would work fairly well. Research provided sta-

tistics to document success and justify expansion. In a sense, the scientific' trappings
of 'research may have contributed to a false sense of security for educators. Studies
that explained success by spurious variables of technique served to obruscate the
fundamental truth tilat whools only &all with a relatively success-prone body of
students.
In recent years, tie partnership between researchen and practitioners has
suffered severe strains. Volumes of past studies on specialized curricula 'and
cking techniques proved to be invalid as student bodies changed and demands
racy increased. Research bas focused on evalitation of largeScale reforms and
.iisioesihent of often unrealistic social, goals for education. The results' haiv been
--Snininarized.a s. a theme of nothing works." Practitioneni have reacted by charging,
44-err-with considtrable justilkation, that research-was inadequate, misguided. an
esaut to the problems ofprofessionals in.schools.
I am profoundly committed to the value and practice of basic research', Ho
in large part, agree Vith the reactions of practitioners to educational rrscar
as it has bee7 conducted i the past. All too often, research agendas are driven by
the. theories .and nwtho fogies of academic disciplines rather than by tile significant Problems of practice. In addition, researchen tend to prefer to '"do-able" to

Ignificat topic. Only in the past could v;e 4ford the luxury 'of aq

aua
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aeademically-oriented re,.eareh effort that might have evaded one of the great virtues of the academy: its ability to iww to the fundamentA. Noiwtheless. I am
definitely' optimistic about the future of educational research. It can offer the' most
important sort of assistance in reaching our poin of universal literacy.
Tlw creation 'if the National Institute of Ediwation tNIEl by- the Federal
Government was I., .ed upon the pnnciph. that the development and applicatitm of
knowledge for and in the educational process is a primary responsibility of the
Federal Gt...ernnwnt: Federal funds are central, and the role is direct and g neral.
ME's legislation states this explicitly: "While the direction of the education systeM
remains primarily the responsibility of State and local governnwnts, the Federal

.dent has a clear responsibility to provide leadership in the conduct and
support of seientific intoiry into the educational process." Then. are at least three
Go.

reasons that the Federal .Governmen: takes substantial responsibility tor the
development and use of educational knowledge. Herause the products of such
n.search are nationally usable, the costs development ought to be nationally shared.
Next, those costs of development are reduced w!,en the available resources are coordinated in such a wa y. as to avoid both duplication and gaps. Finally. it is in the
Federal inten.st to ensult. that State, local and Federal dollars investe4 in the education system are made with the fullt st possible knowledge about the education process, since this knowledge is the best insurance that the tax dollars will achieve Ow
greatest possible results,
To bw more specific, let me suggest how researeh in two areas might he reoriented. The first area is the practice of teaching. There is no dearth of.work here,

but several substantial questions of practice have received insufficient attent.on.
For example, as I haw stated, a key characteristic of today's classrooms is a diverse
group of students, in terms of social class, cultural backgrounds, and styles of learning. Wt. need to know much more about how successful teachers work in these
settings and how such knowledge about the craft of teaching can be passed along to
other stafl' Another RI ;lem on which to focus is the motivation anq carver
patterns of experieneeLi teachers. Due to enrollment declinc in most districts. the
average age and experience of the staff is rising. What supports or new opportunities
for career growth would be helpful to these teachers'? Clearly tlit. art. not easy
issues to address through the traditional methodologies of social scielltT, but they
are as crucial as they are difficult.
Next, in the area -of -1..egregation. the vast majority of past research has concentrated on the effects o: such a public. policy. Oddly, given this interest, we have
happens in the classroom itself. We have insuffigiven too little attention to
cient documentation, and thus insuffivient material for analysis, of what happens in

that arena What kinds of ;teachers, what kinds of administrators, what kinds of
parents are most conducive ito student progress in integrated schools? How can we
best have racial justice and Americans who have both learned and learned to value
TtirAt process itiolf?

ft might.be interesting to-;pecu: .te on the ghost of Horace Mann and Its re.:
Selto my remarks. Would it feel :be rayed, or pleased, or imply interested and
curious on this development of his legacy? in a mai sense, th.e muddles, tasks, and
s4pportunities 1 aye described are a result, overlime, of the success of Manitand
pioneen of public education in this country. Their: advocacy of a system of
..pubiie.,education that was universal and free took several generatkms to come_ fully
to fruition. Only recently have we begun to confront direvtly4the fact that universal
literacy is the logical consequence of their hopes and the principal goal of our

hook.

the-difficulties for practitioners and researchers often seem enorheritage is also our burden. liowever, we should take heart. thstory can
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teach us how far we have come, and a modest good sense van help us to recognize
the vitality of our work. Many of us have friends who believe their jobs, if they
have them, to be meaningless, ,unimportant, or remote from issues critical to
society. We in education need not suffer any such sense of isolation. We provide our
students with the skills to transcend the boundaries of their personal experieiwe
and, I hope, the confidence to judge that experience as well. We provide one way
for them to strengthen their individual potentialities: to move from becoming into
being. We must be realistic in assessing our failures and our inadequacies, but we
,.should also take pride, if without arrogance, in the manageable significance of our
-enterprise.
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SHOU-SF1ENG FISUEH

The Chinese University of Hong Kong

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION:
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS
JUNE 6, 1978
This is my first trip to Pittsburgh. I bring you sunshine and greetings from
Hong Kong.

Let me begin on a personal note. For reasons I do not fully understand myself, I have been interested and involved in international education for the last 20
years. When the famous School of Public and International Affairs at Pitt was started, I felt very honored and flattered to receive a personal letter from the late Chancellor Litchfield asking for my personal views and suggestions for the new school,
and I was pleaAd this morning to be able to visit the office of the School of Public
and International Affairs in person.
I am delighted and grateful to be here with you this afternoon. This is i! very
memorable occasion as we are assembled here in this elegant hall to honor a distinguished American educational leader, Dr. Paul Masoner, Dean Emeritus of the
School of Education of the University of Pittsburgh. To us in Asia, Dr. Masoner is a
distinguished educational leader of world-standing. I am indeed fortunate to have
been invited to attend this important occasion, and especially privileged to be the
speaker in the prestigious Paul Masoner International Lecture series for. this year. It
is indeed a very great honor to my university and myself, and for this I am grateful
to my Pittsburgh colleagues, particularly Dean James Kelly and Dr. Wilma Smith. In
fact, the Planning Committee took a very great risk in extending the invitation to
me to addres.s this distinguished assembly.

Needless to say, the University of Pittsburgh is well known to the academic
community in Asia, especially for its significant contributions in the field of international education. As some of you may be aware, the University of Pittsburgh and
-T.Efthiese Universi.ty of Hong Kong have maintained a very. Special relationship
sinei-oin university's foundation in 1963. We have greatly benefited by our institunal:Ales and personal relations with Pitt scholam and administrators. A number of
_colleague s,. especially. in the field of sociolOgy, have either obtained post.

.......... graduate

degrees or undertaken advanced research at this famous university. Professot- C.K. Yang, a Distinguished Service Priife&sor ITI your Department of Sociology,
.124 selve4 in various advisory capacities in our university and as an eminent mem.
her of the Fulton Commission, whose report, published in I976 served as the basis
for the reorganization of the Chinese University. Other prominent Pitt colleagues

Chancellor Wesley Posvar, Dr. Charles Peake, Dr. purkart Holz,er, and
0-therS; rire welt known and close to us. Moreover, our .Viee-Chancellur, Dr, (410hentuf-ai1-Oiforinfaegree of Dociiir tif Soria} Science from
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Pitt. On of my colleagues, Dr. Ambrose King. !lead of New Asia College. is also a
.Pitt alumnus. Thanks to Dr. Masoner. cooperative relations between our Sclwols of
way..
Education an also being explored. I hope that my visit will, in sonw
further contribute to the strengt hymn or our academic CA dlaboratime and personal
-friendship.

Now. please allow me to turn to the main task which has been assigned to me.
to deliver this year's h.cture on internatimal education. As you all know. the lee.
in- 1972 to honor Dr. Masoner for his unique contribu.
tun. wries was
lions in international education. I understand that this year's lecture has a special
significance. because this occasion also marks Ins retirenwnt. I am. therefore, doubly

honfered to be invitd to deliver the lecture. which provides an opportunity not
only to examilw or re-examine internatif mai issues with reference, to higher educa.
then. but also to reiterate Our deep appreciztion to Dr, Masoner for his contributions in the. field of intvrnational education, and to present to him our very best
wishes for even more productivo Years during his retirement.

The sublect of my leeture is "International Education: Problems and

Prospeets." it is understood that the emphasis will be placed on higher education
and that the lecture. at best reflects an Asian viewpoint. Within the time assigned to

me, for the. delivr).

I

propose to tackle my subject by sharing with you my

thoughts fen tlin.e. Mated topics, namely: expectations of higher education: international education in a changing world: and international cooperation in higher
education.
A large numhi.r of colonies throughout the world have achieed independence
since. the, veld

Iht. Second World War. With political independence, people, in new-

ly emergmg states nave acquired a new consciodsness of tin. importance or higher
education. which used to he, the, prerogative of young men and wonwn of wealthy
families. As a consequence. the social foundation of higher education has broadened eonsiderablY and higher education has beTonie an integral part of democracs .
l'rgent demand is thus created for places in institutions of higher learning. Leaders
eons have placed great emphasis on higher education as a means of meetor new
ing the .ed for more. highly qualified citi/ens and for economic. political, and
social d. velopment.

Against this backgroend, there has been an unprecedented expansion ot' universities, not only in industriatiled countries, but especially in developing countries.
Higher education invariably constitutes an increasingly important item in the na.
tional budget. resulting in rapid growth in tht' Illimber of universities as well as in
the student population.
All the territories in Southeast Asia with the exception of Thailand have been
colordzed by Western powers in the past. and only bevame independent after the
''

-7

Second World War. in ail these countries. a key factor in their devekmment has
expand and Unprove higher education. For example, the whok
iiesii, 'believe it or not, didanot have a single university at the time of independence,
and now that country has a total of 360 institutions of higher education, including
41.statc universities and 319 private ue:velsities, colleges, and other tertiary instituAnother instance is the Republic of the Philippines, which had ohiy one uniSit.) IS ty at the time of inclependence. 'namely. the University of Santo Tomis, founded. in, ,145 1 1, the oldest, university in Asia. Today, the Philippines has 10 state tml-

versities, 40 private universities, over 30 state Colleges, and about- 650 private
toleges, with a cOmbined university enrollment of approximately 800,000 out of a
population of about 40 million. The -largest'i the University of the Far East with a_
7:4*.populafionbi 60-006. SimiTar developments can be found in all the other
of Ma. and also.,.1 am sure,. in atter parts of the
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Despite the great efforts made by various governments to meet the rising expectations in the field of higher education, serious problems have been encounten.d
in most countries. A number of problems in Southeast Asia may be mentioned

which are by no means new or uncommon. I am sure that similar -pmblems are
being faced in other parts of the world, including the United States of America.
University spaces art. in extremely short supply in spite of the great increase
numbers of places ii Souttwast Asia, and admission is subject to competitive
entrance examination and interview. In Hong Kong, for example, Own an. two uni-

versities with a total student enrollment of about 9,000 for a population of 4.7
million. For the coming year. some 13,000 applications were received by the
Chinese University for its Matriculation examination, and about 9.000 applied to
the University of Hong Kong, whereas the number of spaces available in each institution is approximately 1.000. In ottwr words, the combined student intake is less
than WI, of applicants, causing a great 'deal of disappointment and frustration on
the part of those who fail to obtain admission. A small number of them may enter
universities abroad or reapply for admission into the local universities in the following year. The majority enter post-secondary eolleges, technical institutions, or the
work force in Hong Kong.
By and large, most countries in Asia are facing a serious shortage of funds.
Not every country can afford a 30 million dollar quadrangle buildirg as you have at

Pitt. We a:e short of buildings, teaching and research facilities, and qualified
teachers. Many univeraies lack adequate. classrooms, library reSources, and laborator equipment. Because of the shortage of qualified teachers and the rapid increase
in the student population. classes tend to be extremely large, and it ha.s become a
common phenomenon for (lasses to be attended by hundreds of students. Relations
hetween teacher and student have become impersonal. and sometimes almost nonexistent, apart from contact in class with large numbers of students.

Another serious problem is Mated to teaching methods. Both teadiers and
students rely twavily on textbooks. Most teachers are bUsily engaged in day-to-day
teaching and have little time for researeh or writing textbooks. Therefore. university teaching depends largely on imported textbooks, especially from the United

States of America and England. as English is the first loreign language in many
Asian countries.

In spite of the various difficulties I have briefly outlined, international educatiou has become a very important component of Southeast isian universities. This,
of course, is largely due to the realities of world politics, plus the fact that regional
cooperation has almost berome a necessity in the new international order. As a
result, many regional organizations, associations, and societies have been established, notably; The Association of Southeast Asian Institutions of Higher Learning,
which is the oldest regional association of its kind in Asia. This association serves as
A-7. an effecthe channel of communication and cooperation among the various
-wiNitics in Southeast Asia. Every yearthere are general conferences and *claw('
-svnlinars on selected topics in the field of university administration as well as on
aeadeMic subject% During recent years. there h as been a tendency to encourage
,more lasting arademie cooperation. This association has encouraged the establish.
rtivrit of regional learned societies, including the Southeast Asian Social Science
Association and the Southeast Asian Mat hematieal Association. Then. is a growing
'conseiousness orinternational education in our part of the globe.
now turn briefly to international education in a changing world. To quote a
n
wrwitt famous Aniefivaii-edueatitmalistz-i4Van Jame-5 Kiii terniit kin al
.irlow come ,from what may be termed educationally desirable to what is
mandatory,"

International Education

International education has a mlatively long history. Over recent yeaN. it has
undergone siginficant change' with the time. Iiistorkally speaking. international education was a logical product of the common desire among educationalists in different part; of the world to learn (ruin eadi other in the development of international
relations. As a reult. of Western colonizatirm of oveN;as rritodes in Asia, close
ties. notably in economic. trade, and political fields. have been cultivated. Along
with the expansion ii trade relations. there enwrged ).roups of educationalists and
missionaries who were dedicated to the developnwnt of education in their colonies,
and in the proems. scholars from different cultures hegan to sow the seeds of international education.
In the development of international relations. Anwrican educationalists have
played a crucial rule. Since the discnvery of America by Columbus, the New World
has attracted large numbers of immigrants frOm nearly all parts of the world. The
United States of America is basically a plural six-10y with a multi-oultoral population. B virtue of their history and charactei. Americans, and especially American
educationalists. are internationally-minded people. Besides, Americkan business inWrests an. established on a world-wide basis, and the Amerivan-dollar_is an international currency. Americans are among the most widely-traveled citizens in the
world and have contributed significantly to Hong Kong's tourism, economy, and
trade. American scholars are readilt; available in many countries, and American pro.
lessors and students teach and study in various parts of the world.
American influence on higher education overseas has been particularly strong.
;n certain academic fields such as education, the social sciences, business administration. and applied sciences. American contributions are evideht in developing
much so that textbooks and reference materials written by American
countries.
scholars are widely used in Asian countries. It is clear that the American impact on
world education has been a very real and significant one.
The creation of the United Nations Organization at the end of the Second
World War ushered in a new era in international education. A large number of new
states have emerged. At the time of the San Francisco Conference the number of
original members bf the United Nations Organization was 5 1. and today its membership has more than doubled. Political independence has stimulated educational
consciousness, and in turn it has advanced the frontiers of knowledge and has enri. aed national and international education.
The scope of international education has broadened over recent years owing

to a number of factors. Firstly, internationalism has become a way of life. The
United Nations Organization and specialized agencies have made great contribu-

tions to closer relations among nations and among the peoples of the world.
Secondly. countries in the modern world have become more interdependent than

ever before. This means that major world developments of whatever nature,

.

whewver they may happen, are likely to produce varying effects on the rest of the
w-orld. Thirdly, the globe, In a manner of speaking, has become smaller with the
advanee of science and technology. For example, tra%ehng between Hong Kong and
_SaiiVraneiseo by sea used to take several weeks. Today with modern aviation, one
-7-eittlialre breakfast in Hong Kong. lunch in Tokyo, and dinner in San Franciico, ail
wi in a matter of about 15 flying hours, which can be further reduced y one-half
.supersonic- Concorde services flying at a speed of one ntileper arm sveonds: in
ittiserwo-rd,4,-h-atitan-mobitity tianeverlseeri-qi-gleaf, and has had an obvious effect
on international life in general sitd on international education in particular. FourthCommunication technology -has made tremendous advances_ Through live
*atelli* networks; news-of world events is. transmitted within split seconds; and

.rnatlonal repewthalon.v: ber,,nw 41=4 Instantaneolm I lit reminded ot the
story of Dr, Masoner and Dean Kelly in Korea last 'year watching the famous Pitt-
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Penn State football gam on television. Of COurse. you all renwber that the star
player was Tony Dorsett. The result of the game was a foregone conclusion-- Pitt
4:-The above factors combine to affect international life and have obvious bearings on international thication. The impact iwed not he over-emphasized.
began wito the study
From the historical viewpoint, international educaL
of the humanities, including language, literature, history, philosophy, and religion.
The micial sciences have assumed an important role in international education.
mainly due to the emphasis placed on economic and social development after the
Second World War. This role has been further strengtheiwd by inter-governmental
organizations and major foundations. which have spent vast amoutiLs of money on
the development of social sciell(Pti to meet the needs of economic and social
progress in tiw developing countnes in particular. Science and technology is another
important area in which there have been historic achievements. In a nutshell, technological development has had LI far-reaching impact on I 1w world, and thtis. on
international education.
Lastly. may I say a few words on international cooperation in higher education. Mankind has learned the hard lessons of the'last war, which not tmlv destroyed lives and property but also broke down the international order. With nwnwries
of the war still fresh, nations began to recognize that in order to repair the damage
done and to restore hannimy to tlw world. they must work together. Political lead-

ers and the peuples of different countries started to build, hand in hand, the
foundatiims of a new world order, and one of the fundamental principles was to

strengthen tin. international community of nations and peoples. In response to the
political situation of the time, a host of international organizations. both private
and public. has been created. Along with the numerous inter-governmental and
private organizations, higher education has taken the lead in establishii.g tlw various
channels of cooperation among scholars in different parts of the world. As I mentioned earlier. Southeast Asian universities, in keeping with the intensity of worldwide activities. have developed their own internatiomil academic programs. For instance, departments of international relations are common in many universities; and
institutions or centers of international studies are likewise fashionable in academic
eirch.s. As a n.sult. international studies are fully incorporated nito the curricula
not only in the social sciences, but also in the humanities, science, and technology.
Amid I hese developments, international education has been integrated into
academic programs. More and mon, universities have offered the subject as a field
for teaching and n-search. Comparative studies have also been developed in many
universities MS part Or international education.

International education in Western countnes is largely based on data from
developing countries. Likewise, international education in Asian countries is heavily
dependent on Western methodologv. (Oven our common :nterest in Mternational
it i obvious unct t sseati-al that educationalists of the Lust and the West
.sbould seek run cooperation. Although international education may seem to' be
.advanced
in Western countries, the nations of Asia have been equally impor7
...
tairt partrwrs in its development: Therefore. Western and Asian scholars should
share. their experiences in ..illtexilationid Critication.
,

On this basis. prospects for international etturatiim are more titan positive.
the .promotion of world peace and progress depends, among other factors, on international education. Given its magnitude and complexity. international education
needs to he stn-ngthened by rmin- closely coordinated efforts.
The Paul Masoner International Lecture Series provides a fitting occasion to
110-our dedica,tion to the cause of internatkoud education. in this comtection
'44iesolbe to yott oin eN.perience ht_tiw International Asian Studies Progran4
'It may serve as a channel for cooperation between our universities.
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The Chinese University. since its inception in 1963, has taken up as a mission
vulture. Over the last
not only the promotion, but also the enrichment of Chinese
effort
to
integrate
teaching
and researa
15 .ryears or so. we have been making every
interdisciplinary
basis.
in the field of traditional and modern Chinese studies on an
whereby
ripe
for
us
to
initiate
a
modest
program
Last ,year we felt that the time was
environnient
we could share Our resources, facilities, and above all. Our intellevtual

enwith foreign scholarspmfessors and students alike. The respunse was very
and
stucouraging. During the first year of its operation we had about 50 scholars
The Program
dents from ten countries, including the United States of America.
postgraduate,
and
caters to the needs of three types of scholars: undergraduate,
whatever
faculty members. Tlwy usually come for one academic year and study
they want on the basis of their own requirements and interests. Most of them take
approximately 15 periods per
an intensive Chinese language course amounting to
they
choose
a
number
of other courses in Asian
week in small classes. In addition,

studies. including Japanese and Southeast Asian studies. Tlw program not only emphasizes the academic side, but also the cultural aspects. We make it a point-that all
students. especialIN undergraduates, share, moms with our own Chinese University
students, so that friendship and understanding can be cultivated throughout the

actidernic year. Because there are also departments of Japanese. Fiench, and
German studies in our university, we try to arrange flr students from these iinintries to share rooms with our students minoring in the respective national studies,
so that the ran practice tlwir French, German. apanese. and vice versa. The ex-

perifflice has been found to be of tremendmis value.
We have been successful in persuading foreign scholars to learn at least one
bit of
Uhinese musical instrument, whether it is a flute or drum, and also to do amonths
six
!AP
that.
after
liinese painting anti calligraphy. It is fascinating to
ludents and scholars from Ow United States, Japan and Norway, can comerse with
channel of cooperatiim
each other in Chinese. i nwntion this program as a possibly
b ween Pitt and the Chinese University of Hong Kong.
interest
In my conversations with Pitt faculty members during this visit, much
faculty
and
of
organizing
a
program
for
Pitt
has been generated in the possibility
arrangements
University
of
Hong
Kong.
We
hope
that
some
students at Ow Chinese
Kong in July.
can be worked out when Dr. Masoner comes to Hong
warmest
appreciation to the UniIn conclusion. may I once again express my
gracious invitaversity of Pittsburgh and all the faculty members involved for their
heart.
and I shall
tion and warm hospitality. I shall leave Pittsburgh with a warm
treasure the happy nwmories of my visit for many years to come.
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